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¥…üw3bn�íuàSªŸ$lçí�d� ÖÍúkøOí�ç�
d�FO4, OuJ$lçÑ3, 7/uJ$lçíj¶�Ñ3�

ªŸ�dwõÉu��, û˝í…™nu…”� �Ñç½7û˝� ¸ �Ñê
[7û˝� us_µÞ� B¢*5(�v}²øs¹%t�d�è, nêÛ
�ß<J‡³�°]íËj� ÝBªJz, à‹ç�ö°]7, �<BAÐ
íû˝�T, ªJý•.ý�˜� −Üwõ'�À: Š‰.—Zb,˜, ,n

.7��ÅÅ�

OuAéíª¥, ·.uVAû�ÿ í�T� à‹·b�F�íãe�
T·ß7nÇáŸ�d, '"ø2ä·.DdÄeí�
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Ê×çL`, J‡Î7ƒv` ,{, ç‚ê7#Aô, úku´bŸ�¹�d, Ö
šuAèí9� ÛÊvHø‰, ‰A7 � .ê[ÿ•˜ (publish or perish) �, Ä¤, ê[
�d, N˛‰Aªßß`zy½bí�T�

¥…üw, [Þ,n�íuàSªŸªJê[í�d, OB ;¿øõ}Ék�dŸ
Tí��, ÄÑçX,íŠ‰u…”, 7àSªŸ4u���

³�û˝�Tÿ³��d

ê[�dí*(!�uû˝�T� dû˝�T�à©�: 5•Oø‘C6�‘(Ø,
à/ø��xøõøõË’- , ı�õƒ�gMí‰Þ� ¥³ � �gM� uªœ‚
ïí� Ç�’ƒ7Àä� ù“ÿ�AŠ, |ÖuÚR¾íÏ�˙7� Ouúû˝�T7
k,��gM� Níu �hí�, �?wló(í�,���AÇ˜í�� ¥³,�h� u.b‘K�
h!‹ÊÜ�,NíuBDAé·´³�d¬, 1/u non-trivial í!‹�

yßí!‹, à‹u��‡\wFAlø¥ê[7, ÎÝ5?Dyöø<hcj, µ
ó5ÿÏ.Ö�kd7™Š� 5ªJ�øõ™•-íÅ—: BFdíû˝¸//Aøš
ß� r(�A5(, à‹5øytI6r´ªJÊœÿí‚…ê[|V: ı�FbíÇ
ö6ç½.¿, õ.|V�

O¥.u£¤� ê[�d1.u³�l�Õ−OEŸ#¯˛çXOÜíŸ¶� O¥
<j¶mö.Å, 6¢.×� Ô¥øPŸ¶ (à‹5Dü-íu) ªJ¹ø¨ðÏ, 1/
ªJ¹).;ÝBkªJü�±−, O¥<5,, à‹´‹, �B�øõöŠÚ�, µó
¥<F‚íl�Õ−í…9, ÿªJ‰)±£kß�

¥…üw, 3b´ul2¥×ðl�<öŠÚy2�íYj� ³�õ‰, Ýó·uc
í�

ÑÝób2¥çXû˝?

3bí−Ü: �ç1,íõ‰, uø_Åð|!…íõ‰� �dê[)Ö, [ý�'Ö
AÊd�û, [ý¥_Åð�ç½�c…íAÖ, H[¥<ªJ¥øÊþ}¸�ª¥, A
¬Þº1ßJ£F"ø‚�

O¥ÖuøOäûí�À;¶, º¸ö£í�ç…”u�Ïæí� éBbdßû˝
í!…‰¾, ÖÍ'×˙�,¨�7\�¸þ}í2¥¸9‰, O?Dé�ø¼Anš
C.k¢�ûí!…‰¾, 1.u¥<� ¥é�ø¼An, à‹FbÊ\�íÝ¥‘K
5-i“Fí�ûAô, ;…à.O¥šúy˚Êüy$µší:·�

¿pR�û˝í‰¾

ö£íû˝�Tuß2í, u�Êí� uâE�, ßJ-, «Ôí	ÿ¥é9Ó(Þ

1˜Nœ,4íþ}Ad�ç¸ÓÜ“ç¥éf$íw�ç�
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R�, n?éø_�¼'òíA2, ˇ÷Oøs_½æíÿõ, ‰�av, —©N¼Ë;
7jöó� ßí�çû˝!‹, ÖšVA«Ø„ø�

Bbùàø¨àd:

Ê1Åvø_zçu.ñqí9, vƒø_�õ£�ízízç, yØ�

7B]¥F5, Ê¥ó_üY, êÛ¥óÖª=íz� i‡ßd�øÒÕñ
ím¥� —|øzÊOáœÒ²V, ´.}àíÂ, éçð‘7slI , �
�ø… �h�çð˚ V�

ú�s�, ¹õƒ'�2í�"å� ��øâ, ¥<zru2Åí‰a:
ø"uøýÉø�Ã”íÄ*; øuøýùø�¦íÊ¶; øuøýøÉ�
´”í‘›; |ß2íuø"ƒ…, uà´®R�, àê·Ý–òÊ�

¥uø_ÊdÏ5×íç6, ç�*1Åƒ7LÅí–› Â½û˝, Êµší=1
-¿2¥ô5(FŸíøÍ�àd2íø¨� µ…zÊ �–´J��, {%#«Éíçä
¿…í�à� ÏlÞu2dÖô”ß, 7�û6±�FAíç6� ,Þíø¨u, VAF
è7�−
9í 	‰ají�çDþ}˚( ¤AÊ 1947-1964 Èí�dÕ) ¥…z5(í
¥2� ¥…zƒíu2a�çíªœ, 2Å�çúají�à, J£2Åþ}D2Å�
çíÉ[��

T6êÛ'Ö�çVA2Å, 7ø_AÍí½æu: ÑÝóµóÖíêp, º³�û
|dr¹¡üì�í�çê	?

¥ší½æ, Bb2ÅASJ³�\wöË½¬? SJ³�\ßß��? Bbv

z �XX 2Å©˛�5�, C6¢|ø<û.díà �2çÑñ, açÑà� í−Ü, y�
ÀC6yªÞíd¶ÿd† ıµšíàÁä �ÕÅvSV�”¸½›� Ou, ¡H
2Åíÿºuø_9õ, 7¥_9õÊ|¡ 20 �nÇá�FZ‰�

�−
9í!�, 3bÊ2Å�çÊc_ê	23buÑ7 �õà�, 7r¹¡üì
�í�çê	, 3buÑ7 �ßJ��

2ÅAØ
õ7� à‹vHø �Jx·Í� çT�Ôí¿ðáñ, ó]Bbí�ç}
rÍ.°� O¥šd, 6rªJßÞø<�ø¼í�˙�, O´ußÞ.|çX,í?
ùäøHê˙í×�, ÿdvHí�ÔÕj, Fb6r?G-øsíË, OúkçXí
õ.wõ1.×øš�

�−
9JšÞívÈ�ê72Å, ¢ºÊ–›íz½³,  ê¨2Åí�çÍ, ¥
³Î7 �ßJ�, ´?z|w…ŸÄý? ¥¬Võ, Bb?.?vƒø_2Åí�−
9,
JšÞívÈ, ºÊœÂízé³ û˝r¹í�çÍVj� �r¹¡üì�í�çê
	, 3buÑ7ßJ� ¥_cquú´u˜3?

Ï5×|(z: Ê¥��A.?ßÞ5‡, BbF‚í�ç, ´uy¹í, scí, õ
àí� 6ÿuz, ö£í�ç, u.}ßÞí�

éNí¥ô, Êv-íæ˜üz³6õ|ø¶}V� ¥éíüz, �u �-˛vÍ�

2Bb.ßzû˝�T6�¼øìò, O¥øuAíüuœøOA¦¬œÖí5t, FJBýuøuÅðVL�
3¥ø¨uÏlÞíŸd�
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é� Öšzíu/ø_øÜ, �Í�ƒ¬ , àSàFbíÛHø…VZ‰©2Åí·
«� OFbíOi, EÊ�çí@à¸„�íZÕ,, úk �ßJ� í–1, ³�O4�

û˝íñí

ßJ¸õà: ¥sõBb.Ûyz�

püí7j: zŸá�dz)yÀU, JZ(Ayq7j� Wà Taylor ìÜíŸá
„pu'Åí, ÛÊLSø…�}×–·à.ƒøÜ� ¢àJ‡U˚0,É�þ_A
è)]óú�, OÛÊLSø_ÓÜÍíH“Þ·?]�

üw: d�ûóçkADÙ�, Ä¤b¥¥ÑÐ, JZüw5(í!‹(Aß×AË
à�

Åð2¥û˝íñí

¥uUÅ‰#×íI’� �…ÿu‰¾, ÿu‹ó� ¥[ÛÊD�2«Ñˇ|� ÖÍ,
¢�ûíA=, øO·b²k¥D� Fb;õƒíu=Êõ‚: Å¬F)M�Ó‹, Gini
index M�Áý�

UÅ‰õ–V#×: ¥u'ÖçXëº?Ddí� ÊrÅíµÞ,, FbÉ?dø<
J�díb¾¸”¾Ñ™ÄíÝ¥Ÿ¶, Ou,�\µ-�úµ, ow¥éÝ¥ê[í
\µ¸l��díj�·}\/<Aúj�

Ék SCI/SSCI

=¹®Åí çXëºúk SCI/SSCI �ø�l±w\í]L� O SCI/SSCI íñø
−Ü, u �….âÅqí`¤−„�� O¥|ÖÉ?“Vd¬¾íG¨Và, .?Å‚O
Ô� çX|�´uı�ÊÅq�øP�;�£f$íçXÇ¡œ„� ø_×Å, .âb
?dƒ �AÐz7��� ÖÍ¥øõ1.ñq, r)ÔwŠÚ¸ßíçXOÜ¸„��

-Þí]u 1962 �Ï5×Ÿ#-_í:

µs]ø_ß¾7: B¢�ø¹�d, ÿÊ IRS �|V7,. . .¥¹dı'
s, O´�´, æBÊ �A new approach to Fourier coefficient evaluation�, ]
×–bç·�m7� ¥ubç,í×½æ, BT|_Çjíj¶V� �_b
çðz, à‹0ä,ízrb�m, vG Fourier series � Bíõ.1.×, O

Ÿ)'�r� ¥uÎO]Ê‰�-°`Bíÿå˜�:—— �ÇÆc˙, ®À
c	�� ÇÆc˙.Ø, ýòuÿW7� é®Àc	u}Sñqí9�

�³�ÛHí�Üç6, #Fí²ûŸéNí]? ¥uBbf$³�â−í¶}�
à‹FŸA¥š:

µs]ø_ß¾7: B¢�ø¹�d, ÿÊ *** �|V7,. . .¥_u SCI
‚…, J Impact factor 7�, Ê°é‚…2§±�û . . .
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¥6r´�ø<¨�½−í¶}, Ou¿�ÿÏ7� O¥uÛÊíYjd†4� Ÿƒ
¥³, ön.7�'ÖÌK�

-Ü�q

¥ø¶}íñí, 3bué×ðúk �Ÿ�d� ø9�ø<-Ü�q: �<98uÛ
b7jø-í�

1. ?…-í�d„.ß: ?…-É[ý¦¬/çX‚…íÇö7˛�

2. \‡"í�d„.6: ��é�dñq\‡: óç6í�d, .n¿í�d, °O
�A˜í�d�

SCI/SSCI �Éu¡5: …3buJ/ data base ,í�“V²ìu´Yp, Ä¤œ.
Ö_Aí¿:� h1,Bb�ø…bõ)µó×: !…, impact factor Éu popularity
index � 6�ø¥<õ)µóü: <2uz, =¹®Åí�xëº61Ýµší.7jÕ
”� úk (100 − x)% í`¤7k, é|ø¹ SCI �d, 61.ñq —— Ÿø¹�dí
!…ŠÚ5´ubd� ú\�í2¥¸ÝŒ, �Üv.^”<, ��×7, ÿvà

-õ&�

¥ø~rÊ]zA˛õAu¨øéç6� ¥Æuz)ªœ�2¥4� OBí<2u:
dø_?éA¨âíç6, wõ1.u[.ª£í9� ¸|ßíç6óª, ø_õÊí
²=, Êù“,6.¬uóÏÊsú…ö£ßz¸��¹ö£ö]í%t�d� à‹î
h=1Ißøõ, �øs�í �~�èz� 6ÿ�, 7� Ou, &MÊ�ø(, 6Ûb
à-à‰�

Ÿ†,, Ÿ�díxXßç, Oõ”í¶}†ÛbŠ‰� 7Š‰Níuçô� ¹â�
K�� iä¸-.� Ÿ�d1.ud�õ“‘, ÝB.6u`¨ IC �Ò� ÊçX˛,�A
¬íijuÈ�í�� Å‚-V, É�ö£íç6ê˝n?)ƒ¨â�

Š‰íVÄ: ¥¨�7lÙíi‘, A™í›‰, �Æí`û¸\ˆ, �TÈÑí¯
T, ˜J (ø_ßÇzø), Ø¤¸ßçÞ�

ßdı

ßdı�'Öõ¶� Ou�øõutwí: ‡ x% ídı ( 7 x íMïü), nÊß
dı� Ä¤, ×¶}íT6, ×Öbív`, ·ÉuÊd.5óßídı� ¥³1³�Ø
Öí.Å, ÄÑ³�µ (100 − x)% í�¦, 5é)|µ x% í.°? ÄÑÅð×‰b°
�díê[, x íMÉ}BVBü, ÄÑ}‚ÊM/Ó‹� ªJ¥šz: �d�¬/bí
T6, çÍu}�ßT¹í, OÖbT¹í6.}Øß�

�ßòÇ±, jvAÐd.|, �A6d.|íæñ; �3Š¡‚, jvøìªJê
[íæñ; ¥s6·'ØÓ‹]íçXËP� ‡6uÄÑÖš]6d.|V; (6†u
�A6õ)|V]³�Öýõ.� ú]íçXÞ®d•, 1.Ü;�

œ7í²Ï

4¥uJajígMÑgMíd†� ø_×Å@v�ZAÐí/−�
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dªAÐ?‰IØøõíæñ; ¥šn�øõ‘D4, �A6.}g)],urä
‘,íV4� Å˝-V, }ú]ßÞøìíâ<, AÐíÅ—>6�ø<�

ùæí¸ˇ, .bØ�, |ßb�2Å‚íÓ�; ¥š, � �-V, ]ªJ�? � A
øð5k� íœ}�

.b‰Hø�, aIø2� ¥��[±H�íj¶, I’Ñ{0ØQ�

September 4, 2006
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Ýóuß�d? ¥uœØí½æ, Oºub'í½æ� çX‚…·Ê‘ß�d, Ä¤
œßí�dn�œ7íœ}ê[, ¹duÓÇÑ7ê[, Ÿß�d6u½bí5¾�

ŸTu�xÍí, OBb´uwÑ: qñ�ø, ¨_�ù� 9õ,, ?d|ßqñí
ç6, ŸTí…96.}ØÏ� ÄÑFbmÍ?DÊ—áNOíI�³êÛ|‡A„ø
í−Ü,¥<Aúkj4RÜJ£ÀU[®í?‰, @v·u³�½æí� íü, �ív
`, /<!‹u%âT6%âFÖ�25j¶‰Œa÷5(n)ƒí, à‹³�%¬À
Uí’ý, Ÿ|í�dÉ•OT6ŸVä˙í2˜7ê�, wFíè6„.?]� �v
T6wÑAÍí9Ó, è6„.6wÑAÍ� ßí!‹„.ß], Ouqñ, EÍÉ�q
ñ, nu�dí…”�

�Az, ß�dà1Þ, õƒ7ÿø−� ˜!1ÞøõZø; ß�dÉ�œòGí°W
nø−� ÄÑçX�d¥fä9.u�˚dç, 7uø��Kd“�

Q¨íLG, %%.?õ]ò¨LGíÓ�¸Yë ——¥Ûb—Dí*�’eí7
j� çX�d".u¦Ad“, …uÝ�ƒ˝í� ‡úøü¶}�—Dø…íè6FT
í�ý� Ü�,, ø¹�d@¨ÖF�?éè6è]vdí’m� çX�d³.c)³
�˜, Oµ·vu �yõí˜ (honest mistake) �� Ä¤".v�]<í˜� dÀíüz
³rÒ]<¢˜Ÿø¶�µö% -ör¹’í9, ÊçX�d³ÿu"7×�í1�

éBbVÓZõøõÝóÊdçX,íß� Bbz �ÓZ�, ÄÑAÐc…6u�Ì,
1/3h6#, u.ª?øF�Ékß�dí‘K·øø�Ôí� éBb*|�Àíø
_t�z–� -Þíø_t�uU˚u0,|Ô�ít�:

eiπ = 1 (1)

¥³Þ�, e = 2.71828 . . . ¸ π = 3.14159 . . . ¥s_®A¯˛ÙA5−í � ��b�, y
‹, i =

√−1 ¥šíø_™b, ¥úK‰a5ó}Í\Ë©Êø–?

�çð-2íö1huÝ�3hí � Bƒ.|�}�z�‰í−Ü� Ou, e = 2.71828 . . .
uVA

lim
n→∞

(
1 +

1
n

)n

í”Ì, 7¥Aÿ7 �µ‚� í–1: ÞÅí§�, ¸A™í×üA£ª� ¥£uAÍä
�ÞÞ.7� í·H�, 0È�µóÖ �exponential growth� í_�, 1.uXÍ� 7Çø
Þ, π = 3.14159 . . . VAÆ¶0, *¥³¨ÿ7Öýúiƒb¥�¶‚ƒb� uí,�¶‚�
uBbíÉœå, Ä¤ π ¸BbFøí ��=.7� ò~ó©� 7t� (1) Í\Ëø¥
s�¯˛ÙA5−í9Ó©Êø–�

B.uÊƒ �q%˚� Ot� (1) uppëëíªJà|ÃãíbçƒÀUí9!

Ýóu �ß!‹�? ílíb°u �1ÝÌ—/½ (non-trivial) �� ×ñVz, {u?
<#çÞd, 1/56ó]FCZ×–}d)|Ví½æ, ×–ÿ�u trivial � ×¶}

18µAºªJÊ/~Ò,‹øõCÁøõ -öújíÈØ, OuÊçX‚…,tÇê[í�dÿ.ªJ¥
šd�
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²û#û˝Þíæñ,ÖÍ.øì�u trivial , O6.}óÏØÖ� ŸÄÌF, à‹.u
Å‚¬·k/øùæ1�óçíŠ‰, ßæñøO1.ñqvƒ� à‹�, ²ûAÐÑ
Ýó.d?

?½ß½æ, 1j5

�Üv�=ƒø<4bçðz:�„pìÜ.Ø, ØÊŸ|ìÜíÅH�� ÛÊ�	×
7, �vg)Ÿ|ìÜ6.µóØ� /âüz³�Tƒ, ^öíAŠ‰ø¿, ZÚ�ãø
í?‰� d�û˝7, úkA˛¬’˛˝íùæ, Ýó‰a}A�, Ýó98×–.}
ú, ÖÖýýuªJ“|Ví�

F‚íß½æ, uBbøO“.|
	í� Oç5ø¥¥z…èÜÀU5(, …í

	¢pë.¬� ¥³, 5íçXõ.�ù: (1), ½|ß½æ; (2) j²…�

©tí$lj¶ (WàÊà Kendall, Stuart and Ord2 ¥ší%t`…2F�Ôíj
¶) Öcq

X1,X2, . . . ,Xn

¥ ’eu#5}&í� !…í;¶u�A˛d7õð, ¦)bW, ÛÊ~$lç6 
}&� ¥éí-Z, Êüý��‡u™Äí� Êbç,, ÄÑ

(X1,X2, . . . ,Xn) ∈ Rn

w2íš…b n �ì, uø_�Ì& (finite dimension) í½æ� F�í$lR�, u;
W¥ bWí:¯œ0ò�ƒb

f(x1, x2, . . . , xn | θ)

7ê�í� ¥³íbõu: n u�ìí�

bHú¥ší-Z1.ñq� Ê¥-Z5-, �<98ud.|Ví� Wà¹UÊ

X1,X2, . . . ,Xn ∼ iid N(µ, σ2)

¥ší|™Äí_�-,b�|ø_Ék µ íÅ�Ñ#ìMíø_]˝–È, 6d.ƒ�
ªàz, `…íd¶u‚à

X̄ − µ

s
∼ tn−1

V¨|
P

[
X̄ − stn−1,1−α/2 < µ < X̄ + stn−1,1−α/2

]
= 1 − α

w2, ¥]˝–ÈíÅ�u
L = 2stn−1,1−α/2

7ÄÑ s2 =
∑

i(Xi − X̄)2/(n − 1) uø_Óœ¾, .}�kLS#ìí�b�

/.½ÑÝóBb�E� vø_ ���ìÅ�í]˝–È�, BýÊ
��‡, ¥
u_×ð·ø−í½æ�JuÕ?j|V,,�øõçX,íŠ	3�¥³Þ�s‘˜ª
•, �øuq¶„p¥½æd.|V; �ùu²ø_‘KVz¥_½æd|V4�

2¥uúwí The Advanced Theory of Statistics, ��Ê 1961 ��
3üý��‡íbÜ$l¸bçÝ�©H, ¥éïbçí·æ, ´u�øõ�Òí�
4¥³Þ�ø_Ÿå½æ� ld|�øõyd|�ùõuòG; ÖÍÖšíAuld�ùõ�
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„p¥K9.ª?uª?í� ¥u C. Stein í�T5� ¥u_ß!‹, Ä¤ªJ…-
Êß‚…,� Ou, „p �.?d� /K9, ÄÑ�íbçð4oÿ„p7 �Éàò�¸
Æd.?d|ú�}ø_L<i�, Stein í!‹, ÿ.?µší•vH7� ÄÑÊú�
}ií½æ\j²J‡, Ab;….ø− �/·æ.ª?d|� ¥K9ÍuªJ„p
í!

mÍªJ„pÊš…b n Ñ�ìvd.|V,µóÊ n .ãl�ìív`á? Stein
íj¶×–u¥ší: l¦ n1 _š…, dø<l�, y;W¥ n1 _š…F�|Ví!
‹, V‡iu´Bb´Ûby¦ n2 _š… —— e8”7ì� Ê¥šíé§5-, Stein
ªJ¨|ø_Ék µ íÅ�Ñ�ìÅí]˝–È� ·<ƒ, FFàíš…b.�ì: �
vu n1 , �vu n1 + n2 �

‡ú°ø_½æ, Stein ÿBý�s¹ß�d|V� O¥½æ1³�!!: Stein í]
˝–Èu´ªJd)søõ? u´˛dƒ|s? u´ªJdƒ normal 5Õí}Ó . . . �

¥éí½æªJ½)y¿p�ÓO½æí¿p,æñ6B‰B��j¶¸FÛbíb
ç6BVBØ . . . �¥Êå�}& (sequential analysis) ³, |(A7ø_ïÔyíùæ�

Stein í�T, µsBbÊš…b.�ìv, ªJd|ø<š…bãl˛�ìvBb
d.|í9� ¥_!‹Ê–1,#Bbíóê, ±×kxXÞíõ.� 7w…�äí�
T, ÿÖšÉ”-bç,í˚Ø, ÿâ−Vƒ, ÿ.nbÿø<76�

BbyÔø_Wä� Ê ∫
f(x)dG(x)

¥šíŸ¶³, Bb!…,bb° G(x) uø_�Ëƒb� ÖÍBbªJú G(x) í4
”±Qøõ™Ä, WàÊ Riemann }2, à‹ G(x) uø¨ø¨©/íÿß� 7Ê
Lebesgue-Stieltjes }2, BbÉb° G(x) ªJàVì2/ø¿�� O¥ší‘K.
?±)ØÖ� ÄÑ dG(x) ¥ø_¯U, ƒíÿu, à‹ø G(x) øü¨øü¨Võ (.�
uú x W´uú y W), Ä¤ú…í/<©/4, ,uÛbí�

Ouà‹ G(x) = B(x) = a Brownian motion, ¥_}í½æZêr.øš� ¥u
ÄÑÎ7…íÓœ4JÕ, B(x) ´uø_ƒT©/, OÌTª�}íƒb�

¥v, b?DÀUízpëÝóÊd∫
f(x)dB(x)

ÿuß!‹ (K. Ito7 )� ÄÑbdƒ¥øõ, 5.â�|Ÿ�íúk}í–1µéí�
�,7½hõƒ1èÜ|ø<rhí‰a� �7½híì2, n�F‚í �Óœ}�¥
�9�

|R½æí…”1zp

ðÞ4¼¹ (derivatives) , Níu„‰í��C6“�µøéí„V¯��¥�¯�
uªJ>qí, 7…í>qg¦�u‡ú/ø�,�$�íg�í‰
7‰
� Wà X

5>á"Ä?`¤µsB¥K9�
6Wà, Êå�}&³, ÄÑbWu (X1, X2, . . .) ∈ R∞, ½æíbç!ZbØ)Ö�
7Ÿáí�d×–u 1946 �� çÍ, ÛÊÖšíÉk stochastic integration íz·}Ì��Ü� Wà J. M.

Steele (2001). Stochastic Calculus and Financial Applicaations, Spriger , �ýı�
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t−í$gÛÊu 30 j, ú_à(, Bu´ªJà©$ 35 jíg�Vw˛? à‹ªJ,
BÛÊbàÖýÂV˛�¥ší�‚?

ðÞ4¼¹í�ÒM, ÛÊ˛×k$�� uñ‡‹�À¢�Ò2|b'í¼¹� µ
ó, …ít�g�, @v[Ê¨o?

¥_½æÊ 1973 �8 n�½bíˇú� ÝóÊdt�ìg? ø_½bí;¶u: ¥
_g�b?U)>qÂj·³�êr.xLSêÔ7/�×‚íœ}� Ê Black ¸ Sc-
holes í�d³, Fbøt�¥_h1, à ��^�Ò2ÌP‚� ¥_!…‘KV|'Ê
ø–� 7Ê¥ší‘K-à�ÄíbçVû|F‚í Black-Scholes t�� ÄÑFbÀ
UËø½æí…”|R, ÖÍ Black ¸ Scholes Fdíu|!…í European option í
ìg, O¥øõˇú, ºu¡HbÜ‹�ç2|Éœí¥�5ø�¡��V, …·u|Ê
íç�, ÄÑrÖw…íœµÆíðÞ4¼¹í¯Üìg, !…,6´ubÔéNí;
¶VRû�

Bby²ø_½æ, ½ø- �ÝóÊd information �?

¥_½æ6.�À, OBb.?�˛V½¥ší½æ�ø_�^íj¶u, lvƒø
_�àí-Z, Í(ytOz¥K9zpë�

.°í-Z-, information �.°í<2� WàÊ$lR�í-Z-, informationø
È, Níu Fisher’s information � …í!…;¶u, bWuàVd$lR�í,7„ø¡
bí,l, u$lR�í|!…í¶}� Ä¤, Fisher’s information FõÄí½æuÊ
½: úk„ø¡bí,l7k, Bb|ß?dƒÝó˙�?

Oúk¦mÜ�7k, ½æíÿõÿ.Êk¡bí,l, 7Ê’míf®: ø©�m
U* A õ|ê, %¬ø_�Þ, yfƒ B õ, É·íu: �Öý‰a£ª7 A, ¢�Ö
ý‰aâ B f7|V?

Ñ7ÀUËzp¥K9, Bbíl)½ �ÊÝó8”-,¦m�Þwõ³�f]LS
m7� —— ²Æuz, Bbl)ø−Ýóu 0 , Í(n?ø−Ýóu 1 �

BkàSzpS‚³� information , ø_ªœ¯Üí;¶ul�Ô
_ �.Ö in-
formation � í¯Ü‘K|V� 7Ê¥
_‘K-û| entropy íhõ�

J,!…,u Shannon (1948) í!‹9, ¥Ê¦mÜ�,u½bíø°, ÝBkê�
|ø_ù˘çX‚…V10�

îh‘KA�ví,!

Aí;¸¸!…j&?‰, wõuÏ.Öí� à‹/øé½æ%�˚×OBb,µó
AÍZ}�rÖ.˜íç6 ‘û…� Fbíj¶, 6%%�éNí;¶|Û� O©ø
_Aí|êõ.°, FÞ@íbW!Z6.°, Ä¤õƒí½æ¸j¶6}�<u°õ,
6�<Ïæ� vÈøÅ, Š‰¿¾í�…5=, Z}õ|¥é½æíö£��, *7?d

8F. Black and M. Scholes (1973). The pricing of options and corporate liabilities. Journal of Political
Economy 81, 637-654. ÖšíÉkbÜ‹�çí`…·}Tƒ�

9C. E. Shannon (1948). A mathematical theory of communication, Bell System Technical Journal 27,
379-423, 623-656.

10IEEE Transaction of Information Theory “Ÿk 1953, u IEEE íK�‚…5ø�
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ø_ÀÀUUícÜ� ¥éí�d, uø� �Õw×A� �í�d�

Wà Dempster�11 (1977) Ê˛�'Ö�dn�.êr’eàSTÜ(, nR| EM-
Algorithm , øl� MLE íG¨, ¦!ƒs_¥�� ÄÑ¥_Õ×Aí�T, °QÞÝ
�í�, 
˛øF�íÉk.êc’eíTÜj�, øæH`, *¤‰A%t�d�

Çø_Êîh‘KA�vnù–�×càí�duÉkAŒ½‚¶ (bootstrap method)
í, Bbø−,øOí$lR�½æ˛!…,ªJ¦Ñƒ � °|/$l¾í}Ó��7©
tí$lj¶u‚àj&,íŠÚ (¨�×š…Ü�) Vl�v$l¾í}Ó� Oj&
íj¶�Ì, çF�íj&j¶·˛à`v, Bb´�Ýów…íj¶?

çÚ7l�‰)ñqv, ç
˛AA·�ø« PC v, ç$l,ñ‰)�Zv, ¥
v,!|øP �àS‚à_ÒJl�_ç$l¾í}Ó� ¥ZuAŒ½‚¶, c Efron
(1977)12 , ¥6uø¹%t�d�

hxÍíùp

�àíhxÍíùp, 6uß�dí‘K5ø� Wà fast Fourier transform (FTT) ,
ªJøø_Ûb O(n2) Ÿíl�, �“A O(n log n) � ¢à Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) í;¶, !…,ø Bayesian j¶í�Æ —— (ð}ÓÖš�.|V —— ‹
Jj²� ¥éí!‹, çÍ}ù–�˜í½e�

ç�ø×é½æÛbj�v

qÌbW (censored data) u¡H�cíbW, ¥«wúk·H?·Åsí½æ, %
�|Û� Wà Kaplan-Meier estimate , ¥uúkø qÌ’eàSv|¯Üíú cdf í
,l¾í�d� c Kaplan and Meier (1958)13 � ÄÑ¥é½æõÊXƒ)ØÖ, 7/¥
6u'ÖÉkàSTÜqÌbWí!…�d, …Ï.Öu0ä,\ùàŸb|Öí�d
5ø�

ª,l cdf yªø¥, àSúkqÌbWVdc¦}&, µçÍuy}éAàƒí
!‹ (Cox 1972)14 � à‹bW2´�ø¶}óY, éNíc¦¢bàS d (Liang and
Zeger, 1986)15? ¥éí!‹, uÄÑØÖ bWu¥�$�7‰)½b�

¥éßdıíVT

¥éF‚íßû˝A‹uàSVí? |AÍíuÄÑŠ‰ƒ7AÍ$A� ç5Ê/
ø_W“˝7, 5AÍø−Ýóu½bí½æ, ÝóuàøõKŠÿ?dOd|V6Š
	.×í½æ� ÄÑÑ7bê[, 5Ûbdhí‰a� à‹5úç‡íøOW8·Ã.
ÀU, 5?2¥éYjí’�´»� çXê[, ÿub•Ê�A‡Þ�

11A. P. Dempster, N. M. Laird and D. B. Rubin (1977). Maximum likelihood from incomplete data via
EM algorithm, J. of Royall Statistical Soc. B, 39, 1-21.

12B. Efron (1977). Bootstrap methods: Another look at the jackknife. Annals of Statistics, —bf 7,
11-26.

13E. L. Kaplan and P. Meier (1958). Non-parametric estimation from incomplete observations. J. of the
American Statistical Association 53, 457-481.

14D. R. Cox (1972). Regression models and life-taaables. JRSSB 34, 187-201.
15K. Y. Liang and S. L. Zeger (1986). Longitudinal data analysis using generalized linear models.

Biometrika 73, 13-22.
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Bb�z, dı…ÙA, \GX)5� ¥øõ, úkçX�d7k, %%.u¥š� ø
OVz, \G'ØX)� !…,, ¹U5˛ƒ7TDí�ø(, 5´u.?Ø�u� ÄÑ
¸5¬�íúG·³��u�

ÙÅ&Ê �AÈÈu˚ 2T|1äøz� ‚

©D5A×9“� ×ç½6, .%¬ú�51ä tCaê5zc, Ö,ò
˜, �`Ù®˜� ¤�ø16� Z�Ú �.3, Ñ&¾)A��� ¤�ù1
6� Vê©F—ì�, ÒÍ�í, µAºÊ, ˚Ê™™T� ¤�ú16� ¤�
xîÝ×ÈA.?−� ÍkJ¤<j„�È, 'ÑÆr�tF.r6�

�Azdû˝?Í� Bªœó]‡Þs_1ä,µNíuKè¸Ib�Bkâ4ºu
ý, H§û˝�TuÔj4� õð¸l�¨�

¥éF‚íßdı'Ø`|V� H§, ×¶}í�û�T·uKééËd|Ví� B
�Ô¥<Wä, 3bu#×ðõõ: ÝóÊß� à‹5g)¥<×5Ø±, 6.bó-a
/, ÄÑw…í×¶}dı, ·.u¥é®��

BÝBg), JuÊF�� �áñ� íç62, � 2% íç6?ƒ¥�˙�, †Åð
Ý¥çXí%‘, ÿ³�ëI� bÅðÝ¥çXí%‘³�ëI, }Sñqô!

|(, Bàøü¨ùdV!!¥ø¨� �ø¨VA �‰¶�Å/˚:

õ�4¦˝·, ^ÜŠñ, /+5�� 4‰™¾Þ, kJK��=, ‚�ó
r�x:˘lÙ5+, ‚nCÊ-, J)�=, ªDuÇ596, ‚èJ™95,
ñlÞÑ‚ÏwA�˙ r�x:˘©5AÔ, �J—ÀU4A°—¼5ï� ¤X
§ï, êAî=7ÿ7, 8*ë½w], �x:�¤ïÞv, nW—¼, D§, u
J<5�� 4A4JüìÀ	w˝, ÊŠ7¦� AÔ×!x:�¤§˝Sà? 7
‘ÙÖÀn?� 8*ë�x:�FJ‘üìÀ6, Ñ—¼ï5˝]6� ¤J9A
ø¬f, .x: ˘§ï/)½g, ”ºï˛?˙ ï/Br�� .‚�, )—¼5ï
ú®� DÙk_Ù-�=, ~JBÑï˝, ”�kB6, Õ.°g7Bå?˙

Åð|Â��ûA‹, u.u¥š;íá?

September 4, 2006



�ú¶}: øO�d

ÊŠ‰.—vŸß�dœØ, O‡Þz¬.?�ø~·ãeß7yŸ�d� ¥šd
öª?ø2ä·Éudƒ�Œ`¤� Ä¤, hG,˜u.âí� 1.uzhAÿŸ.|
ß�d, 0,×��píA, ”�ÜvÿmMˇ�,ùA·ñ� BbçÍı�|(×ð·
�œ×íçXõ., Oñ‡Bb/z™¨[,, øñ™�ì)µóò�

àSŸ�duŸbí, àSvæñnuöí� ÛHæ˜ê®, ÉbÊ©íj²u×I
£üí, �Üç61.ØvƒóÉíçX’m�

�dçP�díR�

H“�d³%%�|(ø�: „Ví�TCD(û˝íj²� 5çÍ}'AÍË 
dŸ�díR�, .�5š, ¥u5´��2íùæ, S”5í²ûz.ì´}#5ø
õNû�

Bí�‡: �•¥‘˜; C6, Bý5�ı�Ô¥‘˜ÖŸ�¹�d�

Üâu�ø<í: �ø,¥%%u³�Ö×‡�íæñ� çP�duàVo*û˝Þ
íû˝j¶� G	¸ŸTxÍàí, 7o*í<â×kû˝í<â� 5í²ûø−5×
–d)|V, C6BýFAÐø−Føì}d)|V� ¥šíæñd*3ªJ, dû˝
ÿ�øõ.DØ� �ù, à‹5EÍOÔ5í4�,~½�døVb.b©,Fí±å?
à‹b©íu, u5§�ø´uF§�ø? Bwõ1.�}¥ú4�¸çÞ¯Ÿ, H§
4�ÊçÞ™,à7.ývÈNû, Ä¤ÊçÞí�d,©ø_±å6�@v� OBg
)ú¹Jq´�ªJ, �¬¤bÿ�øõ¬7 —— çÞyb5?¯�, û˝áñ�0
A,í9, :¯7Ÿí�d, «wu¸AÐí4�¯Ÿí, ÊçXÇ¡,u}\H~l
�í� −Ü'�À: ¯�í|½bíb°u �vº�³�Ö�û˝í?‰�� Ö�6, .
Ô�AAÐÀá61� �ú, 4�íæñ, à‹Fu¥_ùæíùð, 5Öšd.¬F (
¸�p�d)� Ü|k�}Sñq? ��7¥<A·u¬�6�

�ÀËz: bÅ×, liW�

bW¸�d

$lçí�d}Ñs×é: �ßbWí¸³�bWí2� d³�bWí½æªœ�À,
T6!…,ÉbT|, ú¥_½æ, A d7Ýó, B ¢d7Ýó, OFb·³�d|!‹
C � 5Ébz C d|V7, çÍÿ�uû˝�A‹�¥Ê A ,B·u�±−í`¤v, 5
íÜâÿyk}7� d¥é½æ, |b'íu5G,íbçl�íŠÚbß� Åq|™
í$lç6, ÊÅÕß‚…,%
��dí, �˛³�Abç.#í�

ÉbbçD#, 5ªJ[-×AËøyz‘KÁÿC6l�)y�	� Wà/A„
p7ÿY¹, 5ÿd#Y¹, C6ªø¥ �…íY¹§0, ÝB××Ï (large devia-
tion) í!‹ . . . �

1Ê/<ÀP,�³� single-author paper � uû˝?‰í½×¡j�
2à‹5Éà/<4¥�íbW, à sun spot data, iris data, Nile river data �, .�u�bW�
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-ÞBÔø_Wä, uÉk Kaplan-Meier estimate (KME) í, ‡Þ˛×IT¬�

KME í]9

#ø �ÓœqÌ (random censored) � íbW:

(min{Xi, Ci}, δi), iid i = 1, 2, . . . , n

w2 Xi ∼ F ;Ci ∼ G, δi = I[Xi≤Ci] � J δi = 1 , †BbÉõ)ƒ Xi íM, ¤Õ δi = 0,
BbÉõƒ Ci íM� 3bíñíu©v F í,l¾�

à‹F�í δi = 1 , †Bb?õƒF�í Xi íM� ¤v, ³�ÄqÌ7<¥íM�
µó

F̂n(x) =
1
n

n∑
i=1

I[Xi≤x]

u|f$í,l¾�Ék F̂n í4”, ˛%Ø©t73,7¥âùá}Ó¸ CLT £óÉí
×š…Ü�ÿø−� �ÀËõ, ¥uJ X̄ í$�|Ûí$l¾, ?Ddíbç, ×–·
˛%dê7, à‹´”-Ýó, ·Ø)b·�

Ouúk KME 7k, ÄÑ��_ δi = 0 , �< Xi uõ.cí ( õ�,íz¶uB
bø− Xi > Ci , BbÉõƒ Ci )� KME í|êõ¥7uêÔƒb (hazard function) �
J X > 0 ∼ F uø_.}ÑŠíÓœ‰b (Wà?·), †

h(x) =:
f(x)

1 − F (x)
, x > 0

Êd X íêÔƒb� ‚à�
}ª°|

S(x) =: 1 − F (x) = e−
∫ x
0

h(u)du

à‹ø,�2í
}àø¨ø¨í°¸V[:

h(x) ≈

∑
j

h(uj)∆

†�

S(x) ≈

∏
j

e−h(ui)∆

uø_â �°©�
� íj�V[Ûí� KME í!Z, ÿuø_©�
í$�

Ŝn(x) =
∏
ti<t

(
n − i

n − i + 1

)δi

(1)

w2 ti = min{Xi, Ci}, i = 1, 2, . . . , n �

t� (1) íÄ±¼Å, O5‡í�T, à44	¼, ªuƒ¤5(, −‘ø‰�Ékú
qÌbW° F (x) í,lí½æ, ÝBkøOËúkqÌbWí$lR�½æ, ·�7
Ç�íõ¶: ŸVBb)*êÔƒbpG,7.u* ��X�Ìb� íi	Võ½æ! ¥

3<2u, �Ê³Þvæñ7, ÄÑ�˛·’m7�
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ÿdAéøò·Êà_I�éíi	Vqlìœ, øò³�AŠ¬� òƒqÔp!íì
�ìœœAŠ7, Aén�Í]): .?ç�4� Ä¤N˛�˙n?ˇì'ªøš�

Kaplan ¸ Meier ídı, ßdu�Íø½æí �L÷ù0� H¦øš� AÍ(Þÿ
�7ø×#^#� ‹Å� R�ídı� µuüÉ�Hí�‚, ¼d�díê−´.ØË�
-ÞBÔíWä, ÖÖýýªJé×ðõø-5š ¼ (´.�Ø6í) æñ�

�7 KME ¥šít�, Ýóv`ªJ×jËà…? KM í 1958 �d2í‘Ku
random censoring , ¥1.?øì\„, Êõà,?.?y <? ø_œßí!�u: à
‹ �qÌ� ¥K9.}�àƒ„Ví?·, † KME ít�uªàí� àbçƒ, ÿu

P (X ∈ [t, t + dt]|X ≥ t) = P (X ∈ [t, t + dt]|X ≥ t, C ≥ t). (2)

¥ší‘K�pëíòh<2, ª randon censoring b �5, ¥uï�<2í!‹, ç
ÍM)ê[6�

O¥ší!‹ÿ³�½æ? pR, �væñVd� íxÍ, �ø¶}ÿu‘„è�b‘
„è, ¹U�A³�„è, 6b›‰ ‘� �A½: ¥ší‘K (2) u.uªJ*F#í
bW³ðá? ¥.uÌ�í½æ, ¹U��uŠÞí, 6�…í<2� ��öuŠÞ
í, çÍ?ƒÀU¥øõ, 6uªJê[í7 � ¥_!‹çÍ½b, ÄÑ…, BbÉ?‚
àbWí*�Vn�u´ªJà KME � Ä¤, ¦š‡íW\T“d¸, ÿ‰)½b�

5ªJyªø¥, ‘| KME ,l)'Ïí8$Vz8� ¥ší�d, çÍÛb KME
˛%\tw½bvn�gM� ´†, BÓZêp7ø_,l¾, C6ø_;…à.ƒí
,l¾, ßC.ß·.½b, �Ýóßn�!

œñq½í½æu…íbç4”�¥³�ø×��d9� |òQíu normal approxi-
mation10: √

n(Ŝn(·) − S(·)) → Gaussian process

„p/$lj¶bç4”í�TuªJdí� OBVBØd, BVBØê[,7/ç
X,í�àBVBü�µšØ,Î7µ�_.Ø…AÈ�Êíï�*2A, Õõ¨11? ç
Í, à‹5öí0G02, ¢��-ÖÆ"K, ¥Yj´uªJ2í�

d¥éç½,Ûb^0� 5ÛbipG0 —— iƒ� Gƒ� -ƒ�¥uÄÑ�”×ø
uç6ÊáéNí912, Ä¤Éb�øõ�−âíêÝ�, ¥uA (¨�FbíçÞ) ÿ
ª?É,V¼d� 5JuMá‘Üí, ¥¨ðÿ�õØÏ�

��A¼0íÇø_‘KuæñÊí˙	� ø_ßùæÊÇáív`, þ&Çê
í¶}´Ö, 5ÉbD£0, œ}6}��¬7ø³,¥_ùæ2ñqdí¶}'0Ë\

4Çø_ŸÄuçví�“®�.D, œH^0ØÏ�
51/, 'Öw…íqÌj¶, Ê¥ší‘K-6ªJà�
6Kalbfleisch and MacKay (1979). Biometrika, 87-90.
7Tsiatis (1975). PNAS 72, 20-22. PNAS Níu1Å�çÍí‚…, impact factor u'òí�
8Peterson (1976). PNAS, 73, 11-13. |ƒ±AWÑ.�, 6u��Òí�
9¥Bÿ.øø�Ô7, vø¹œ¡íÉk KME Ê Annals ,ídı, *…ùàídı³²(v, ,?vƒ

ø×ˇ�d�
10Breslow and Crowley (1972). Ann. Statist., 437-453. ƒ7ÛH¥�æñ˛¼.ƒ7, ÄÑT6JuAÐ

.„, Öš�dÿé.| � û˝�T6ínäuBVBØ7�
11¢øz¶u: 'Ö‚…u¦³Ê¥éç6G,í, Ä¤¥é�d¥7y�œ}�
12¥uXMçX‚…í3¼Aˇ, ÄÑbd�öõ.í�T.q, dõ–V�õ.í/¢‘.|„èbñqÖ

7� bç˙ý˚Ø¸Ãã, ¥Býÿu non-trivial �
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ø£7˛� 6r¥_½æ˛%\k}7j, çX‚…í)6}g)¥_æñ.y��1
/´�y½bíÏÆùæbn�� �píAÿ}5?-š, ©v-ø_ñ™ —— J,
u �“ô©Ö� íá¶� úçX.u³�õ., OøO³�×õ.� =Äg�z, F|.
;cí, ÿuø×#ç6:·Ê,ƒå,‘ !

çÍ, ¹UÊ½æíw‚, 56ªJd|ø<?ê[í!‹� OcÿIp/ß|ªV
õ, uªœ.¯�<� �v56ªJd|óç½bí!‹|V: à‹ A, B, C . . .�T6,
Ên��í¶}·'ÀU, Oƒ7/T5;öÀUíËj, kÈÿ‰“aV³øÆ�−
‰íuv, 5ÿø−µuø_ÛbˇúíÉœõ: à‹5?ø…¢ÀU, d)| (¨�„
pd.|), ,u}�ßTí�

l“ƒbWyd½æ

ílB)z“ƒhbW1.ñq� �“,íbWØ“ƒ, ÄÑ�ð�“�œòb\
ˆ13� wF�çð:Kâõð7)íbW, yuFbí£ó14� 7¬ ˛ê[Êtuä
� (public domain) íbW, ÖšuŸáí’m, ·˛Y�� “Vð„5íhj¶ªJ,
OúkŸVí�ç½æ, ˛õ..×� ÄÑ�AíŠ‰6.}Ï, 5.c)}}&)ª
‡Abß�

œßíbWuVA5¡‹�Aíû˝ÈÑ�¥š, 5ÿÊ½æío‚ÿ~p, ¡Db
Wíd•ÊÕ, ¸ù“A=òQúu� S”öõbW, ¹Uu%â$lçðíqlÊÕ,
6'Ø.}êÞ½æ: ¦šíÖ�4.?\„,’e„.êc,P.ªÛ�í_�, {Ï
í‰æ¬×C6rÍ.du
b . . . � Éb5Ip, ÿ}êÛ`…,íxX·à.,,7
¥ÿu5ê�h�xíœ}�

¥uø_$lç6í£¤: Ê�í�çû˝³vƒû˝íÞ·‰� øÇábHp�
AíÈÑœØ, O�ƒ5ÚÚ�7;�� ±−¸¨ë, ,Æ°`6}é5�d.êíá
ñ� O5b·<ƒ�d�Àí�T, µš5Éu�AíÅàAº� ˛]í±ÞÓ³f$
lçð†�Ì15 z: “I don’t do chi-square”, <2ÿuz: b‘�, .bÝó·Ï�

|6í9u: :Kd|øõ!‹, I�vÇö½: �³� real data? 5‰�av, ¨
³ªJvƒ�ßªJPª5íh_�íõbW?¥Ê5dÓÜ�í�Tv´ß,Bý´
ªJ_Ò� Ê5dU˚@àí$l½æv,¥ÿD5øøæ7� 	pW6|q"¤è, ~
p~p!

�öõbWí�d, wõuªœ�<2í� F‚bW, |ß�½bíçX,íC6Þ
º,í*�� Wà5à‹ö)ƒ2Å¨r£·7)íbW, C6S«²Gío*bW,
ÿ�5àœ»í$lj¶V}&, Éb!…£ü,LdyÀU<, ê[.Ø� à‹uÿý
bWC6ÉkÜRÄ˜íbW, çÍÿy�z7�

bW|ß.bØ™Ä� à‹Pªc¦,ñÿ�ß!‹, ¥ší�dÕ}b? 5Ûb
µÆ<í� �!Zí� ªJBýàß��¡H_�í� |ß*(´�ø<��ç<â�
øÇå, _��À<.^, Í(ÚÚ[ ‘K, dœµÆí}& —— �ø ßbW, ª
J2ß��á� -ÞBÔø_AÐíWä�

13ø�uöíœò, ¬�úGª?Ä¤7)‚; Çø�ucíœò, FbwõuÊà�ÀíG¶, O6.;éÕ
Aø−�

14õð�Èí¬�, ÄÑ¸áñ%‘�É, 6'Áï�
15†�Ì (C. C. Li, 1912-2003) , Ÿu”×`¤, 1949 �(ÄÑdìbàñÓíhõ`³fç, �ƒ1Å� Ÿ

�d�Í½b, ÏOkçXí…”, nuö�çð� ‡A³ê, -˘%5�
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Ê�Kí]9

Ê�KNíu�Ê“}�úí‰a� �ú¦
â/Óíùê, à¦Ú� Ú�×ü#
ÿ, Ä¤ùêD´, u¸ stress �Éí� ¥½æu¸l¾˘@ (quantal response) uøé
í, ÉuÊ�Kíúïu�ú, (6uë43�“16, õ�U(Šzu´D×�

úkl¾˘@, �E�í¶}u}Ó2Èí¶}: Öý“¾, ªJé 50% í43ß
ÞD×íŠz17? úÊ�K, �E�í¶}u}Óí®¶: Ö×íÚ¼, ªJé 99.99%
íÊ�K·ù�?

B?“ƒø öõbWuÄÑG,�ø_áñ� Ék binary response íbW, Bý
�øBäíû˝7, z·�ß�…18� Ä¤Êø���, Ü�,ªdíû˝.Ö19�

�7bW, àSŸ�d? @GŸVíãÀÀP (client) .Ø, BbÉuz¡ 60 �í
‰a^—7, µsFbƒñ‡Ñ¢|ßÉ?dƒ¨o, y|øw2�Å	íÑµÿß7�
.�5š, ŸãÀÀPÉuÔø…1›Gw, 7µGw3bíÜ�;Wu 1948 íø¹�
d20� Bblø½æPªø_ Markov chain 2 (õ–Vÿœ¿7, ÄÑ³� independence
), Í(yê�Ü�, àAŒ¶ (bootstrap) VdFbí]˝–È, 1Ñ7Tò_Oí^0,
ùp important sampling íh1, ¢|ø_AÐÊ important re-sampling í¶äVd�
%¬_Ò, àf$×š…j¶F)ƒí 95% ]˝–È×�É� 90% ˝¬, 7Bbí¶
äöíÏ.Ödƒ 95%21 �

¥�Ýó7.–? ç½,u³Ýó: �d³'Ö¶}íxX·uÊd.³v)ƒí22,
OBb�öbW23, ö½æ, êÛ4j¶í.—, 1¯Aø<œÛHíj¶ (bootstrap ¸
important sampling) VZª4½æ,¥< � Š
� ÿ—DBbg)ªJŸø¹.˜í�
d7� ¥ÿul�bWy�Gû˝íßT�

¥Éuø ü�bWí]9� Oà‹5¡‹7ø_ 3-5 �íl•, w2� 5000 M½
», }ú�êA, µ5ªJ“V2ø-íbWÿDàßø³ä7�

Ûèzvb~�

Ék�ç<2, à‹¥_�ç�œ×7Å‚íà‰, 5ÿv5?à-^,ø<—D
í*�ø…� WàÞÓ³fu¡�V|íùæ, ÿ�<”ßíMA$lç6, AÐv
ÞÓ`…VöÀU!…ÞÓç —— ÄÑ¥š5n?ÞúOÞÓçðV}Fbí½æ�
y½bí, 5œ}ø−Fbí½æ³Þ, ÞÓçí<2�Öý�

−.ª«

øO�dNíuÖ.c)u|ßí, O|(´uÊ|ßC2�Jí‚…,?ê[í
�d� Ä¤, ~§üõ…—— ³�¥rÖøO�d, 6�q.|µýb�¹ˇú4í!

16“¾ÿu stress �
17¥Ê LD-50 �
18Åq�˜£m (1995):�Ü>4bW}&DªÔ4Ìì˚, ÅÊ�“|�þ� ¥zïõÊí�
19Jeff Wu ��¹* DOE íhõVd binary response ídı� ¥6u²æíø¶: z2wPªØ³, P)

ªÿu!‹�
20Dixon and Mood (1948). JASA 43, 109-126. FJ, 5v�øõ], F‚ �œò�, �v}uÝó9ß?
21Chao and Fuh (2001). Statistica Sinica, 11, 1-21.
22wõ, �d×ñ·à¤, ¨?r·uhí? �øsõh<ÿ.˜7�
23NíŸUà�
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‹� ©Az—›q), øøØ°� d¹ð›� hð›¥ší�vuªJo*|Ví, O¹
ì� h.mºuÙÞíøn,¥�VLAÐ}AÅ, à.OBb V-� û˝í!‹6ø
š� ß!‹Ø, Öší!‹·uøOí� O…bd7øK½bí9: z½æUií))
��·À£�´, Ä¤G-„dí¶}·uœØní¶}�

Ä¤, ¹U56Êd¥é �¼ë×õ� í�T, 6../õAÐ� ÄÑ5H§´�<
õ.� S”¥é�T1.ñq, 0,íòGàÙÚ�

dû˝Î7…™��5Õ, ÿu´)¬Oø¨−�[�7� dø<×ð·d)Ví
�T1³�Ø6, O5.?ø2ä,u¥šá�

56rÊ;, �B¯ƒ`¤, ÿZ•W\˜(, Í3L� FÅ� ÍÅ . . .ø˜á, �
uu.˜, íü�AíÞ®d•u¥ší� Ou09Øe, ��7Ê×ç, `¤u…<,
w…W\“�·uuL24� à‹5ƒ7ü�u, �¦/ø_ÅÜÝ, ‡ø_ÅL‚˛Å,
.)˛´u)�ƒ…VíÍ,µv`�Üíç6˛�7,V, £u �Å±(¨R‡¨, ‡
¨§Ê�b,�� ¥v, Ju³�ø<�Š�íT¹, 5Êµ_ÀP³àS•˜�ê?

ÊçXÀP³, ç½uø2äí9�

dœØí½æœ�Aÿ>

¥uçÍ..Bzÿ]� 5ªJd�¹CÝB��¹¼0�ídı, O-2|ß´
u�øs_œØí� ı�?ˇúÉœí½æÖO� Ê/ø_ùæ˝75(, Uií½æ
·¢ÀU7, XÍVø_ˇú´uª?í�

BøO.2¥�Üç6d×“¿ (conjecture)25 C�±í„j½æ (open problem) �
ü`¤T|í open problem , çX,íM¾6r.D, d|VŠ
6.×� ×`¤T|
Ví, %%ö£˚Ø� Fd.|26Öš56d.|� -Þí½æu open í, >áŠÅP
`¤#B¥_æñ�

#ø_üæñ

I F (x) = (1 + e−x)−1, x ∈ R � ¥uF‚í logistic }Óí cdf � ¦ X1,X2,X3 ∼ iid
F � yI

X(1) < X(2) < X(3)

Ñ…bíŸå$l¾ (order statistics) � ¦

U = X(2), V =
1
2
(X(1) + X(3))

†ªJ„p U, V �ó°í}Ó� O¥_·æíLìÜu´A�? i.e.,Jq X1,X2,X3 ∼
iid F , ¦ U, V à‡, à‹ U, V í}Óó°, ½ F u´/ßu logistic ?

¥æñB .�‡5 d,−Ü'�À: Š`¤Ê¥é½æ,Bý�ù��Š‰, FJ
u´d.|, 'ìuØí� çÍ, 5Ju?Ãã„p, ê[@vu³�½æí�

h<
24–{«Éu¥š�
25ßÊ$lç³³�Ýó×“¿ªJéAøCA±�
26ÖšFíÆA!ä6d.|�
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¬�íñíu�ÿG#C6‰ÿÑ#� mub° SCI/SSCI ‚…, ˛óç?D�ÿ
7�¥<‚…úkÅqç67k, ×·³�ÝóA8ªƒ, à‹�d³�ØÖíh<,L
dƒH?‰yÏøõ, ¥úkÅq,—_×ç³íç6`¤, ˛%uœØí¾ó� ¥³
Þ, |Øí¶}uh<� h<�×�ü� ß�d�×h<, ‡˛H5� øO�dÖšÉ�
øõõíh<�

55óø−5Fdí‰auhí27? 3bíu: 5.âø−5ÛÊdíû˝ùæí
Û”, n?ø−5;díj²� 5íõä (idea) , u.u˛%\�Ad¬7, u.ud)
Dß�

¥Ê×ð.5ó½e�dê[v28, 8”´ß� OÛÊ×ðø�âb°ê[�d, ¬
�íúGØÖ� �A.c)�,9‰.c)ü, û˝’Ä¸=1.c)Ï, 5õ)|;)
ƒíõä, �A6Öš?õ)|;)ƒ� à‹½æíØ	.×, ÎÝ5í§	ª�A´
0, 5íœ}6.c)�Öò� ÅAF2íZíubço*œ#�¥ÊJ‡u×Zí, O
ÛÊØÖíMAç6Ê¢$l (¸óÉçÆ) íû˝7, ¥<A6.c)AAÊ‡ü±
í‚…,ê[, Ä¤¬�-V, Åqç66„.Ê �bçœ#� ,2i‘�

F‚ �h<�, ÄÑAA·Êb°, FJøOúkh<íb°, wõ6³�µóÃ: —
— 5Éb?ÀUzp5íh<Ê¨³ÿu�½õu5)z)pë,7/Ê�dí‡sÜ
ÿzpë�

é�í½b4

¥³zƒ7�d2|b'í¶}: ¿b (abstract) ¸–� (introduction) � ¿bÄÑ
sÉbz½õÿß29, ½æ.×� –�†.Í, ¥u|ØŸí�

çç6�åd½æív`, %%uçF�O/<2˜ø˜²‡,«wuÊ�øõÑ>
ív`� à‹5dƒ/ø_¿	, dû˝!…,´u��í9, �vè.) vu´�
A�éNCó¥í;¶� O¥Ê�dí–�³, 5ÿ)ÊsúÜí¸ˇ³ƒÀU¥_æ
ñ*�ø¹�d–ƒñ‡Ñ¢í–”� –”.uñ“, 5)z| (àœ�´íLd) Õd
7Ýó, !‹�³��à, Õõ.|×, Õ¢�Ê(ÞO6�Š
, ¥<D5ñ‡�dí
É[ —— ¥ø~Éub[Û5uàSíù“�bàpëíuzp5íõ.ÊST, O
¢.?àAÐÎAÐíÆä�¥øjÞu�ò,øjÞudä: �dbà×-œŸ, O)
[Û|�
-íšä� �
-, Níuîh¸.�>8�

¥³Þç½ª×O¨,øv6z.ê� ç5ÚÚ�±7Êœßí‚…,I�v, ��
75Þ@íÇö6·u¥øWíùð, 1/, y½bË, Fb·u5í¬�úG��Wð
ø.G, Zø�³��, 5…|Ví-‘, ˛Ï.Ö²ì�Ý� ÄÑ×–â¥³˛ªõ|
5uø_Üøío�´uø_Dı%ðîó.ª/:íòG� S”¥³Þ´¨ÖOç
Æ¸ç»Èí-$30, Ä¤�<dı5ub•í, �<u5ub˘í� •ív`5b&
Mdø_ç6í¨Ã, b/ƒßT7.�ÙÈ31, ˘ív`bª|…‰.GìËËˇé
�AíÿõO´)é|Å3á¾ÓçX…Píšä� 5JÑÉb!‹ßÿ³�½æ, u

27ø_j¶ulŒø- Kotz and Johnson í Encyclopedia of Statistical Science, l�w, uø_ï2'í
Çáõ� ªvƒ'Öùæ¬ íÉœ�d� y ¥Œ Citation Index, Zª�Nƒ¡�� ¥s�’e·�, bÔø
_ßÇzø� BkÛÊ�í¬�6í�T, µÿrÔ5AÐí…97�

28àü�� ý��H�
29WzA×b°çP�dí¿bBýú—å, u�õÖ� ¥š, Õ´è�dí…d¨?
305JÑ‡"¬/AC/AçÞídı, �Aöí.ø−? çX˛äwõ'ü, �<Aöí.5ó,−�
31�øŸ/dıTƒBí/�d, zBd7 A ¢d7 B � OBüõ³�d B , ¥7Ä¤‡"7µ¹dı: F

³õ]B�!
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í, ö£íßÿ×–ÿ³�½æ� øOíß, ´)õ±Ã,í�¤u.u'ò��G�

°Ü, �Adıíé�, 6)ßßè��øŸ.^ï–<, èêrdJ(, à‹5g)
¥dı´�õ<2, y�åèøŸvdíé�� ½AÐúK9: �ø,¥dıí3b“õ
Ê¨o? �ù, T65ó;|Ví? �ú, ÛÊ5˛% �]7�, ~½Juâ5VŸ, ¥é
�vàSŸ?

¥¸û˝ç½íÉ[.×, O¸5í�dQ§0�É� ])“ðíÞä, vƒ=8í
œ}×<� I�óçk �°»�, ¹Uu¸«¨, Ê„H�¨_‡·øyí7� dı.·
<âHÿI| , �k¡)ø™™Ì dÞt}}�—— Zó�—�ê8, y&DSA
z? ø¹�díé�, ¸ø_AíÞ}øš: �A�øiÿbõí, 7�ïß.ßú-
ø¥²ìí¦², ªu�”×�àí�

b�F�à (make an impact)

|ßí�dÇ“h�� ×àóú�, úc_í�çI-½|ú�� üà‡Hí infor-
mation theory , 6Çˆø_Ôyíùæ� wŸí�d, Êˇúø_½bíÉµ5(, ‡
Þuøï��� Wà Ito’s lemma , ÑÓœ
}˚-ìù� yŸuç/é½æ˛nÚA
�, %¬¿2�?íèÜ5(íÕ×A5T�

?d¥é�díç6, ;…à.OBb V-� O¹UuøO�d, 6v”‰Ë°h
°‰, ı�?úŸVíçÆßÞ�à� Bb/.}ö£í�çõ.32 , ÉuÑ70Aíñ
í: Ñ7?Êœßí‚…,ê[, )ƒœÖíùà (citation) , )ƒ°bíwª, )ƒÅ
ðíÝŒ, )ƒçX,í•ç��, 5ÿ)|`"K, °h°[Û°�F�à� ÄÑ �u
.u��à� nuBbúçXû˝u´�<2í!…5¾�

‡iø¹dı�³�h<, ª*�_�Àíi	Võ33: u´�hí’e, híhõ,
hí~põ, hí}&j¶, híêÛ�

‡iø¹�du´�“õ, 6uõ…u´?�F�à� Ä¤T6bà- #|Fí
�dü��à� çÍ, �³��àuÊ�dé|V5(, �An} è,7/è7(} 
àn}ÚÚËÑçäFø� Ä¤ñ‡Õ6.?öíüw, 6Ä¤5ÿvyõ34Ë”‰2
Ý35�

Ê�d³.bà™� .bzAÐí!‹.½b, j�5-³6r}g)à¤36� ÕÅ
A
pëËµsçÞ: “Be positive !” , Öƒ5íAŠ, �z5íÜÝ�

aO�

dû˝ví!…G	uÕ6.bó], Ýó6�ó]37: WàøOí�d2U˚íß
!‹, �A#|í conjecture , �d³íìÜ¸@à, 5íÍ3L, ÍÅÝB²ûFµs

32øOí�d, …Võ.ÿ.ª?×� õ.×í·uß�d, ¥uì2�
33J-�õâ�2”`¤íø¹ƒ�2ùà�
34.bƒ5AÐ·.]íu, ùð´u'Ö, ´ub�ƒçXÞ� Ä¤, ³��, .ªJz�V7; OJ��, ª

Jz×:�V7�
352˙lÞÕ·v, Ju'à™ËzÅÀ\�ÖÍ4ÝOEË�”×í’Ä, ¡‹Õ·Öš}§, Õ}´F 2

·? OJuø	Å×å, ü
Y¶¥<º|V, yzÅÀuñøí®ó, /˛—Äì}, †‡�ÿêr.°� þ�
ùË=��Aè¬ú¬32írd? FbÖuÉ=ƒ7„lÞí introduction!

36¥Ê5ŸV�ø_×ñ™, OÉd|Vø_Ÿbñ™v, -2Öš}g)à¤�
37¥ø¨u‚àŠuª`¤íƒ�ZŸí�
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5í9� ÄÑFbª?}˜, }.¶ô, }ô¥/<‘K, }‘KØ#, @à¸ˇ.��

ÑÝóbaO? ÄÑà‹¥<A·uúí,·˛dƒ|ß,µó5Î7�0²æñ5
Õ, ´?dÝó? Ä¤5.âà�HíimVè�Aí�d, àaOíG	Võ�çí
·æ38, à�A³�½¬í½æVˆ�AÐí¿	� æñbAÐ‘, ÄÑ�A#í, ª?
öu{b”ð�

OÙ�-Ýóæñ·?d, Ýó·.?d� ppu§L, 56ª?•º; ppuºL,
56ª?•ª§-°� ]-¸û˝?‰·uÔ�ÅÅ ô|Ví�

yzaO�

¥�ku,ø¨uí corollary � ÄÑ�A�díßT�AAÐ}z, Ä¤Fb.T
í¶} —— 6ru�7, 6ru³�;ƒ, 6ru]<39 —— nu5v·<í� Kaplan
¸ Meier ³�zÊÓœqÌ5Õ, KME u´ªà,¥ÿAÿ7 Kalbfleish ¸ MacKay í
dı; 7 Kalbfleish ¸ MacKay 6³�z|Fbí‘K, u´ªâ KME íbWVð,
¥ÿAÿ7 Tsiatis ídı�

¥<dıíæñ·âaO7V, ¥éí!‹, .u‘˜40, 7u^#� ˆ�¸yÀU
ízp� Ä¤¹Udı>#ŸT6 ö, Öš6.}ù–¥��

September 4, 2006

38WàÊ/Æƒ³=ƒ/½æªJdC6u open v, ÿbÖ5?: Öšu$��
39¨�FAÐ´GøGãeŸ-ø¹�d�
40Ü�,, à‹5z/Aí!‹u˜í, F@v �9¬†¿� nú� ªBÿ=¬¥édı\ø	AˇÖí]9�

±Ã2, �Í�C=, 6�…6!»í.−�



�û¶}: �GTd

³�û˝!‹ÿ³��d� �75(, Ÿ�dÉuø5íû˝!‹, ÀUËµh�A
7˛� úçX�d7k, 5íè6uç�ù�íA=, 5í!‹uõõÊÊí�ç!�,
Ä¤5.uŸË, .uŸàd, ÝB.uøOí�d1� çX�dbz)ÀUpë, ³�
.óßíu, !…,bJñhí�ÒÅ9, 7/^ÈàåJ.�>8Ñí2�

j4Ÿå

cà5˛)ƒ A ,B,C ú_!‹� 5Êdû˝v, ÄÑ5úk½æ*�í�2, 2;
j�ªJ�V� � Ouè6Öuù“A=, º1.u5� Ä¤5)ø!‹íj4ßå
öÀU�

�ÀËªJ¥š;: à‹5bø!‹ƒ#çÞ=, 5vàÝóŸå? u.ulö]
B, n?ö)] A? Ê C 2Fàƒíí�_±È, ÊÝóËjùp|ß?�5íçÞ� u
´.˜í_Òúï� ÄÑFb�õ], ¢.ö]�Bkè6í˙�, ªJcqFb�ø_
l¾jÞí²=çP�

lÄxd_

Ÿ�d6uTd, Oñíuƒ]9: ø5íû˝!‹ƒ#�A=� Ä¤, A‹�ø, ]
9�ù� løA‹Yj4Ÿå�|V, Í(àdıø…b©–V� ø;ƒíwF®bõ
øø�|, tO�…bé§_çí|Òõ� ‡�Ÿí�äªJNÕ, O5)øZøZË
âH, ƒ|(H�m�Ñ¢�

¥šíj¶, _¯k5AÐàÚ7,ñVHAÐí�d� ÄÑÊ,ñ,^Z¸H�
·�}ñq, FJ5n?øŸøŸ¥ºË^ZƒÅ<Ñ¢�¥¸���‡, 5bzG�
>#Håºêr.øš� ÄÑµšøVø%, Býø_r‚� Bbbj¾êµ¡H�x
íiõ� 0,�<ç6í…9×, Fb�øZíG�ÿ¸|(íì�Ï.Ö� à‹5�
¥ší…9çÍ|ß; à‹³�, .^çB�A*Çáà,ñŸTJV,ø¹�d update
�Ÿ, u��í93�

�xd_ÿ 	G…Çdıí-‘íßTu: …é5 �-²- Ÿ� ¥_¥�, ‰)
ñq4�

N9–åØ� Jb.Ø, -�–ø_ª,.Çábß�

*�ù�Çá

Ÿ�db*�ù�ÇáŸ, à-è�d6u*�ù�Çá� SJ]? ÄÑøOí�
d, �ø�íé�ÉuÎzAÐí!‹Öóß, �AuàS�ÿõ7˛� öŠÚÊ(Þ

1
WàÑ�,íþ�, C6 �©dh¢˚ ,íµ�©t�d�

2�v, d �>á/Aín��� �S…/Aþ�Þn� 5éíÆäuªJ‹,í, O.Ê£d� Ê£d³bø…
£%n�ç½�

3çÍ, A4 í�ÿà7.ý� ªu¥u5áñ%‘³|vIíÂ, 1/.?���
4BdçÞv, 4�í`ûu: ³�ß!‹ÿ�Ÿ —— Ÿ�dıu<Aí9, �¨Ãíç6u.dí� OÛÊ

\�à¤R�ê[�d, ×ð�ÝóŸ¶? BÛÊÉ?3"×`¤�Ýó�d·Ÿ, ,b�õ¹â˙?
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(�vÝBÊ/ø_[ÊË“í lemma ³)� é�Ûbà-“_˚§, O“_˚§6}®
Qÿõ5 —— bö], ´)AÐ à-è�

|(n Ÿé�� é� (introduction) Níu ��Ü� —— ø5íqñ�Ü#è6w
…� Ä¤l�qñ, n?�Ü�

!…��

�dí!…��, ×ñó°� ÖÍ®‚…·}�ø<b°, I�5‡,  vø…¡‚
íñ™‚…, èø-…í � Instruction to Authors �, ÿÏ.Öø−7� 5wõ´) è
ø-v…í �)4j‡ (scope) �, FbÖš}zpFb¿¡¨øéídı�

�dÖšJ� (section) V}, 7.uJı (chapter) V}�ıªœÅ, Êùz³�à;
7�œs, ÄÑø¹�d, øOÉ‡úø_ùæ�

�5-ªy}ü� (subsection) � �<A´b}üü� (sub-subsection) , Bg)u
Ø�76� ßø<í�d, Ê/��®, �}z-ø�}n�Ýó —— x−uÓO…�
íqñVzí, #Aí>gu: ©ø�·� motivation , ø_�Ùu: /�í™æ(Þ,
³�zpÿ‹,ü�í™æ, à

4. Estimation Procedure

4.1 Estmation equation

-ÞíŸ¶œ�šä:

4. Estimation Procedure

At least one paragraph of text here. At least one paragraph of text here. At least one
paragraph of text here. At least one paragraph of text here. At least one paragraph of
text here. At least one paragraph of text here. At least one paragraph of text here.

4.1 Estimation equation

.ýA.])¥9, ÖÍÛÊ˛.µšƒ˝, Ouø©s_™æ©Êø–, ç2Ýó
qñ6³�uïØõí� ÇÕ, �Cü�íqñ·.bØs, ÄÑ�|Ví�Þ6.ß
õ —— ß‚…uÝ�½eFbí�Þí, ÄÑçX�díñ™u �R	±˙�, à‹.
Dƒ˝, ÿ[ýFbAÐ·.Ê˛AÐíqñ�7ç6b' I�, Î7¯
5éí9
‰Õ, Çø_ŸÄ†u �ß‚…ub\ßÇzøYRí� —— ¥¸Êæ¦,ÓZûø-
êr.°�

BkÇ¸[Êd2v[ÊST, nœßõ, 5.. V-, ÄÑ¥u§�6íù“�
5.^øÇ¸[·[Êdıí|(, ÉbÊ£d2àøWåz

(Insert Table 3 about here)

5pR, Õ6�]�
6
à‹� 3.4.4 �, Ö�¨�
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ÿªJ7�

dıu#Aèí, Ä¤b�Ÿå� çX�d6ub#Aèí, Oè}s�: Äè¸�
è�

5í�d¿b,b?éè6�E�ªø¥ è5íé�� 5íé�, @v?éè6 
Äè5í£d� Bk�è, Éu‡úµ<ª?àƒ5í�díA¸5í¬�úG� …é
�dí3bñíuG.�“ (documentation) , ulð„¬ (FJbçXÇö) y#AŒ
í (FJÇzønYR)� Ä¤�Øı	�A}à-�è5í�d, O5)ı	�A}Ä
è…, |R5í!�� ÄÑ”ýA}*åƒ®ø©ø_å·èƒ7�

ø_j¶uJ�dí3ñTÑéAÄèà,7øœ�‘í��, [ƒË“� à‹‚…
u�;	í, Öšíè6}g)Ë“2í‰ÞuÇöŒ„¬í, Ä¤, ÎÝ.b, Fb6
.}�õ�

°Ü, .bz5í©øK©ø�·Ÿ|V� B�ø¹dı8 , w2íø_t�íG�
ÿ� 100 Ü, 7B7ûZ� OŸpdı, .¬�W� BÉuµµËz:

The computation, although tedious, can in fact be carried out. (J-ÑRûí–Ij
¶£|(t�)

³�¥_t�, ¥¹dı×–.}Q§� OJBŸ, 20 Ü, '"yØ\Q§�

��í�ÿ

Ê�ç5‡, AA

� ¥[ÛÊ�d³, ÿuøOÊBbTA±v, .TFbí<
P
 •�C6¨˚� Bbz Smith (1999) , Níu¤AÊ 1999 �Fê[íø¹�dC
6ùz� OBb.T¤Au×`¤
 ü`¤
 h|ı²=
 /�çÍíÍ=
 ´u/Å
ÅÙF¥í�=� Ä¤, dı2�à Dr. Taguchi, Professor Ito, or Sir Fisher9 —— bé
FbídıOTAÐzu� ¹UuAÐí4�, 6uøš� dı³.TE…É[, zÕ
uBí�Ã, Õ¢¸BÊ/}‡2ó}Ý¡;;10� ÖÍ, ˛ä³ú×ðíÉ[·Iø
øù —— 5JÑ×ð ¡‹ÅÒ}‡Éu =�AÆƒ?

¥1.uzBb.wwßdıí�n11� O�Aí creditbÔFbí�dVý, .
uÔå�� �

� íÇø_<2u: BýÊ[Þ,, 5ídıu¸×ð¦Ê°ø™ÄV
Ç¾í, .Ä5uhG, ÿv �é�_ä�12; 6.ÄÑ5;±��, ÿ.ßaO5í!
�13�

ÃãíG�

ÊF�íÃã2, |b'íçÍuçXRÜíÃã� ç…�Õ 7\ÇöAº|ƒ

7ÛÊí�döuØÖ7, Õ�µ_1ÅvÈ¨?
8Chao (1987). Biometrika 74, 426-427.
9¥<A“ƒí•ç˛%DÖ, à.OBbVEÏà�

10
Odı2ªJ>á/ATX�q4í�‡5é, ¥é9v[Ê �>á� ¥øü¨, .ª[Ê£d2� /.í>

á‚…í,)¸ˆ), ÄÑ�†ïíxO�
11Bbúß!‹´u�â<í, dı2.^_ç[ý� O�¬}�
12�<‚…ú²=�dœ�, ¥uFbí\µ: .b�;7�ÜA�
13�<‚…Sà �•|ÇövøT6â±+ � íŸ¶, Jn�±íç6�œòíœ}¦¬� O¥wõ.qÞ

¬qWA�
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v, ÎÝ5?D^a14, ´†5ÉßÃÃ4ä•˜�

w…íÃãÿ[ÛÊrÖüËj7� Bb�Ôø<�

Ldb£ü

Ldíd¶�˜15� v‹, s íËj, ��7‹,� Àå��˜716, Ä¤AÐ�è
�Zu.bí, —N.bJÑÇöA}65øø‘|V, F¢.u5í²û17! �¶ú
íå, „.u£üíå� õÊ.W, v_Ldßí4Õ ( ¨�G‘) ø…ßøß�

ÅAíLdÖÔ,{Fç� ç)ßíA, Ÿ|VªJé4Õ?]� OLdí���
KT, ³����Š‰u.Wí� ªàz, 5ø.ø−, can not ¸ cannot , ¨ø_ú?
Disqualified ´ unqualified �Ýó.°?

ÇÕíb°uø_4� WàBÊdı2z, 1998 �, A d7 A1 ; 2002 �,B d7 B1�
¥s_Æä, 	Èí¶}, ªJà¬ � ( 98 ¸ 02 ·˛¬ ); 6ªJàÛÊ� (çX
,í!‹ªJJöÜe5)� ¥s�Ÿ¶, ÛÊÊ�d2·ªJà� Ou, Ê°ø�d³,
.bÊ/øÆ³àÛÊ�, ¢ÊÇøÆ³à¬ �18� ¥ud¶,í.Ãã�

ÉkLd, Ÿƒ¤T� BRŠø…”ßíüz� ç�B”Ñ§=,7/BD´u%t�
æ˜,øŒZ)�

William Strunk, Jr. The Elements of Style.

BÉuø…íñ“�Ê-Þ:

Elementary rules of usage

Form the possessive singular of nouns with ’s
In a series of three or more terms with a single conjunction, use a comma after each term
except the last
Enclose parenthetic expressions between commas
Place a comma before and or but introducing an independent clause
Do not join independent clauses by a comma
Do not break sentences in two
A participial phrase at the beginning of a sentence must refer to the grammatical subject
Divide words at line-ends, in accordance with their formation and pronunciation

Elementary principles of composition

Make the paragraph the unit of composition: one paragraph to each topic
As a rule, begin each paragraph with a topic sentence; end it in conformity with the

14
à½h„p, ²ø_œÃí‘K, C6„pÇö˜7�

15Bbcq5uàLdTd —— 5b SCI/SSCI uý? ÖÍ, 2dí�d, úd¶íb°uéNí, 5Éu
³�½æ7˛�

16ÛÊí,ñ·� spell check, øìbà!ÖÍà¬5(´}�˜, Obß)Ö�
17�ø_]9u¥ší: /ÞÊFí�d/T‹, �J4�èƒ¤T, ~vB, � XO ø@Ñá, J>á4�í

à-�è�� —— Wz XO ´Ê�
18¹UsÆu½7 20 Ü6øš� ¥_„èÊT6¡57�¹�í�d(yŸé�v�"� 5JÑ¸A·uú

í� .˜, Fb}�·uúí, O5ø¯–VŸÿ˜7�
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beginning
Use the active voice
Put statements in positive form
Omit needless words
Avoid a succession of loose sentences
Express co-ordinate ideas in similar form
Keep related words together
In summaries, keep to one tense
Place the emphatic words of a sentence at the end

A few matters of form

Words and expressions commonly misused

Words commonly misspelled

w…��

��u��O�7í!‹ÿu sloppy í‰a� B�Ôø<k(�

øåø2

Êrd2, ø_±ÈNøK9� .bÊ�ù�³, 5í<2u A , ƒ7�û�, 5¢
N B � Ñ7Ldé)ºøõ, 5Êdı2ªJàø<°2å, O.bÊ�xX4íå�
,¢¥øP�

°Ü, ø_¯UÉH[øK9� à‹5à f(x) V[ý X í pdf,µó(Þídı³,
5ÿ.?à°ší f(x)V[ Y í pdf , ÎÝ X,Y u°}Óí� Ü�,, rdí¯U·
bø_� ¥„èÊ5 ¯.°v‚íG�v}", AÐ%%·.}g)�

hÈb>&pë

F�œØøõíÈÆ, Ê�øŸ|Ûv·b#ì219� .øìuÝ�£�íì2, O
b?zpë�

ó�ù„í98bøøú@

Wà£d2¨Tƒ Wang (2002) , µóÊ|(í References ³, ÿvøvd (Cv
z) �p� ¥5, J(Þí References 2� Wang (2002), †£d2/TÛTƒJdıC
z —— siÕÖø_Õýø_·u.Ãã� ¥Ÿ†6àÊ°ødı2íÇ¸[,� J
�Çú (C[û), †£d2Û�/Tpý �cÇú (C[û)��

�<œßí‚…ÝBb°5É?ùà���»
��‚í�dCùz20 ——//À
PíxXÑµí.Wí, ÄÑ…b%%³�%¬çXÇö, M¾.D (6r§u˜í21)�
Bkæ¦,í’e, ÛÊþÌì�� BAÐí‚…, 3"àø_ footnote Vzp|Tÿ

19~AW‡iS‚ �œØ�� Wà e, π, E(X), V ar(X) ªJ.zpZOAUà, O φ (N(0, 1) í pdf) ÿªJ

5?zpø-� ¥ÖÍ˛�}¦à, Oþ„ 100% \wª�
207/|ß.bu.c%fíüzçíùz�
21¥ÿu‡ÞFzí �Õ6�ó]� íÇø�[Û�
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ß,˙ý¥éíù„, M¾bÏ<� 1/, æ¦�v}¾Ü.c,œ³� ��¤æ„� í<
2�

Bkdı2àƒÝóÚ7C,ñ, J‡u�A}Tí, OÛÊ˛.½b� ÄÑÛÊ�
˛AA·Ú7¸,ñ, ÿb²k.T7� ¥<·˛u.Û7.ıJí�x7, ¸Ÿä°

A4 í�øš� ÕÊ˛5àÝó�äíŸä°¨?

99Vvpü

�dàå, à4 íË: ÌøåÌVv� AÐêpí, ÿbpëz|uAÐêpí22 ,
J.u5êpí, 5)µs�AuÕd|Ví —— �Hï–i� ¥³Ju>&).p
ë, øVz.ì}�AV�Ô � y¹�Aíû˝A‹�—— ¥ÊçXäu×�, µvz
.ì`¤í’�·\³¾�

Vvpëíyªø¥í<2u: 5Ûb_çË# credit ——øOuùà|oí�ˇ
ú4í
 Éœ4í�d� ¥u5[ÛŠ‰ív`: �<�du�˜í, �v, ¥<˜qW
Auø−í� Ju5.ŒC;….ø−˜7ùà, XƒqWíÇö, ^‹_)w¥�

Ê5zpÝó´³�d|Vív`, yvà-� d.Ê© (literature search) …u re-
search íø¶}, ÝBuœ½bíø¶}� ¥u�pW6í¦è, «wÊFbË¡³�
ø_ßÇzøv, yuÏ›�

.ª�U

�d2ít�
 Ç
 [·�)U� ¦�®‚…·�AÐídì, ¡5ø-ÿß� 5í
)UÍ$6r¸v‚….°, ¥øÇá³�É[, ÖšÊ�db§�v, ƒ˝í‚…}
b°5Z (CFb65Z)� ¥<.}�àƒ5í�dQ§D´�

Ou�Uÿ}� Wà5Ÿ�[ø, [ù, [ú, (V5AÐt¥[ø, µó, t¥(Ÿ
Ví[ù, ÿvû¯Ñ[ø, ŸVí[ú, ÿv‰Ñ[ù� à‹5.Z£, dı2Éõƒ
[ù[ú, O.c[ø, ¥ší�U, péË[ý5.wöà-�

…�d

Ñ7[ý�ç½, �<…�òŸuªJàí� Wà

i.e., viz., ad hoc, et al., per se, ibid., e.g., . . .

Ou, �à˜7 («wu™õ, ÝBbàéñå)�

.bÓZÿ|Vø_òŸ

w…íòŸ, @Ê�øŸ|Ûv#|r±� Wà �maximum likelihood (ML)�, �gen-
eralized linear model (GLIM)��

,5, Ld1Ý5í‚x, Ld.ßu.?fní½æ� -Þí¶ä�F6Œ:

227/´)×;z, Þ"Çö¸è6õ.ƒ, Õ75íŠ	�
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• Ÿ.7ÅÆä, ÿàs7d¶.˜í23�

• .}2Išÿ�¢Iš�

• då,mÍ=.7Að, ÿbJqñ¦�� ¢ÀU5í“õÊ¨o, �AíÿõÊ
¨o� �çH§.udåYj, ÖÍ, dåß´u2Zí�

• õÊ.W, là2dŸ|Vy�åALdyZ�

• úkxX4í�d, wõÛbàíÆä.Ö� è�Aí�dv, .^ø�AíÆ�
y-V� J� 10-20 ‘š�Æ�, 6ÿÏ.Ö7 —— H§Bb.uŸüz
 àdC6—
…!

#|é�

Bbøy#|, ø¹�d2é�|½b� *)4¸Çöíi�Võ½æ24: �ø�ï
×ñ,ÿ²ì7Fuà£Þíi�´uàŠÞíi�VTÜ5ídı� Fu£ÞË6
Œ5á, ´uŠÞË00á¥5ídı?

B¦�Ês_üvJqÿ�7õ¶ —— .�B]´u.]�díqñ� çBu£
Þív`, Bn}à-Ëq¶7jqñ, ¥¹dıÿ�7œ}� øšJ,ívÈBuŠ
Þí� à‹ü˜Ïø|ÿøz, 5}g)¥dı}ßý? Bg)B´uDŠ�íè�
A� çB‘ƒ��_˜ (×¸ü) v, Bÿ}TR7 —— ¥_T6˛µsBF.à-�
mu sloppy ¥ø_ÿõ, ÿD‡"…7�

|(�‡

Ÿ�£I�‡@ �ø�ç�íù“Çzø� fA âøâ5íñ™‚…uÝóš
äí25, �Aídıu5ší? ˆ)·uÝóA26? ¥š, 5ªœ}ø−5ídıu´_
¯¥_‚…�

Bk…bu.u SCI/SSCI , ,æøŒÿø� ×ñVz, �±−�vÍíç}¸×ç
FXMí‚…, Öšu�®Äí� ÛÊ�'Öâ/zçXMí‚…,Ö6�ßí,øOÿ
œÿ�

�<‚…,, �v6�â)ãŸ|íµs×ðí@·<9á27� ByÇÕËs_ power
point íƒ�, }�VAŠuª, �2”`¤� ƒí·uÉk�dê[í9�

September 4, 2006

23
wõ|ßàÅs.øíÆ¶, n.À|�

24
��7¥<A·uœ�±íç6, Fbíø_u°Ôõÿu³�vÈ�

25
´†5ídıu•#SA, •ƒST?

26
3bu Œø-¥<A|¡íOTu´¸5ídı�É�

27Wà M. Schminke (2004). Raising the bamboo curtain. Academy of Management Journal 47, 310-314.
ÿ�¡5gM (>á˜ÅÈ`¤µsB)�
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Ê¥ø¶}, BbÊœßí$l‚…,‘7�¹�d, ø…bí¿b¸é�y-V
¸×ðn�ø-� BÊ‘²v³�lè¬�d, BÉu�ƒÇzø, ø-,|¡íø‚
í�ø¹�d‘|V� ‚…²7û�: Annals, Biometrika, JASA, JRSSB � Ä¤.?�
uÓœ‘², O6.?�u 100% í�<‘²�¥û�‚…·ª�u ��ø§ (first tier)
� íÅÒ$l‚…� <2u, à‹5�s¹dıÊ¥é‚…,\Q§, “-ø_û˝l
åÝB¯�ÿ�õz³7� 3U,, 3)%%}øFg)œßí�d, §Ê©‚í�ø
¹�

�@‡ÞBbúk �é�� í#|, BbtOVè…bí¿b¸é��¥<dın�
íùæBb.c)]� Ou, ÿuÄÑBb.], nM)�è: õõ¥<Ÿ)ßídıí
é�, �³�éBbg) � (Þídı�qñ�?

Green ¸ Maridic ídı

¥ø¹éÊ Biometrika (2006) 93, 235-254. ¥_‚…Ê 1901 �“…, ˛� 105 �, u
ø_�5˝vÍfwíçX‚…� ™æu: “Bayesian alignment using hierarchical mod-
els, applications in protein bioinformatics” �

¥³à7�_±È� BayesianBý×ð·=¬� Níuø„ø¡bçT random vari-
able 7#ø_ prior íøP;¶¸d¶� Alignment <Nú5, à=ví§Aò(� Hier-
archical model †u/øéí$l_�, ¥³*åÞ,õ.ÀU, ÖÍªJ;d, ¥£u
�õµÆí_�ÿu7� |(zƒ7@à, à7 “‘protein (Ÿë”)”, “bioinformatics (Þ
�’m)” 7_Ý�ç�í±È� Ä¤, mu™æ, ÿ�}�	çâ7�

¿bu¥ší, w,íÅ, uB‹,í�

An important problem in shape analysis is to match configurations of points in space
after filtering out some geometrical transformation. (Åø) In this paper we introduce
hierarchical models for such tasks in which the points in the configurations are either
unlabelled or have at most a partial labelling constraining the matching and in which
some points may only appear in one of the configurations. (Åù) We derive procedures
for simultaneous inference about the matching and the transformation, using a Bayesian
approach. (Åú) Our hierarchical model is based on a Poisson process for hidden true
point locations; this leads to considerable mathematical simplification and efficiency of
implementation of EM and Markov cchain Monte Carlo algorithms. We find a novel use
for classical distributions from directional statistics in a conditionally conjugate specifica-
tion for the case where tne gometrical tansformation includes an unknown rotation. (Å
ü) Throughout we focus on the case of affine or rigid motion transformations. (Åý)
Under a broad parametric family of loss functlsan optimal Bayesian point estimate of the
matching matrix can be constructed that depends only on a single parameter of the family.
(Åþ) Our methods are illustrated by two applicaations from bioimformatics. The first
problem is of matching proteib gels in two dimensions and the second consists of aligning
active sites of proteins in three dimensions. In the latter case we also use information
related to the grouping of the amibo acid, as an example of a more general capability of
our methodology to include partial labelling information, We discuss some open problems
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and suggest directions for future work. (Åÿ)

Åø: Ê¥³T| shape analysis í½æ, çÍ×ð.}]� ÄÑH§¥.uà OLS�
��?Ìí‰a, Ä¤bzpø-� ½bí½æu “to match configurations of points in
space after filtering out some geometrical transformation” ¥.øìu|½bí½æ, O
Fbßz important , ,�ø<;W� ¤Õ, ÊxXÞ,Vz, “transformation” øÈ6
T|V7�

Åù: ¤T�…�p½æ� …duà hierarchical models V-Z�Tí, 7bW2´�
™Â (labels) í½æ,´�s búªíõ, bñª?.ó°í½æ�¥zp7½æ�Ø
��

Åú: ¥³Þ, S‚ “inference about the matching” , S‚ “inference about the trans-
formation” ·³�T� O¥uÉu¿b, u\orí�

Åû: Ê¥³T|_�, w2 “hidden location” , çÍ�øõd latent íâ−, Ä¤à
ƒ EM ÿ¯Ü7, Bk MCMC , †uÄÑ Bayesian íŸ]� FbyN|, ÄÑ_�¦
)Í, n?�
“�

Åü: yk¤TT|Fb´àƒ7 directional data 2í…9, 7¥¢ÉÎ7‡Hí
transformation �ø�u�W (rotation) �

Åý: N|Éds� transformations, Bk affine ¸ rigid motion, ø_Ûb5�ƒò
��S, Çø_ºuÓÜ� �vÛb;ø-, wõu.µó½bí� Oà7œù“í±
È, ÿ}é)ò�øõ�

Åþ: ¥³µsBb, matching matrix (çÍ, (Þí…døìbì2) u…db,l
íúï�

Åÿ: |(¦ƒs @à� ·u�	ç<âíbW,¥¢ÉÎ7™æ2í bioinformatic
øÈ�

c_¿bµsB�K9: �ø, ½æu˛È2s õu´ªJó~¯? ÄÑ¥<õ
NíuŸë”¸°!|, FJ¥uø_ç�íÞÓ’m½æ, ¥ÿ�7 �Üùñm� í
^‹� Í(, T6T|j¶, à Poisson process VÓ˛Èíõ, ÖÍØ�¦OþªQ§,
ÄÑBb6.ø−´�Ýóßàí proesss � OFbT|7 hidden location, ÿz½æí
-Zö)œØø<7, OFb´?D
“, ÿ˙ýO ��qñ�� �ú, Fb´*˛È$
l³aà�x, 1zpFb|))ƒíu “optimal Bayes point estimate of the matching
matrix” � |(, Fb´z: FbàíuöõbW�

¿b#Aí�¥�ïu ��.ý‰a�� OBb@võFb³�zí� Wà “optimal
Bayes point estimate of the matching matrix” u.u	ç,�<2í½æbõ? C6
Éu$lçð?d|í‰a? *¥³, Bbõ.|V, matching d)ußu;, Du´
?|iËd,lu°øK9´u;….óÉ? ·<ƒs_T6·.uÞÓçð,¥uù
–BøõaOíËj� �s bW#s_$lçð2, ,ªJ¢<õ–V�eí‰a|
V� ,l matching matrix ¸ matching u°øK9ý? B5óßdg)T6³�>&?

ÛÊ/õø-é�í¶}�
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Various new challenging problems in shape matching have been appearing from differ-
ent scientific areas including bioinformatics and image analysis. In a class of problems in
shape analysis one assumes that the points in two or more configurations are labelled and
these configurations are to be matched after filtering out some transformation. Usually
the transformation is a rigid transformation or similarity transformation. Several new
problems are appearing in which either the points of configuration are not labelled or the
labelling is ambiguous, and in which some points do not appear in each of the configura-
tions. An example of ambiguous labelling arises in understanding the secondary structure
of proteins, where we are given not only the three-dimensional molecular configuration
but also the types of amino acid at each point. A generic problem is to match two such
configurations, where the matching has to be invariant under some transformation group.
Descriptions of such problems can be found in the review article by Mardia et al. (2003).

We now describe two datasets related to protein structure. One is of two-dimensional
gel data, where each point is a protein itself and the transformation group is affine. In
this case we have a partial matching, identified already by experts, that we can use to
assess our procedures. In the second example we have a three-dimensional configuration
of two active sites of two proteins which also has additional chemical information. Here
the underlying transformation to be filtered out is rigid motion. In this problem, one of
the main aims is to take a query active site and find matches to a given database, in some
ranking order. The matches will give some idea of the functions of the unknown proteins,
leading to the design of new enzymes, for example.

There are other related examples from image analysis such as the matching of buildings
when one has multiple two-dimensional views of three-dimensional objects; see for example
Cross & Hancock (1998). The problem here requires one to filter out the projective
transformations before matching. Other examples involve matching outlines or surfaces;
see for example Chui & Rangarajan (2000) and an unpublished 2002 Ph.D. thesis from the
Technical University of Denmark by L. Pedersen. Here no labelling of points is involved,
and we are dealing with a continuous contour or surface rather than a finite number of
points. Such problems are not addressed in this paper.

The principal innovations in our approach are the fully model-based approach to align-
ment, the fact that the model formulation allows us to integrate out the hidden point
locations, the prior specification for the rotation matrix, and the Markov chain Monte
Carlo algorithm.

øOí¿bÉué�íäÕ1,¥¹dıs6·b°, ÄÑé�³z)1.Ö� …lT
|Î7 bioinformatic 5Õ,´� image analysis , Ouxü.Ì, ÉubBb õ Mardia
et al. (2003) �

Í(òQ�ƒs bW� Ê�bWí�d³, bW|½b, Ä¤)l�Ü� Ow(F
zí½æ “In this problem, one of the main aims is to take a query active site and find
matches to a given database, in some ranking order.” N˛…d;….{ í� Ä¤õ–
VÉuIK�

Í(FbTƒú¹dı: 1998, 2000 ¸ 2002 í²=�d� Or³�T¥<dı¸…

1O|ßbdå�F.°�
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díÉ[, ßd…bÉu image analysis, ½æé�ÖÍéN, FàíxX¸…drÍ.
°íšä�

|(}ƒ…dí“õ: �˛r·uxX4í� )ƒÝó!�á? N˛õ.|V� é�
³© matching matrix T·³�T, ÑÝób,l…, ,)Äu.u�k matching ÿd
)ß, ´uz;…É�ø� matching , ß.ßBb−„.7, |ÖÉu¾¿ø- match-
ing í!‹7˛?

¥uªJ èídı, ÄÑ…N˛G-'Ö˛ÈéBb ½hí½æ� ¤Õ, óÉí
d.N˛.Ö, ¥˙ý½æ6r´h, -ŠÚ¢ÀU7ÿ�œ}�

Ék Zheng, Salganik and Gelman í�d

¥¹dı…Ê 2006 í Journal of the American Statistical Association, 101, 409-423.
¥u1Å$lç}î-íK	‚…�úPT6·VA Columbia ×ç, w2, Salganik u
þ}çí²=Þ, wFsP·u$lÍí4��

™æÿ�}¼i: “How many people do you know in prison?: Using overdispersion in
count data to estimate social sructure in networks”, muV¥_™æ, 'ÖAÿ}Vèø
-�d¿b2� ™æ˛|rbõ: £ÞíUà (using), 7.uø oversispersion çTbW
2íÿÜVü-TÜ� ¥šíG�uM)øTí, 7™æ2ø…¥@|V�

dıí¿bà-:

Networks —— sets of objects connected by relationships —— are important in a num-
ber of fields. The study of networks has long been central to sociology, where researchers
have attempted to understand the causes and consequences of the structure of relation-
ships in large groups of people. Using insight from previous network research, Killworth
et al. and McCarty et al. have developed and evaluated a method for estimating the sizes
of hard-to-count populations using network data collected from a simple random sample
of Americans. In this article we show how, using a multilevel overdispersed Poisson re-
gression model, these data also can be used to estimate aspects of social structure in the
population. Our work goes beyond most previous research on networks by using variation,
as well as average responses, as a source of information. We apply our method to the data
of McCarty et al. and find that Americans vary greatly in their number of acquaintances.
Further, Americans show great variation in propensity to form ties to people in some
groups (e.g., males in prison, the homeless, and American Indians), but little variation for
other groups (e.g., twins, people named Mchael or Nicole). We also explore other features
of these data and consider ways in which survey data can be used to estimate network
structure.

…#|�õ: (1) Social network íû˝, �wvÍ; (2) T6à “multilevel overdis-
persed Poisson regression model” Vd}&; (3) úk,l hard-to-find ˇñ×üíj¶,
u¡57 Killworth et al. and McCarty et al. (·<ƒ, Ê¿b2..ø�dí�MŸ|
V); (4) ‚à variation u…dxX,í“h, ¸J‡í�d, î�F.°3; (5) „p1Å
Aíþ>b², ‰æ”×; (6) ÝB5?ƒàS,l network structure —— ÖÍ³�z

2çÍuÄÑøOí$l�d, .¢uqñ, ©™æ·�}ˇâ�
3wõ, £ÞÞú‰æ, $lç6o˛g~� à”¾½æ2íá¨j¶, ´�à ARCH 5éívÈå�_�·

u�
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pàSì2ø_\,lí network structure �

¥_¿bªœ�õ� 3buÄÑ social network uÞºíø¶}, ¹U.ø−	ç,
íì2, 6ªJ�ø<>g�¥¿b#Bbí�ïu, T66d7.ý�T, 1/�<�
T´u“hí� Fb£ÞËÞú overdispersion, 1/��ËTÜ7öõbW�

é�u¥ší (2dí¶}uB‹,í):

Recently a survey was taken of Americans asking, among other things, “How many
males do you know incarcerated4 in state or federal prison?” The mean of the responses
to this question was 1.0. To a reader of this journal, that number may seem shockingly
high. We would guess that you probably do not know anyone in prison. In fact, we would
guess that most of your friends do not know anyone in prison either. This number may
seem totally incompatible with your social world.

¥ø¨ÿÇó).˜ —— 5í�¤³�ÖýÊ��? �Ìbuø_A? 5ó¥š
ò? ¥ší.uøšíA·Ê�³? 1Åíµéöª"ô!�7¥š˚AíbW, Í(
y/�ËÑ5jP: …díè6×–·u`>˙�ß, þ%ËPœòíøí, Öš³�
w…�¬�íA� ku5-8C0, ßJ-–, ¥_ ��ÌøA� u*¨³|Ví?

So how was the mean of the responses 1? According to the data, 70% of the respon-
dents reported knowing 0 people in prison. However, the responses show a wide range of
variation, with almost 3% reporting that they know at least 10 prisoners. Responses to
some other questions of the same format, for example, “How many people do you know
named Nicole?” show much less variation.

¥ø¨pëµsè6bW2í variation ”× —— �<Aw…ø×#��íA5� j
, 70% íA·.w…��íA�

This difference in the variability of responses to these “How many X’s do you know?”
questions is the manifestation of fundamental social processes at work. Through careful
examination of this pattern, as well as others in the data, we can learn about important
characteristics of the social network connecting Americans, as well as the processes that
create this network.

‡Þs¨u·³�xXàx� O¥ø¨ÇáUà7 social network J£…í$A¬
˙ —— þ}	çû˝íâ−ÿªV7�

This analysis also furthers our understanding of statistical models of two-way data, by
treating overdispersion as a source of information, not just an issue that requires correction.
More specifically, we include overdispersion as a parameter that measures the variation
in the relative propensities of individuals to form ties to a given social group, and allow
it to vary among social groups. Through such modeling of the variation of the relative
propensities, we derive a new measure of social structure that uses only survey responses
from a sample of individuals, not data on the complete network.

¥ø¨Ôø “include overdispersion as a parameter that measures the variation in the

4¥_åNíu �\aŠ��
5çÍ.uN�å�
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relative propensities of individuals” ‹Jzp, 1CpBb‚à “modeling of the variation
of the relative propensities”, nû| “a new measure of social structure that uses only
survey responses”.

Background

Understanding the structure of social networks, and the social processes that form
them, is a central concern of sociology for both theoretical and practical reasons (Wasser-
man and Faust 1994; Freeman 2004). Social networks have been found to have important
implications for the social mobility (Lin 1999), getting a job (Granovetter 1995), the dy-
namics of fads and fashion (Watts 2002), attitude formation (Lee, Farrell, and Link 2004),
and the spread of infectious disease (Morris and Kretzcnmar 1995).

¥ø¨²àø<Ék social network íø<d., ·<ƒ³�Ø4í‰a�¥Ö.u
ø_êcíd.Ê©, OBý’e·´h� [ýT6´ø−|¡êÞ7Ýó6�

When talking about social networks, sociologists often use the term “social structure,”
which, in practice, has taken on many different meanings, sometimes unclear or contra-
dictory. In this article, as in the article by Heckathorn and Jeffri (2001), we generalize
the conception put forth by Blau (1974) that social structure is the difference in affiliation
patterns from what would be observed if people formed friendships entirely randomly.

àdåzp…d2F‚í social structure uÝó<2� h1uóúí: ø �Óœ>
¤� çT social structure Ñ 0 Võ½æ� çÍ, ¥³´³�püíì2, É�püí;
¶7�

Sociologists are not the only scientists interested in the structure of networks. Meth-
ods presented here can be applied to a more generally defined network, as any set of
objects (nodes) connected to each other by a set of links (edges). In addition to social
networks (friendship network, collaboration networks of scientists, sexual networks), ex-
amples include technological networks (e.g., the internet backbone, the world-wide web,
the power grid) and biological networks (e.g., metabolic networks, protein interaction
networks, neural networks, food webs); reviews have been provided by Strogatz (2001),
Newman (2003b), and Watts (2004).

¥ø¨uª�ªÌí� Éuz �ªJ�y	í@à�, øOA·.} Œí, OT6
@vöíè¬F�í�¹dı8, ´†ÿu.Š�L�

Overview of the Article

In this article we show how to use “How many X’s do you know?” count data to learn
about the social structure of the acquaintanceship network in the United States. More
specifically, we can learn to what extent people vary in their number of acquaintances, to
what extent people vary in their propensity to form ties to people in specific groups, and
also to what extent specific subpopulations (including those that are otherwise hard to
count) vary in their popularities.

6ùà��J‡ídıv, |ßÉùàµ<%tí, né)5�ç½�¹â�
7à‹5�óÉíbW, ª5?d ��æ˜>¤íþ}!Z��
8BýF6)à�è¬…bíé��
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lT|bWí!…$G: â/øÔy½æ “How many X’s do you know?” 7), FJ
u count data �

The data used in this article were collected by McCarty, Killworth, Bernard, Johnsen,
and Shelley (2001) and consist of survey responses from 1,370 individuals on their acquain-
tances with groups defined by name (e.g., Michael, Christina, Nicole), occupation (e.g.,
postal worker, pilot, gun dealer), ethnicity (e.g.. Native American), or experience (e.g.,
prisoner, auto accident victim); for a complete list of the groups, see Figure 4 in Section
4.2. Our estimates come from fitting a multilevel Poisson regression with variance com-
ponents corresponding to survey respondents and subpopulations and an overdispersion
factor that varies by group. We fit the model using Bayesian inference and the Gibbs-
Metropolis algorithm, and identify some areas in which the model fit could be improved
using predictive checks. Fitting the data with a multilevel model allows separation of indi-
vidual and subpopulation effects. Our analysis of the McCarty et al. data gives reasonable
results and provides a useful external check on our methods. Potential areas of further
work include more sophisticated interaction models, application to data collected by net-
work sampling (Heckathorn 1997, 2002; Salganik and Heckathorn 2004), and application
to count data in other fields.

¥ø¨zpbWíVÄ (McCarty, Killworth, Bernard, Johnsen, and Shelley (2001))
¸øOzp� Fàƒí_� (a multilevel Poisson regression with variance components),
Fàí�x (Bayesian inference and the Gibbs-Metropolis algorithm) £Ýóv`ªJd
)yß (identify some areas in which the model fit could be improved using predictive
checks)� Bk¥úk social network û˝í�à, Juõ.|V�

3bí!‹N˛EÍuû|7 “a new measure of social structure that uses only sur-
vey responses” � ¥úkþ}çí<2uÝó? N˛³�O4, ÝB.ø−¥_F‚í
new measure, uàV¾¿Ýó4”í�

Buhlmann ídı

¥dıê[Ê 2006 í Annals of Statistics, 34, 559-581. Annals uÅÒbÜ$lç
}íîS‚…� b°„pÃã, uxX4b°'òí� çÍ, ¥¹dıuïÜ�í (´†
.}IªV)� è…í¿b¸é�, ÎÝ5uóçD
íùð, ;…ÿ¢.ÀVFd7Ý
ó�T� Buøòèƒ p.565 nz¤dí �Aÿ� ¢pë9� O´.�bç„p�

¥uÑøü©AŸí�d� ™æu “Boosting for high-dimensional linear models” �¥
³Éà7ø_œÞNí±È: boosting � ¥_±ÈVAF‚íœHç3 (machine learn-
ing) , Ÿ<uNøø_œÿí (ã¿) j¶, %¬/éTÜ5( ( TÜíj�Ê boosting
), ‰)yß10�

$lçðú boosting �E�, Ä¤6�.ýç6‹pû˝� O¤dmu*™æuõ
.|Ýóí, FJlèø-…í¿b:

We prove that boosting with the squared error loss, L2Boosting, is consistent for very

9ÄÑß�_±Èƒ(Þnpüì2� ¥úk¿b¸é�uªJí, ú£dÿ.W� ú¥édı, T61³�ı

�5�øŸÿè]� ¥�¿b¸é�, uÑ7éùðG-¿…�ïàí�
10B{JÑà‹B� 51% íœ0“ƒpÙ/$�íÙC�, †B@ªà boosting íŸ¶, TòBí“¿0ƒ

90% , boosting çÍ³�¥š‚ï�
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high-dimensional linear models, where the number of predictor variables is allowed to grow
essentially as fast as O(exp(sample size)), assuming that the true underlying regression
function is sparse in terms of the �1-norm of the regression coefficients.

¥_¿bØù“7, Bb*�dí p.559 èƒ p.565 nø−…�øÆÊzÝó� !…
,u¥ší� Ê

y = Xβ + ε, (y = n × 1,X = n × p, β = p × 1)

¥ší(4_�2,øO·b° n > p , ÄÑ´† �Aâ�.D�� Oà‹ p > n ,~½à
S,l E(y|X) ¥_c¦ƒb? øOçÍu.W, ´†Bbèƒí��$l·˜7� O
u, à‹×Öbí β íM·'üvu.u�ª??

¥³,�×Öbí β íM·'ü� í‘K, Êd sparse �¥¹dıF„píu, Ê sparse
í‘K-, uªJ)ƒ E(y|X) í �ø_,l¾ (consistent estimate)� í�

In the language of signal processing, this means consistency for de-noising using a
strongly overcomplete dictionary if the underlying signal is sparse in terms of the �1-norm.
We also propose here an AIC-based method for tuning, namely for choosing the number
of boosting iterations. This makes L2Boosting computationally attractive since it is not
required to run the algorithm multiple times for cross-validation as commonly used so far.

¥ø¨z, Êd boosting v, �ø_ �©ŸL�íŸb� b>&pë� T6zF�Ÿ
¶�

We demonstrate L2Boostwg for simulated data, in particular where the predictor di-
mension is large in comparison to sample size, and for a difficult tumor-classification
problem with gene expression microarray data.

¥ø¨úbÜ$lí�duï™Äí, lƒj¶, yd_Ò, |(yPpöõbW�
¥³, öbWVAÞÓ��Ò, ÖÍ.uT6AÐ¿|í, O¥_½æEÍ�Ê (9õ
,, Bb} ú n < p í8$à¤É·, ¥ébWí×¾æÊu3bŸÄ)�

¥_¿bŸ)�2' —— ¥£ÉuŸ#qWAõí —— …ÉupëËƒ|Fd|
í3b!‹�

…íé�†œÅ� wõÉu¿bí‹#�� qñà-:

Freund and Schapire’s [11] AdaBoost algorithm for classification has attracted much
attention in the machine learning community (cf. [20] and the references therein) as well as
in related areas in statistics [1,13], mainly because of its good empirical performance with
a variety of datasets. Boosting methods were originally introduced as multiple prediction
schemes, averaging estimated predictions from reweighted data. Later, Breiman [1, 2]
noted that the AdaBoost algorithm can be viewed as a gradient descent optimization
technique in function space. This important insight opened a new perspective, namely
to use boosting methods in contexts other than classification. For example, Friedman
[12] developed boosting methods for regression which are implemented as an optimization
using the squared error loss function: this is what we call L2Boosting. It is essentially the
same as Mallat and Zhang’s [19] matching pursuit algorithm in signal processing.
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¥ø¨u#Ék boosting í*�’e� 3buzÕd7Ýó�T� ÄÑNp7 L2Boosting
u…díG¨ (l	 L2Boosting íì2, ú¥ébÜ$lídı, ow}#|püì
2í), ¤¨ÉÎÝ7 [1, 2] s¹dı, z “This important insight opened a new perspec-
tive” � Bkw…í�d, ·.�¶2� F1T| L2Boosting ¸ match prusit u°ø�
911� ·<ƒ, F¥ø¨ÉT7þ¹�d,¥·u�²Ïí,¥<·uÉk L2Boosting í
½bd., k}[ýT6u´qW�

Recently, Efron, Hastie, Johnstone and Tibshirani [10] made a connection for linear
models between forward stagewise linear regression (FSLR), which seems closely related to
L2Boosting, and the �1-penalized Lasso [22] or basis pursuit [5]. Roughly speaking: under
some restrictive assumptions on the design matrix of a linear model, FSLR approximately
yields the set of all Lasso solutions (when varying over the penalty parameter). This
intriguing insight may be useful to get a rough picture about L2Boosting via its relatedness
to FSLR: it does variable selection and, shrinkage, similar to the Lasso. However, it should
be stated clearly that the methods are not the same; an example showing a distinct
difference between L2Boosting and the Lasso is presented in Section 4.3. Moreover, we
point out in Section 2.1 that FSLR and LzBoosting are different algorithms as well.

¥ø¨¢T7ø<óÉí�d, z…bN˛¸ L2Boosting d°ší9� T6í!�
¥Þí: ¥<·.�k L2Boosting� FpëËz: “it should be stated clearly that the
methods are not the same” � ¥ø¨F#Aí�ïu: ¤Aø L2Boosting í98˛ö)
�}ÀU7� 6äÀ7ø<×ðCJÑúí98� 7¥<·uç½, híø…�

As the main result, we prove here that L2Boosting for linear models yields consistent
estimates in the very high-dimensional context, where the number of predictor variables is
allowed to grow essentially as fast as 0(exp(sample size)), assuming that the true under-
lying regression function is sparse in terms of the �1-norm of the regression coefficients.

¥³#|…dí3b!‹�

This result is, to our knowledge, the first about boosting in the presence of (fast)
growing dimension of the predictor.

1/zp	A³�d|¥é�Gí!‹ —— vzAÐßív`ÿ×jËz�

Some consistency results for boosting with fixed predictor dimension include [17, 18]
as well as [25]. Except for Jiang’s [17] result, these authors consider versions of boosting
either with �1-constraints for the boosting aggregation coefficients or, as in [25], with a
relaxed version of boosting which we found very difficult to use in practice due to the
nonobvious tuning of the relaxation, that is, how fast the boosting aggregation coefficients
should decay. The result by Zhang and Yu [25] may be generalized without too much
effort to a setting with increasing dimension of the predictor variable, but their theoretical
work includes only a rigorous treatment of the classification problem (besides the above
mentioned disadvantage of their relaxed boosting algorithm).

¥³zw…N˛ó¡í!‹·.Dß� ·<ƒT6íÜâ·'pü, .u˛¨zë
uí� Ûø¥šíqñ|qé°bÞ−� då.b�Ê−�

11¥u˙ý �…Aç½.˜� íG¶, bç —— «wuF.cT [19], ´bT “signal processing” , ¥‘|7
� ��.¢Ê machine learning��
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We believe that it is mainly for the case of high-dimensional predictors where boosting,
among other methods, has a substantial advantage over more classical approaches. Some
evidence for this will be given in Section 4.1, and other supporting empirical results have
been reported in [3] in the different context of low- or high-dimensional additive models
for comparing L2Boosting with more traditional methods such as backfitting or MARS
(restricted to additive function estimates). Notably, many real datasets nowadays are
of high-dimensional nature. Besides the well-documented good empirical performance
of boosting, we identify it here as a method which can consistently recover very high-
dimensional, sparse functions.

¤Tzpò&í½ænu3bí@à, 1/ÄÑ� “a substantial advantage over more
classical approaches” , 0,�ØÖ¥éíbW (¥øõwõ×ð·ø−)� 1/, |3b
í, T6¢ø3!‹yTøŸ�

We may also view our result as a consistency property for de-noising using L2Boosting
with a strongly overcomplete dictionary. In contrast to a complete dictionary, for example,
Fourier- or wavelet-basis, the strongly overcomplete noisy case is not well understood. Our
result yields at least the basic property of consistency.

¥ø¨, T6¢ø…dDw…9Ó…É[�¥é½æí!Z×°üæ, ÖšÊ.°í
-Z-«T� T6z “Our result yields at least the basic property of consistency”, O¥
ø¨u� �;çÍ�� íâ− —— ¥<‰auªJ#çÞdíæñ, �T6¥šíù
ð“@v}A�, Oö£Ÿ|VºuÇøK9�

Besides the theoretical consistency result, we propose here a computationally efficient
approach for the tuning parameter in boosting, that is, the number of boosting iterations.
We give an easily computable definition of degrees of freedom for L2Boosting, and we then
propose its use in the corrected AIC criterion. Unlike cross-validation, our AIC-tuning
does not require boosting to be run multiple times. This makes the AIC-type data-driven
boosting computationally attractive: depending on the data, it is sometimes as fast as
the very efficient LARS algorithm for the Lasso with tuning by its default ten-fold cross-
validation [6, 10].

¥ø¨zpl�í^0� T66�d¶: à AIC Vd� ƒ¤Ñ¢,�díÜ�¶}·
˛�ÜêH� ¤dwõÉ�ø_3ìÜ, OT6¸¸aaËà7 25 Üí Annals pages,
3buÔ¤AüõúóÉí½æø−)DÖD¿p, FJnŸ)|¥<ê�²ùíu�
Ûøz¥éu|q|½æ, ÄÑ5íõ¶.c)ÿuÇöAíõ¶� ¥v¿�ÿ‰)½
b, à‹5öík5�Ó, µ<ùð6}]í�

We demonstrate on some simulated examples how our L2Boosting performs for (low-
and) mainly high-dimensional linear models, in comparison to the Lasso forward variable
selection, ridge regression, ordinary least squares and a method which has been designed for
high-dimensional regression [14]. We also consider a difficult tumor-classification problem
with gene expression microarray data: the predictive accuracy of L2Boosting is compared
with four other, commonly used classifiers for microarray data, and we briefly indicate the
interpretation of the L2Boosting fit along the lines of a linear model fit.

|(zp_Ò¸öõbWíPà, J£Dw…éNj¶íªœ�
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¥¹�dí¿b¸é�·�u™ÄíŸ¶, …³�Jvˇ| (d Zheng et al. øš),
O�˚òÅ, �…ªp3!‹, 1×‰Ë¸Û�íd.ªœ, J�±AÐíiõ, �õ	
Aíÿõ� ¥ubÜ$l�dí¦�Ÿ¶�

Brien ¸ Bailey í�d

¥¹dıéÊ Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, Series B (2006) 68, 571-609.
¥uLÅYð$lç}íK�…Ó�

™æ”s:“Multiple randomization”, É�s_å� øOÉ�AwuòG6n}¥š
¦�d™æ� ¥˙ý…d1.‡ú/øÔìíü¸ˇ7n�� …í¿bu¥ší:

Multitiered experiments are characterized by invoving mutiple randomizations, in a
sense that we make explcit. We compare and contrast six types of multiple randomizations,
using a wide range of exampls, and discuss their use in designing experiments. We outline
a system of describing the randomizations in terms of sets of objects, their associated tiers
and the factor nesting, using randomization diagrams, which gave a convenient and readily
assimilated summary of an experiment’s randomization. We also indicate how to formuate
a randomiztion-based mixed model for the analysis of data from such experiments.

¥³à7 “tier” øÈ, ¥1.uøOíõðql (DOE) `…,�cí� ¤TÿÔà
V¸ randomization ø–º¯Uà (FJ(døyzp)� ¿b³zp…dubà'ÖW
äVn�Ö½Óœ“í−Üí, Tƒ7 “randomization diagrams”, ¸àSTÜ “randomization-
based mixed model” � ¥_¿b³�Ýó.ú, Éuõ.Ø]7Ð� DOE ˛uÝ���
�Kíç½,�KƒÝùðÿ.; íí˙�� T65øí Bailey u¤2í�±íùð
(à‹.un), O¥ší¿b, Bè–V´u� �¤Anª� í>g�

…íé�à-:

Experiments are distinguished from observational studies and happenstance data by
the purposive application of treatments to observational units. Nelder (1965a, b). White
(1975), Bailey (1981,1991) and Heiberger (1989) formulated methods for the analysis of
experiments that take this distinction into account by classifying factors in the experiment
as either ‘block’ or ‘treatment’ factors. Here we interpret block and treatment factors to
mean the sets of unrandomized and randomized factors respectively. Many researchers
have advocated the use of such a distinction (Fisher (1935), Wilk and Kempthorne (1957),
Cox (1958), section 6.3, Yates (1975), Mead and Curnow (1983), section 14.1, Brien (1983)
and Piepho et al. (2003)). The distinction enables the direct construction of analysis-of-
variance tables exhibiting all the confounding, as well as the inclusion, in a mixed model,
of all terms that are warranted by the randomization.

¥ø¨u±ðG°� z–Õ (block) ¸ (treatment) à �.Óœ“� ¸ �Óœ“� V}
Ÿ� �¤AŸ.|V�

Of course, it is possible to formulate an analysis without making this distinction. For
example, in the analysis of a randomized complete-block design as a ‘two-way analysis of
variance’ based on a two-factor, no-interaction model, no distinction is made between the
treatments that are randomly assigned and the blocks that result from inherent features
of the observational units. As Kempthorne (1955) noted, this results in the same analy-
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sis for the randomized complete-block design and the two-way factorial experiment, even
though they differ markedly in the randomization that is employed. This is because the
confounding that is inherent in each experimental situation has not been recognized (Brien
and Payne, 1999). Similarly, the common description of the classic split-plot experiment
in terms of only the three factors blocks, mainplot treatments and subplot treatments also
fails to distinguish between randomized treatments and inherent features of the observa-
tional units.

è¬øõ DOE íA·ø− “this results in the same analysis for the randomized
complete-block design and the two-way factorial experiment, even though they differ
markedly in the randomization that is employed”, Oè¬ Brien and Payne (1999) 1
' ¿p7jíAÿý7� Ju?D7jƒ “the confounding that is inherent in each
experimental situation has not been recognized”, u´õðbWí}&j¶ÿ}.°?

Brien (1983) identified experiments that involve more than the single randomization of
treatments to plots and concluded that two sets of factors are not enough to describe the
randomization in”such experiments. The general term ‘tiers’ was introduced for the sets
of factors in an experiment which result from the classification of the factors according
to their status in the randomization: see also Cullis et al. (2003). Experiments that
involve multiple randomizations, and hence more than two tiers, were labeled ‘multitiered’.
Multitiered experiments include two- phase, some superimposed and some single-stage
experiments, and some multistage experiments using the same units at each stage; they
do not represent a collection of new designs, but are a class of designs made up of several
existing design types.

¥ø¨zp, Ê DOE 2,“experiments that involve more than the single randomization
of treatments” í8$, 20 �‡ÿ˛êÛ� 1â¤ùp “tier” øÈ, 1é…¸ �Óœ“�
ó©� Îèƒ¿bÇávíÆä� Od “Multitiered experiments include two-phase, some
superimposed and some single-stage experiments, and some multistage experiments using
the same units at each stage” íŸ¶, ÿØù“7, Bè7øõ>g·³�� 6rªJ
impress ùð˙�

Two-phase experiments were introduced by Mclntyre (1955) and were discussed by Cox
(1958), although Cox used the term ‘stage’ rather than ‘phase’. They are characterized
by the following:

(a) a complete experiment in the first phase, although not necessarily with the measure-
ment of response variables;
(b) the randomization of the units from the first phase to the units in the second phase.

ƒ¤T, ¬ í¸…d�Éíd.�èÿÏ.Ö!!7� ¥�¨�uœÅí, Ou,
]ÿ]; .]´u.]� ÄÑ¢]6ÛbŠ‰� Bkdå, uŸ)�ùðíâ−�

A common situation in which they occur is where the produce from a field trial has to
be processed in a laboratory or an evaluation phase (Brien, 1983; Brien et al., 1987; Wood
et al., 1988; Brien and Payne, 1999; Cullis et al., 2003; Kerr, 2003). All of the examples
of two-phase experiments that have been published in the literature employ only one of
the simplest type of multiple randomization.
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In this paper we distinguish between stages and phases in experiments, the former
including the latter as a special type. We note that usage of stages and phases in experi-
ments is unrelated to that in sampling. Multistage experiments are conducted in several
distinct time intervals with randomization of factors for each interval. They include two-
phase, superimposed and change-over experiments (but not longitudinal studies), as well
as multistage reprocessing experiments, in which the response is measured only after sev-
eral stages of processing the same units (Miller (1997), Mee and Bates (1998) and Box
and Jones (1992), section 5). Not all multistage experiments are multitiered as they do
not involve multiple randomizations —— the usual repeated measurements experiments
that are discussed in text-books are not. Single-stage experiments that involve multiple
randomizations include some grazing and some plant experiments. For example, Brien and
Demetrio (1998) discussed multiple randomizations in the context of continuous grazing
trials and Preece (1991) described a multitiered horticultural experiment.

â¤¨Çá�Ü…dFbdí�T� lzp…d2Fàƒ “stage” ¸ “phase” <â
,í.°�

Although the experiments do not involve new designs, there has been uncertainty and
difficulty in their randomization and analysis. The purpose of this paper is to describe
and compare six different types of multiple randomization and how they are employed in
a range of multitiered experiments. We concentrate on equireplicate designs, because they
demonstrate all the relevant issues but without extra complications. We hope to increase
understanding of the way in which multiple randomizations can be employed in designing
experiments. We also develop randomization diagrams for depicting the randomization in
an easily absorbed form. In Section 2, we introduce and define the terms that are required
and illustrate their use in the context of two-tiered experiments. Section 3 describes a sim-
ple three-tiered experiment. The six types of multiple randomizations are then described:
Section 4 discusses and gives examples of multiple randomizations in which the two con-
stituent randomizations can be performed in either order, whereas Section 5 does the same
for the inclusive multiple randomizations. Section 6 gives examples involving more than
one type of multiple randomizations, and hence three or more randomizations. A strategy
for formulating a mixed model for analyzing multitiered experiments is outlined in Section
7. Section 8 addresses some general issues concerning terminology and multiple random-
izations. Further examples involving multiple randomizations are available in Brien (1992)
and from the multitiered experiment Web site at http://chris.brien.name/multitier/.

¥ø¨z…dFdí98, uª¿bbz)Öíêc�� Fdí9�ù:“to describe
and compare six different types of multiple randomization and how they are employed in
a range of multitiered experiments” ¸ “develop randomization diagrams for depicting the
randomization in an easily absorbed form” � |(, yà �ñ“�� í�Ô, µsè6Ê
¨ø�d¨øK9� ¥ué�í3U, ÖÍ, B©Ÿ°ƒ¤ÿ, ÿ.Í}�¬�
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Testing for Activation in Data from FMRI Experiments

Abstract

The traditional method for processing functional magnetic resonance imaging (FMRI)
data is based on a voxel-wise, general linear model. For experiments conducted using a
block design, where periods of activation are interspersed with periods of rest, a haemody-
namic response function (HRF) is convolved with the design function and, for each voxel,
the convolution is regressed on prewhitened data. An initial analysis of the data often
involves computing voxel-wise two-sample t-tests, which avoids a direct specification of
the HRF. Assuming only the length of the haemodynamic delay is known, scans acquired
in transition periods between activation and rest are omitted, and the two-sample t-test is
used to compare mean levels during activation versus mean levels during rest. However,
the validity of the two-sample t-test is based on the assumption that the data are Gaus-
sian with equal variances. In this article, we consider the Wilcoxon rank test as well as
modified versions of the classical t-test that correct for departures from these assumptions.
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The relative performance of the tests are assessed by applying them to simulated data and
comparing their size and power; one of the modified tests (the CW test) is shown to be
superior.

Introduction

Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (FMRI) is a non-invasive method that pro-
duces a time sequence of images of a subject’s brain that are sensitive to changes in blood
oxygenation caused by neural activation. The vast majority of analytical techniques that
are applied to FMRI data assume the transfer function between neural activation and
subsequent changes in blood oxygenation, the haemodynamic response function (HRF),
is known fully and the data follow the Gaussian distribution. In this article, we consider
the analysis of FMRI data collected in one of two states, called “activation” and “rest”,i
based on two-sample tests. From knowledge of the length of the haemodynamic delay,
measurements during the transition period between activation and rest can be omitted.
The validity of the classical two-sample t-test is based on the assumption that the activa-
tion data and the rest data are Gaussian with equal variances. In this article, we propose
use of a modified two-sample test for FMRI data that allows for departures from this as-
sumption. We study three competing tests. One is the Welch test (Welch, 1937) which is
a modification of two-sample t-test that allows unequal covariances. A second competitor
is the Cressie-Whitford (CW) test (Cressie and Whitford, 1986) that can be used with
non-Gaussian data. The third competitor is the Wilcoxon rank (WR) test (Wilcoxon,
1945). In what follows, we compare the classical t-test with the Welch, CW, and WR
tests for FMRI data based on a block design, where the blocks alternate between periods
of activation and rest.

The next section describes the physiological background and physical processes used in
FMRI and the most common methods used to process FMRI data; it also defines the four
two-sample tests (including the classical two-sample t-test) that are compared in Section 4.
Section 3 discusses the application of the two-sample tests for FMRI data and describes
the methods used to identify and quantify departures from Gaussianity for each voxel.
The size and power of the four tests are compared in Section 4 using a simulation study
of FMRI data, from which recommendations are given. Section 5 contains discussion and
conclusions.

�ù¹

An Evaluation of Multiple Behavioral Risk Factors for Cancer in a Work-
ing Class, Multi-Ethnic Population

Abstract

Behavioral risk factors for cancer tend to cluster within individuals, which can com-
pound risk beyond that associated with the individual risk factors alone. There has been
increasing attention paid to the prevalence of multiple risk factors (MRF) for cancer, and
to the importance of designing interventions that help individuals reduce their risks across
multiple behaviors simultaneously. The purpose of this paper is to develop methodology
to identify an optimal linear combination of multiple risk factors (score function) which
would facilitate evaluation of cancer interventions.
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Introduction

Despite the considerable biomedical advances of the last half-century, facilitating im-
provement in lifestyle behaviors remains the most efficacious population-level strategy for
reducing cancer risk. Estimates vary, but suggest that over fifty percent of new cancer
cases and up to one-third of cancer mortality could be prevented though improvements
in health behavior practices (American Cancer Society, 2004; Doll and Peto, 1981). A
19 percent decline in the rate at which new cancer cases occur, and a 29 percent decline
in the rate of cancer deaths, could potentially be achieved by 2015, if prevention efforts
were heightened and behavior change sustained. This would translate to the prevention
of approximately 100,000 cancer cases and 60,000 cancer deaths each year, by the year
2015 (National Cancer Policy Board and Institute of Medicine, 2003). There is ample
epidemiological evidence for the consideration of red meat consumption, physical activity,
and folic acid intake in cancer prevention efforts. Regular physical activity lowers the risk
of cancers of the colon, breast, and possibly prostate (Colditz, Cannuscio, and Frazier,
1997; Friedenreich and Rohan, (1995)). An additional 30 percent of cancer deaths can be
attributed to adult diet (Anonymous, 1996); higher intake of red meat has been associated
with increased risk of colon (Sandhu, White and McPherson, 2001) and prostate cancers
(Michaud, Augustsson, Rimm, Stampfer, Willett, and Giovannucci 2001). Associated with
both physical inactivity and diet is obesity, which may account for between 25-30 percent
of cancers of the colon, breast (postmenopausal), endometrium, kidney, and esophagus
(Vainio and Bianchini, 2002). Folic acid is protective against colon cancer (Giovannucci
et al. 1998); long-term multi-vitamin use, in particular has been found to reduce risk for
colon cancer, likely because of its folic acid content (Giovannucci et al. 1998). The risk for
many diseases, including colon cancer, is associated with multiple behavioral risk factors
(MRF); these behaviors are highly interrelated and tend to cluster within individuals. For
example, those who eat high-fat diets are also more likely to be sedentary, suggesting that
the behaviors may be mutually reinforcing (see e.g., Emmons, Marcus, Linnan, Rossi, and
Abrams, 1999). Change in one behavioral risk factor thus may serve as a stimulus or gate-
way for change in the other health behaviors (see e.g., Emmons et al. 1999), and there
are overarching behavioral principles and intervention frameworks that guide behavior
change efforts across risk factors. Consequently, to facilitate population-level reductions
in cancer risk, it may be inefficient to target discrete behavioral risk factors, when similar
principles might be applied simultaneously to multiple behaviors (Institute of Medicine,
2000). The literature provides little consensus as to the most appropriate analytic strategy
for evaluating the efficacy of MRF interventions; most studies have analyzed the various
outcomes independently or by creating a simplistic sum (e.g., 1 RF + 1 RF = 2RFs)
(see e.g., Prochaska and Sallis 2004; Campbell, James, Hudson, Carr, Jackson, Oakes,
Demissie, Farrell, and Tessaro, 2004). This could be problematic, because the use of sep-
arate analytic strategies may result in improper inferences regarding the effect of an MRF
intervention because of correlation among the factors. Such strategies may overlook the
clustering effect brought about by the agglomeration of multiple behavioral risk factors
and have been criticized as being too simplistic. The purpose of this paper is to develop a
methodology to identify an optimal linear combination of multiple behavioral risk factors
(MRF score function) for cancer that would best facilitate evaluation of an MRF cancer
intervention.

�ú¹

Reducing Subjectivity in the Likelihood
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Abstract

Some scientists prefer to exercise substantial judgment in formulating a likelihood
function for their data. Others prefer to try to get the data to tell them which likelihood is
most appropriate. We suggest here that one way to reduce the judgment component of the
likelihood function is to adopt a mixture of potential likelihoods and let the data determine
the weights on each likelihood. We distinguish several different types of subjectivity in the
likelihood function and show with examples how these subjective elements may be given
more equitable treatment.

Introduction

We propose methods for modeling the likelihood function that will require fewer subjec-
tive judgments. We first discuss the nature of the problem of subjectivity in the likelihood
function; then we review some related research; and finally, we define a mixture likelihood
function and suggest estimation procedures that reduce the effects of subjective views
imposed on the observed data.

1.1 Statement of the Problem

It is sometimes desirable that beliefs of experimenters should be brought into a scien-
tific analysis in ways that minimally distort the measured data (see, for example, Hogarth,
1980; Kyberg and Smokler, 1980; Lad, 1996). But that having been said, scientists observ-
ing data sometimes interpret the data points subjectively, according to what they want
the data to show, and according to how precisely they believe the data points were mea-
sured. The latter procedure is of course quite common. This subjective interpretation of
observed data may be totally at the unconscious level, or it may be purposeful (with the
purposeful interpretation, the analysis may become fraudulent; see for example, Grayson,
1995, 1997; Howson and Urbach, 1990; and Press and Tanur, 2001).

The subjective interpretation of empirical data in medicine was discussed by Kaptchuk
(2003). He stated (page 1, op. cit.):

“Doctors are being encouraged to improve their critical appraisal skills to make bet-
ter use of medical research. But when using these skills, it is important to remember
that interpretation of data is inevitably subjective and can itself result in bias. Facts do
not accumulate on the blank slates of researchers’ minds, and data simply do not speak
for themselves. Good science inevitably embodies a tension between the empiricism of
concrete data and the rationalism of deeply held convictions. Unbiased interpretation
of data is as important as performing rigorous experiments. This evaluative process is
never totally objective or completely independent of scientists’ convictions or theoretical
apparatus”.

Statistical analysis of a data set most often proceeds by summarizing the distribution of
the data in terms of its likelihood function. In order to specify the form of the likelihood
function, various assumptions are made about the data, such as mutual independence,
identical distributions, unimodality, etc. After the likelihood function has been specified,
additional assumptions are sometimes made (significance levels thought to be appropriate
are specified, a prior distribution about the underlying unobservable quantities may be
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brought in, etc.). Analysis of the data generally proceeds by trying to keep the likelihood
function treatment of the data as simple as possible, so that the scientist or analyst will
introduce minimal distortion of the data. The analyst tries not to discard data, and tries
to maximize the chance of understanding what nature is trying to tell us through the
revealed data about the underlying phenomenon. In this way, when the analysis of the
data has been completed, the claim can reasonably be made that the conclusions drawn
from the analysis approximate, if not precisely reflect, the laws of nature, rather than the
possible misinterpretations and misunderstandings of the laws of nature by human beings.
It will be useful to first briefly define what we mean by objectivity and subjectivity, in
this context.

According to Mandik, 2001,

“The word objectivity refers to the view that the truth of a thing is independent
from the observing subject. The notion of objectivity entails that certain things exist
independently from the mind, or that they are at least in an external sphere. Objective
truths are independent of human wishes and beliefs. The notion of objectivity is especially
relevant to the status of our various ideas, and the question is to what extent objectivity
is possible for thought, and to what extent it is necessary”.

This is but one of many definitions that have been suggested. The elusive quest for
objectivity in science has been, and remains, an important topic of discussion among
historians and philosophers of science (for extensive additional discussions of the meaning
of “objectivity”, see for example, Bower, 1998; Porter, 1995, 1996; and Daston and Galison
1992). For some, scientific objectivity involves the search for certainty in knowledge about
one of nature’s well-kept secrets, independent of what human beings believe; but in many
cases, we find that what we earlier thought to be true about nature, turns out later to be
questionable.

In an interesting example from physics, Folger, 2003, pointed out that:

“Pioneer 10, launched in 1972, is now some 8 billion miles from home. But is has
been slowing down, as if the gravitational pull on it from the sun is growing progressively
stronger the farther away it gets. Milgrom proposed (see the MOND pages-MOdified
Newtonian Dynamics) that Newton’s laws might change at these accelerations. If Milgrom
is right, Newton’s and Einstein’s laws will be in for some major tweaking.”

Sometimes the scientist has such deep understanding and insight into the phenomenon
he/she is studying that the scientist’s own predictions of what should be found from the
analysis are far superior to what the data analysis seems to indicate. In some cases the
beliefs of the scientist or analyst are so strong, even before actually taking any data that
bear on the phenomenon, that the data are interpreted or manipulated so that they will
reflect these preconceived views of the scientist. Any preconceived personal views (views
held before taking any data), weak or strong, are what we refer to in this context as
subjectivity.

1.2 Related Research

One approach to reducing the effects of differing assumptions about likelihoods may
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be found in a line of research that involves use of the empirical likelihood function. In
this approach, most useful in large samples, a discretized, binned, version of the empirical
cdf, instead of a specific likelihood function, is used. Inference is then made from a multi-
nomial distribution. An unfortunate feature of this approach is the additional unknown
parameters that are concomitantly introduced into the model. See: Owen, 1988, 2001.
For typically small and moderate size samples this could be a problem, but for the massive
data sets typical of data mining applications (see, for example: Berry & Linoff (1997); and
Hastie, Tibshirani, and Friedman, 2001) such an approach could be a helpful alternative.

We show in the next section how we might understand and account for some types
of subjectivity that sometimes enters the likelihood function, and might not be desired.
We will use the definition and form of the likelihood function in which for absolutely
continuous random variables, up to a proportionality constant, it is the joint probability
density function of the observables given the unobservables.

�û¹

Application of One Sided t-tests and a Generalized Experiment Wise Er-
ror Rate, GFWER(k), to High-Density Oligonucleotide Microarray Ex-
periments: An Example Using Arabidopsis

Abstract

Motivation: A formidable challenge in the analysis of microarray data is the identifica-
tion of those genes that exhibit differential expression. The objectives of this research were
to examine the utility of simple ANOVA, one sided t tests, natural log transformation, and
a generalized experiment wise error rate methodology for analysis of such experiments. As
a test case, we analyzed a Affymetrix GeneChip microarray experiment designed to test
for the effect of a CHD3 chromatin remodeling factor, PICKLE (PKL), and an inhibitor
of the plant hormone gibberellin (GA), on the expression of 8256 Arabidopsis thaliana
genes.

Results: The GFWER(k) is defined as the probability of rejecting k or more true null
hypothesis at a given p level, and ignores the probability of making less than k Type I
errors. The method was shown to be simple to apply and greatly increases power. A k value
as small as 2 or 3 was concluded to be adequate for large or small experiments respectively.
A one sided t-test along with GFWER(2)=.05 identified 43 genes as exhibiting PKL-
dependent expression. Expression of all 43 genes was re-examined by qRT-PCR, of which
36 (83.7%) were confirmed to exhibit PKL-dependent expression.

Introduction

The advent of inexpensive microarray technology has enabled individual laboratories
to easily obtain a global perspective on the expression pattern of thousands of genes. This
powerful technology has allowed investigators to diagnose early cancers (Kim, J.W. and
Wang, X.W., 2003; Zhang, H. et al., 2003), discover genes that contribute to quantitative
traits (Gu, C.C. et al., 2002), and detect coordinated gene regulation during pivotal de-
velopmental events such as embryogenesis and sexual maturation (Girke, T. et al., 2000;
Lo, J. et al., 2003; Ruuska, S. A. et al., 2002).
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The first generation microarrays were generally based on two dye methodologies. These
cDNA microarray experiments involve hybridizing two mRNA samples, each of which has
been converted into cDNA and labelled with its own fluorophore, on a single glass slide that
has been spotted with 10,000-20,000 cDNA probes (Yang and Speed, 2002). In contrast,
more recent high-density oligonucleotide microarrays, such as those offered by Affymetrix
, provide direct information about the expression levels in an mRNA sample and can have
a much higher density (Yang and Speed, 2002).

The majority of methodologies for microarray analysis have been developed for two dye
spotted arrays (Kerr et al. 2000; Kerr and Churchill, 2001; for review see Quackenbush,
2001 and Yang and Speed, 2002). Unfortunately these two-dye spotted arrays also pose
other statistical issues, such as normalization to correct for dye bias. Furthermore if more
than 2 treatments are used, it is not possible to compare all treatments on the same chip
thus necessitating an Incomplete Block Design (IBD) type design (Kerr and Churchill,
2001). As such, special experimental designs, such as the reference and rotational design
are needed for correct analysis (Kerr and Churchill, 2001; Quackenbush, 2001 and Yang
and Speed, 2002).

In contrast, oligonucleotide microarrays use a single dye technology and pose some
advantages, including a greatly increased density of genes and simplified experimental
design because treatment effects are tested independently on each chip, eliminating the
need for IBD designs. Nevertheless, statistical issues remain, such as normality of residuals,
homogeneity of residual variance, correlation of errors within an array, and correlation of
biological samples across arrays.

Mixed model methods for analysis of microarray experiment, proposed by Wolfinger
et al. (2001), solves most of these issues (see Craig et al., 2003 for review). However,
the complexity of analysis dramatically increases with these advanced methods. Unfor-
tunately, many of the current practitioners of microarray technology do not possess the
mathematical expertise necessary to meaningfully employ these methods. On the other
hand ANOVA is a tool that is easy to implement with methods common to most re-
searchers. Kerr and Churchill (2001) conclude that “The analysis of variance (ANOVA)
is a natural tool for studying data from experiments with multiple categorical factors”.

The first objective of this research was to examine the utility of simple ANOVA for
analysis of replicated oligonucleotide microarrays experiments. The motivation was given
eloquently by Kerr and Churchill (2001) who stated “An advantage of model based data
analysis such as ANOVA is that a model helps the analyst explore the data. If one finds a
model inadequate, discovering why it is inadequate can help the analyst identify sources
of variation and bias.” A secondary objective of this study was to show how using a
one sided t-test can be used to increase power. The final objective was to introduce an
alternative method to increase power by accepting a base number of false positive with
high probability.

The ANOVA is particularly suited to analyzing data from microarray experiments
that employ a replicated factorial arrangement of t reatments. An example of such an
experimental design is one in which the investigator looks at gene expression in wild-type
and mutant plants in the presence or absence of an added chemical. Many microarray
studies incorporate this type of experimental design, e.g. the response of genes in non-
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tumorigenic and tumorigenic tissues to different concentrations of toxic or therapeutic
drugs (Lundquist, H. et al., 2002; Martinez, J.M. et al., 2002) or the response of genes
from different tissues to estrogen or other hormones (Abe, H. et al., 2003; Faccioli, P. et
al., 2002; Fujita, N. et al., 2003; Goda, H. et al., 2002). This design easily extends into
any number of genotypes (or tissues) by any number of developmental time points (or
biochemical exposures).

The primary biological objective of this research was to understand how a CHD3-
chromatin remodeling factor, PICKLE (PKL), and a plant growth regulator, gibberellin
(GA), regulate gene expression during germination of Arabidopsis seeds (Rider, S.D. et al.,
2003). PKL is necessary for repression of embryonic traits in Arabidopsis (Ogas, J. et al.,
1997). Expression of the embryonic state in pkl seedlings is inhibited by the plant growth
regulator gibberellin (GA) and is enhanced by application of uniconazole-P, an inhibitor of
GA biosynthesis (Izumi, K. et al., 1985; Ogas, J. et al., 1997). Specifically, gene expression
was examined in wild-type and pkl seeds grown in the absence and presence of 10-8 M
uniconazole-P. Thus the genotypes were ’wild type’ vs. the pkl mutant, and biochemical
exposure was to either 10-8 M uniconazole-P or no uniconazole-P during seed germination.

Our working hypothesis was that PKL functions during germination to repress genes
that promote embryonic identity. In support of such a hypothesis, the transcript levels of
two positive regulators of embryogenesis, LEAFY COTYLEDON1 (LEC1) and LEAFY
COTYLEDON2 (LEC2) (Lotan, T. et al., 1998; Stone, S.L. et al., 2001), are elevated
during germination of pkl seedlings (Ogas, J. et al., 1999; Rider, S.D. et al., 2003). Our
interest was to find new genes that exhibited PKL-dependent expression, i.e. were up
regulated. As such, we had a natural one sided test.

September 4, 2006
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The impact of FDI on regional innovation capability:

a case in China

Abstract: FDI have been traditionally considered as an important channel in the dif-
fusion of advanced technology. Whether it can promote technology progress for the host
country or not is a focused problem in recently decades. This paper analyzes the rela-
tionship between FDI and regional innovation capability (RIC). We find that the spillover
effects of FDI are not significant as we usually thought. The impact of FDI on RIC is weak;
the entry of FDI has no use for enhancing indigenous innovation capability. The research
manifests, increasing domestic R&D inputs, strengthening the innovation capabilities and
technology absorbency in domestic enterprises are determinants to improve RIC.

Key words: FDI, less developed countries, regional innovation capability, spillover effect,
the level of entrepreneurship

1. Introduction

Multinational companies (MNCs) play an important role in the process of global eco-
nomic integration. Through capital outward, MNCs maintain tight connection with the
international economy. The foreign direct investment (FDI) concomitant with MNCs has
already become vital source for many less developed countries (LDCs) to obtain interna-
tional capitals and advanced technology increasingly. Chinese government always attaches
lots of importance to attracting foreign investment since the reformation and the ”open-
door” policy was carried. They implemented the ”market for technology” policy, and tried
to facilitate the technological progress through attracting inward FDI. China has already
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received the total amount of foreign investments over 562.1 billions dollars until the end
of 2004, and since 1993 China has been the largest FDI recipient in the LDCs. In 2003,
despite of the breakout of the epidemic SARS, the amount of inward FDI reached 53.505
billions dollars which surpassed America and made China become the most inward FDI
country all over the world. In 2004, the amount of inward FDI reached 60.63 billions
dollars. Now the ratio of FDI to GDP has surpassed 40 percent. [Gong, 2005]

FDI is the important driving force to boost economic development in China. The
impact of FDI has penetrated into many aspects of the national economy with the increase
of total amount. The negative function appeared gradually such as the homogeneous
expansion of Chinese manufacturing and the international trade dissension because of
the excessive reliance of FDI and FDI technology. How about the strategic effect of the
”market for technology” policy? Does FDI facilitate the technology progress in domestic
enterprises? More and more Chinese scholars begin to think about the FDI strategy
retrospectively. Many international scholars plunged into the vehement dispute.

As the main way of international capitals fluxion, the impact of FDI on the economy
and technology to the host country has been paid more and more attention by interna-
tional researchers. Many researches showed that FDI was important to facilitate economic
development and technological progress for the host country, especially for the develop-
ing countries [Kokko, 1994; Kokko et al., 1996; Sjoholm, 1999; Borenztein et al., 1998].
However, the empirical research on the spillover effects of FDI didn’t support standpoints
above. Recently some empirical researches indicated that the spillover effects of MNCs
were weak, and the positive effects of FDI on economy development should have some
certain conditions [Young, 1992; Haddad and Harrison, 1993; Kokko, 1994; DeMello,
1996, 1997]. For many LDCs, the correlation between FDI and technological progress or
productivity growth was not significant, except for those export-oriented countries [Bala-
subramanyam, Salisu, and Sapsford, 1996] and those countries having high-level of human
capitals [Borensztein, DeGregorio, and Lee, 1998).

Whether FDI can bring the technology progress in China? Chinese scholars also have
different opinions. Two scholars in Chinese Academy of Social Sciences Xiaojuan Jiang
and Chunfa Wang raised some researches on this problem in 2001 and 2003 respectively.
They both investigated the enterprises invested by MNCs and after analyzing the collected
data, they obtained contrary conclusions. According to the view of Xiaojuan Jiang, FDI
can boost technology progress. There need not any precondition. MNCs will definitely
bring their advanced technology, machine and equipments to share Chinese market and
consequently enlarge their proportions. While Chunfa Wang considered that the technol-
ogy spillover effects of FDI were not distinct. Advanced machine and equipments are not
equal to technological capabilities. On the contrary, FDI enterprises would decrease and
squeeze out R&D activities in domestic enterprises.

Foreign direct investments are carried through by MNCs primarily. MNCs have obvi-
ous advantages relatively compared to domestic firms, and hold the most vigorous parts in
the world economy. The contribution of MNCs through direct investments on technology
transfer is obvious in theory. MNCs combine their own predominance including capital,
technology, management skills, marketing channel, R&D and so forth with the advantages
in the host country including nature resources, human resource and market scale and so
forth to realize the advantage being repaired with each other in the whole world. MNCs
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pay more great attention on the R&D of new products. The direct investments of MNCs
may bring precious resources including capitals, technology, management skills, R&D ca-
pabilities, and the network of international trade for the host country. LDCs attract FDI;
bring technology spillover effects through demonstration, imitation, reverse engineering,
individual contact, diffusion of management skills, and the exploitation of international
market. This is beneficial to shrink the gap in high-technology with developed coun-
tries, to upgrade the industrial technology in acceleration, and to fetch up the technology
indentations and lag in the course of development. Furthermore, MNCs have stronger
technology consciousness and skills; they make use of research institutions, universities
and other service organizations more positively, so MNCs can facilitate the construction
of national innovation system for the host country to some extent.

FDI may also bring negative spillover effects. The technology spillover effects of MNCs
are likely to very feeble. It is one kind of crucial means that MNCs invest in LDCs in order
to keep their own technology advantages and at the same time to share the cost advan-
tages with LDCs. MNCs mostly invested the capital-intensive and technology-intensive
industries which were laggard in China under the consideration of the global strategy and
they aimed to occupy Chinese market in the long term. MNCs have obvious competitive
advantages compared to domestic firms. They always bring more advanced technology
and equipments through FDI. However, the spillover effects can’t come into being auto-
matically. Imbriani and Reganati (1997) represented that the spillover effects from FDI
enterprises were in inverse proportion to the size of technology gap between foreign and
domestic firms from the Italian evidence. Kokko (1994), Kokko, Tansini and Zejan (1996)
also found that a positive and statistically significant spillover effect only in plants with a
moderate technology gap. There almost were not any spillover effects when the technology
in foreign firms was much higher than domestic firms according to the research of Mexico
and Uruguay. Generally speaking the introduced technology must be suitable with the
factor endowments in the host country. If the technology gap were too large, although
there may be many opportunities for domestic firms to imitate and learn, domestic firms
may have not enough technological capabilities to absorb and imitate advanced technology
from FDI enterprises and can’t make the advanced technology be endogenetic. Thus it
results in little spillover effects. Because of the stickiness of information, most technology
and knowledge are tacit knowledge. Only through practice can they be mastered. Just as
the study of Borensztein (1998) showed that the introduction of more advanced technology
and the requirement of absorptive capability in the host country were twinborn factors of
economic growth. FDI was more productive than domestic investment only when the host
country had a minimum threshold stock of human capital. DeMello (1999) discovered that
FDI had positive effects to the countries with high technology and had negative effects
on the followers. So the contribution of FDI not only depends on the technology level
brought by foreign investment, but also depends to a large extent on the ability of absorp-
tion and assimilation of advanced technology of domestic firms. To acquire the spillover
effects of FDI, the host country must be in possession of enough human capital that has
received good education and trainings, and proceeds to reform and innovate constantly
after utilizing the acquired technology effectively.

Because MNCs possess more advanced technology and management skills compared
with domestic firms, their entries monopolize the original competition market in the host
country, squeeze out the domestic firms in the industry and lower the market share of do-
mestic enterprises. Kokko (1994) found that no evidence would show the positive effects
of FDI on domestic productivity growth when the market share of MNCs was big and the
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technology gap was too large. Demonstration and competition effects are really effective
mechanism of spillover effects, but this must be based on corresponding technology capa-
bilities in domestic firms. MNCs invest, incorporate and purchase the potential rivals in
the host country, which may cause the innovation activities in the purchased enterprise be
decreased, be transferred or be closed; furthermore decrease the regional R&D activities,
make us excessively rely on foreign countries about key technology and bring the negative
influence.

The majorities of MNCs invest in our country and engage in only the production and
operation of the final product at present. Those key intermediate products were usually
supplied by MNCs internally. So the linkage effects were limited. MNCs integrate with
the Chinese base of manufacture very slowly to protect their own technology and the
manufacturing expertise. Also, they seldom have relation with Chinese universities and
research institutes. MNCs usually take the global production strategy and arrange every
kind of functional behaviors in the whole world to excavate the competitive advantages on
each step. Chinese enterprises are just one of its manufactured chains in the global pro-
duction. This is manufacture transfer but not technology transfer. Technology circulation
happened only within the MNCs. This is one kind of floating economic with bad ground-
work. The advanced technology and equipment can’t be transferred to domestic firms
automatically. The technology stream can’t be transformed into endogenetic technology
capabilities easily.

The purpose of this paper is to analyze quantitatively the relationship between FDI and
regional innovation capabilities (RIC) and to find the determinants of RIC. We will em-
pirically do research on the correlation between FDI and RIC using data of each province
in China; verify whether the more of inward FDI in a province will lead to a higher level
of innovation capability. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our re-
search method. Section 3 gives the concept of regional innovation capabilities. Section
4 researches empirically the relationship between FDI and RIC using multivariate statis-
tics analysis. Section 5 constructs empirical model to analyze the impact of FDI on RIC
further. Section 6 analyzes the effect of FDI to the level of entrepreneurship. Section 7
concludes.

2. Research design

In this paper, we focus on the relationship between FDI and RIC and highlight the
role of FDI in the RIC in China. What is the regional innovation capability? This is the
principal issue we should conduct on. So we make certain the concept of RIC firstly. In
fact, the connotation of RIC is very abundant. Inward FDI is just one of the main factors
of RIC; it means the ability of technology introducing and transfer. On the basis of the
comprehension on the meaning of the concept, we establish a series of indictors to reflect
RIC completely and objectively. Then we construct synthetic evaluating function. The
score of the constructed function can represent RIC accurately.

We use principal component analysis of multivariate statistics to obtain synthetic eval-
uating function. We adopt the first principal component (PCR1) as the synthetic evaluat-
ing indictor to appraise RIC and calculate the correlation between FDI and RIC. Because
PCR1 is the weighted sum of each original variable, and its variance is the biggest, it can
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reflect majority of the information of all original data. The factor loadings of each original
variable on PCR1 are the correlation of each original variable and PCR1. Through this
analysis we can also obtain the determinants of RIC. We will elaborate on the character-
istics of some typical regions. We conduct on detailed compare and analysis to summarize
the rules of development of RIC.

We establish the empirical model with regression analysis to compare the importance of
each factor that be related to RIC using the number of patent applications to measure RIC.
Then we use correlation analysis through scatter diagram and the determinate coefficients
of regression model to manifest the impact of FDI on the level of entrepreneurship. All
analyses are dealt with SAS statistical software.

All data used in this research are obtained from China Statistical Yearbook, China
High-tech Industry Statistical Yearbook, and China Science and Technology Statistical
Yearbook. These three yearbooks are compiled by National Bureau of Statistic of China.
Some of the variables can’t be directly obtained and we proceed to some simple computa-
tion. All data are the most up-to-date currently available.

3. What is the regional innovation capability?

Technological innovation is a concept of economic category; it means the economic-
technological activities including R&D, production and commercial applications of new
technology (include new product and new craftwork). Technological innovation is one kind
of commercial activities which creates new economic value by means of new technology
(entirely new or modification). It is the first commercial application of new technology,
and realizes the combination of economy and technology. Technological innovation has
three particular characteristics. First, it emphasizes that the degree of market realization
and acquisition of the business benefits are the ultimate standard to verify whether the
innovation is successful or not. Second, it emphasizes that it is a systematic engineering
from the research and development of new technology to the first commercial applica-
tion. Third, it emphasizes that the business enterprises are the subjects of technological
innovations.

Technological innovation has two types of realization modes, namely the independent
innovation mode based on R&D, and the second-innovation mode based on introducing
in and assimilating advanced technologies. The investments on independent innovation of
new technology and new products are considerable, and the risk is also stupendous. It
needs very strong capability of R&D and needs large amounts of funds for support. Because
of the large technology gap between developed countries and China, the second-innovation
mode is usually taken in China. With the fast development in technology and science, the
scope of technological innovations become more and more wide, the competence of making
use of the exterior knowledge has become an important part of technological innovation
capability.

The regional innovation vitalities are enslaved to innovation capabilities. The regional
innovation capabilities are the potentialities of producing streams of innovations related
to commerce in a region. They refer to the capabilities of converting knowledge into new
product, new craftwork, and new service. The regional innovation capabilities are not
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merely the capabilities of science and technology, nor just the technological competition
ability, for they pay more attention to the economic applications of new technology. The
strong technological competition ability of a region doesn’t means that the innovation
capabilities are strong too. The regional innovation capabilities are made up of those
factors as follows: Technology human resource, the creators of knowledge and employees
who grasp the subjects of craftsmanship; the ability of knowledge fluxion, that is the
ability of making use of all kinds of resources in the world constantly, and the ability of
knowledge fluxion among each innovation units; the capabilities of technological innovation
in enterprises; innovation environments and the economic performances of innovations,
that is the output of innovations.

The innovation capabilities will decide the long-term economic competitiveness in a
region. The innovation capabilities are the most important factor to explain the differ-
ences of the degree of economic prosperity among high-income nations. For LDCs to say,
obtaining and developing the technology has become an essential driving force to improve
the competitiveness [The Global Competitiveness Report 2002-2003]. For LDCs to say, in-
troducing in advanced technology and assimilating, realizing the second-innovation is the
shortcut to improve the regional innovation capabilities and international competitiveness.

4. The correlation analysis between FDI and RIC

4.1. To establish the series of indictors of RIC

To evaluate the correlation between FDI and RIC accurately, we need to describe RIC
exactly first, so we must establish a series of indictors to evaluate RIC. The establishment
of the series of indictors of RIC is the further step of comprehension on the essence and the
meaning of the concept of innovation, and is also the development of innovation theory.
The connotation of RIC is very abundant; the determinants include education, science and
technology resources, innovation capability in enterprises, regional synthetic strength and
information condition; and also include the regional policy and management skill. The
series of indictors of RIC must reflect the present conditions and the utilization efficiency of
regional knowledge and technology objectively and try to evaluate the RIC completely and
objectively. The indictors being chosen should be brief and terse. On the basis of reflecting
RIC accurately, try to select those synthetic indictors which have the commonness and
are maneuverable. Therefore, we select 22 indictors altogether to measure RIC as listed
in table 1.

Table 1 about here

4.2 The principle component analysis

We use the principal component analysis to establish the synthetic variable evaluating
RIC of each province. Its excellence is that the weights are based on the inherent configura-
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tion relationships of the variables from the data analysis, there doesn’t have any influence
of subjectivity, and is objective perfectly. This is beneficial to analysis and appraise syn-
thetically. We analyzed the data of 31 provinces in China about above 22 variables with
principal component analysis, using SAS software to deal with. The biggest eigenvalue of
the correlation matrix values 11.1167 and the first principal component reflects 50.53

Table 2 about here

By the eigenvector of the biggest eigenvalue in table2, we can get the expression of the
first principal component (PCR1) as following:

PCR1 = 0.1237RFUND + 0.1338FDI + 0.2793TV MARKET − 0.0814EXPPT

+ 0.1971EXPIT + 0.1107RR&D + 0.0818RS&T + 0.2875UTILITY

+ 0.2380DESIGN + 0.0727OV EQUIP − 0.0136EXPTR

+ 0.2426NEWSALES + 0.2494NEWRATE + 0.2589COLLEGE

+ 0.2781HIGHEDU + 0.2611BOOKEXP + 0.2685NS&E

+ 0.2237NPTE + 0.2303NHTE + 0.2597NNE

+ 0.2871PGDP + 0.1447LPRODUCT

The expression shows, PCR1 is the weighted sum of each original variable, most of the
coefficients are positive excluding two indictors of EXPPT and EXPTR. Indictor EXPPT
means the average expenditure on purchase of domestic technology of each enterprise.
Generally speaking, the higher of technological capabilities, the less domestic technology
enterprises would purchase. So the negative value of the coefficient is reasonable. Indictor
EXPTR means the average expenditure on technology renovation of each enterprise. The
coefficient is negative, but the number values only -0.0136, so its influences is not big. We
can neglect it. Thus PCR1 can reflect the innovation capability of each province synthet-
ically. So we use PCR1 as the synthetic evaluating indictor to appraise RIC.

4.3 The impact of FDI on RIC

The loadings in table 2 are the factor loadings of each original variable on PCR1. Fac-
tor loadings are the correlations of each original variable and the principal component in
fact. The correlation coefficient between FDI and PCR1 is only 0.4462, there has no signif-
icant correlation between FDI and RIC. By table 2 we find that the variables having high
relationship with RIC include: TVMARKET (respects the ability of technology trans-
fer), UTILITY and DESIGN (respect the ability of design in enterprises), NEWSALES
and NEWRATE (respect the ability of innovation output in enterprises), COLLEGE,
HIGHEDU, BOOKEXP (respect the caliber of employees0, NS&E (respects the human
resource in S&T), NNE (respect the level of entrepreneurship) and PGDP (respects the
performance of innovation). Therefore, for a nation or a region to say, the determinants
of innovation capability include: paying attention to the investments of S&T, the ability
of upgrading the human resource in S&T and making full use of all kinds of resources
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of S&T; the technological innovation capability in enterprises; having good environments
beneficial to innovations, the mechanism and system that is open and can make full use
of the local special resources and the global S&T resources; the outstanding performance
of local economic, which become the powerful pull force of innovation. We analyze the
correlation between FDI and RIC further using the synthetic variable obtained from the
principal component analysis, drawing the scatter diagram, establishing the regression
model and obtaining the regression curve. See as figure 1.

Figure 1 about here

We can observe the relationship between FDI and regional innovation capability clearly
by picture 1. From the scatter of points that represent each region in picture 1, we can
discover that there have many points far away with the regression curve, such as Beijing,
Shanghai, Tianjin, Guangdong and Jiangsu. The determinate coefficient R2 is only 0.1991,
it indicates that FDI can explain 19.91

By picture 1, we can also find that there have a lot of points almost gathered together.
These points represent the provinces in which both FDI and RIC are all lagged behind.
These provinces locate in the centered or western region of China, are less developed in
economy because of the lagged notion, policy and geographic location. The behindhand
innovation capabilities are mainly induced by the lagged economic conditions. To eliminate
the influence of economic development, we calculate the correlation again canceling the
regions in which both FDI and RIC are all lagged behind and obtain the correlation is
minus 0.3626. This indicates that FDI has the negative impact on RIC.

FDI in Guangdong and Jiangsu are the biggest. The amount of FDI in Guangdong
is 11.334 billions dollars in 2002, and 10.19 billions dollars in Jiangsu. The amount pre-
ponderated over other regions greatly. But their regional innovation capabilities lie in the
fourth and the fifth respectively, and just bigger than the latter regions a little. Then
we compare each original variable carefully and discover that on three variables that re-
spect the caliber of employees, which are number of college and higher level per 10000
populations (COLLEGE), number of graduates from institutions of higher education per
10000 populations (HIGHEDU), the books sales per capita (BOOKEXP), Guangdong lo-
cated in 12 and 13 and 21respectively in the whole country. Variable that respects the
human resource in S&T, number of scientists & engineers per 10000 populations (NS&E),
Guangdong located in No.7. And Jiangsu located in 20, 6, 4and 5 on above variables re-
spectively. These show that the level of human capital doesn’t match the amount of FDI
in Guangdong and Jiangsu. Whether the stock of human capital is high or low will decide
the spillover effects directly, and influence a nation’s independent innovation capabilities
and potentiality directly. Only when the volume of FDI match the stock of human capital
and technological capabilities, can the RIC be developed and enhanced.

The region with the strongest RIC is Shanghai, followed by Beijing, while FDI in these
two regions listed in the fourth and the eighth respectively. What drive the innovation
capability in Beijing and Shanghai? Obviously we can’t get the reasonable explain only
from the FDI. The superiority in Beijing include the abundant S&T resources, strong abil-
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ity of creating new knowledge, attaching importance to the investments for S&T, having
the most excellent employees, and the good environments for innovation. While in Shang-
hai, there have a good foundation for industrial innovation; the ability of technological
innovation of enterprises in Shanghai keep ahead in the whole country; and there have the
strong financial strength and powerful capital advantage. Zhejiang is the province in which
private economy developed very well, the capability of innovation in private enterprise is
extraordinary. Zhejiang developed quickly because of the dual superiorities of S&T and
the system. People have great enthusiasm to start-up an enterprise. There have the per-
fect system for regional scientific and technological innovation, investment and financing
and supporting for the talented person in Zhejiang. Zhejiang is the apotheosis of making
full use of local resources to improve the innovation capability.

Therefore, being open to external, attracting FDI is not the unique means to increase
RIC, and it isn’t the important means either. The speed of reformation and the degree
of marketization in economy will decide the level of innovation, the notion and system
will influence the innovation capability. The determinants of the innovation capability
include the original drive force of innovation, the technological innovation capability in
enterprises, the ability of making full use of the local special resources and all kinds of
S&T resources, having the good environments beneficial to innovation, perfect mechanism
and system for regional scientific and technological innovation. Besides above factors, the
local economic condition is the strong pull force for innovation. On the other hand, the
level of GDP will be high in the regions that have strong innovation capability, and the
international competitiveness will be strong too.

5. The empirical model of the effect of FDI to the innovation capability

We measure the innovation capability with various different variables in the above
analysis. But scholars often use the patent data to measure the technological innovation,
because when an inventor or creator apply patent to the patent censorship, this is usually
the potential sign of economic value of innovation and representation of the innovation
capability. Furthermore the patent data are complete, accurate and can be obtained easily.

In less than 20 years, China has made tremendous progress in establishing a legal
system for the protection of innovation. China’s first patent law was enacted in 1984 and
came into effect in 1985. Since then, the law has been amended twice. Since the passage of
the 1984 patent law, the central government has issued over 20 regulations and guidelines
so as to promote innovation activity in China. Today’s patent law in China is pretty much
in line with the international standard [Kui-yin Cheung, 2004].

The patent law of China divides patents into three categories: invention, utility model,
and external design. The invention patent refers to the new techno-project put forward on
the product, method or its modification, which can form the products having independent
intelligent property. The utility model patent means the new practical techno-project put
forward on the shape, structure of the products or their combinations. The external design
patent is the new design which is full of pleasant impression and suited for the application
in industry about the shape, pattern, color, or their combinations of the products. The
innovative level is relative low of the utility model patent and the external design patent.
The term of protection is 20 years for invention patents and 10 years for utility model and
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external design patents. Among three types of patents the invention patents are regarded
as major innovations, they can represent the innovation level mostly.

The number of patent authorized was influenced by the abilities of the patent censor-
ship, so in this text we use the number of patent applications in our country to measure
the regional innovation capabilities.

We use the following model to estimate the spillover effects of FDI on innovation
capabilities in China.

Patent = f(FDI, PGDP,S&TEXP )

We use the number of patent applications (Patent) as a measure of innovation capability.
FDI refers to the realized values of FDI lagged one period considering that FDI inflow
to China impacts on domestic innovations within a short period of time. As measures
of input to R&D activity, we use expenditures on science and technology development
(S&TEXP). Finally, considering the fact that different provinces are at different stage of
economic development so that their innovation capabilities should also differ, we include
the level of per capita GDP (PGDP) in our estimation.

The model can also be expressed as: Patent = A ·FDIαPGDP βS&TEXP γ , then we
take logarithm in both sides, and the model can be written as following:

LnPatent = C + α ln FDI + β ln PGDP + γ ln S&TEXP + u

Where C is the estimated intercept of the equation, u is the statistic error, the coef-
ficient α, β and γ is the elasticity of the increase of FDI, PGDP, S&TEXP to the patent
increase respectively. For convenience, the equation was written as follows:

Patent = β0 + β1FDI + β2PGDP + β3S&TEXP

The coefficients β1, β2, β3 measure magnitude of the influence of FDI, PGDP and
S&TEXP respectively. The data are taken from China Statistical Yearbook and China
Technology Statistical Yearbook, covering 30 provinces. Tibet is excluded in our analysis
because most of the relevant data for it is either not available or zero during the time
period examined.

We used SAS software to estimate the equation with the ordinary least squares (OLS).
And we estimated the equation for each type of patent (invention, utility model, and
design) as well as the total patent applications.

Table 3 about here

By table3, the determinate coefficients R2 of four models are all above 0.77, and the
values of F-statistic are significant at the level of 0.0001. This shows that four models all
have great statistic significance and they can explain the variations of all types of patent
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applications more than 77 percents. For the amount of invention patent, the coefficient of
FDI is positive, but it is statistically insignificant even under the level of 0.10. So FDI has
no significant effect to the amount of invention patent. There has positive effect for FDI
to the amount of utility patent, and has significant effect to the amount of external design
patent and total patent. S&TEXP has significant effect to the amount of all three types
of patent and the total patent under the significant level of 0.0001, except the external
design patent is under the significant level of 0.05.

The results manifest that S&TEXP is the most important factor to increase the innova-
tion capabilities. FDI has positive spillover effects to some extent, but has no significant
effect to increase creative inventions and the inventions having independent intelligent
property rights.

6. The effect to the level of entrepreneurship

We use the number of new registered enterprises (NNE) and private technology enter-
prises (NPTE) and high technology enterprises (NHTE) as a measure of entrepreneurial
level. FDI refers to the realized values of FDI lagged one period considering that FDI
inflow to China impacts on innovation activities within a short period of time.

The effect of FDI to the entrepreneurial level can be showed as the following figures.

Figures 2, 3, 4 about here

We observe three scatter plots in which each point represent each province, and find
that there have many points far away with the red regression curve. Three correlation
coefficients between FDI and the number of all kinds of new enterprises and the determi-
nate coefficients of regression equations are all very low. So we can make conclusions that
FDI has no direct significant effect to the level of entrepreneurship. The more FDI will
not bring the higher entrepreneurial level.

This result may be induced by the crowing-out effect of FDI. Because of the high risk
to start-up an enterprise, a successful entrepreneur must be adventurous pioneer daring
to take the tremendous risk and failure. The presence of foreign enterprises may pro-
vide higher wage for employees and increase the competition in the market, this increase
the difficulty of successfully starting an enterprise. So it is likely that many people hav-
ing certain entrepreneur spirits would rather select the secure and steady job in foreign
enterprises than undertake the risk to carve out.

7. Conclusions and policy implications

As far as LDCs are concerned, introducing in advanced technology is the shortcut to
facilitate the technology progress. FDI has been regarded as an important channel for
technology diffusion. However, the results in this paper demonstrate as follows.
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First, the correlation between FDI and RIC is insignificant statistically. The impact of
FDI on the regional innovation capability is inappreciable. The regions which attract more
FDI haven’t the higher regional innovation capability. Only when the volume of FDI match
the stock of human capital and technological capabilities, can the RIC be developed and
enhanced. This finding is the same to Borensztein (1998). Attracting FDI is not the unique
means to increase RIC, and it isn’t the important means either. The determinants of RIC
include the original driving force of innovation, the technological innovation capability in
enterprises, the ability of making full use of the local special resources and all kinds of S&T
resources, having the good environments beneficial to innovation, and the local economic
conditions.

Second, the results of the statistical model indicate that investment in R&D activities
is the most important factor to enhance the innovation capabilities. FDI has positive
spillover effects to some extent, but has no significant effect to increase creative inventions
and indigenous innovation capabilities.

Third, through three scatter diagrams and correlation coefficients between FDI and
the number of new enterprises and the determinate coefficients of regression equations, we
find that FDI has no direct significant effect to the level of entrepreneurship.

To sum up above results, MNCs have the technological advantages to some certain;
the inward FDI will facilitate the technology progress and improve the regional innovation
capabilities in some degree. But we can’t think blindly that we introduce in FDI the
more the better. The advanced technology and equipments of FDI can’t be transferred to
domestic firms automatically. There have no significant correlation between FDI and RIC,
the more of FDI will not necessarily bring the stronger innovation capabilities and spirits.
So we can barely rely on FDI to improve RIC. The determinants to improve RIC include
such factors as following: increasing domestic R&D investments, enhancing the stock
of human capitals, improving the technological innovation capabilities and technology
absorbency in domestic enterprises, having good environments for innovations.

The findings in this paper may provide some insights for both the host countries and
foreign investors. Based on above analysis we put forward some policy implications as fol-
lows, which may also be effective to other LDCs. Firstly, it is urgent for China to improve
the stock of human capital and indigenous R&D capabilities. Whether the stock of hu-
man capital is high or low will decide the spillover effects directly, and influence a nation’s
indigenous innovation capabilities and potentiality directly. It is necessary for China to
enlarge investments in fostering human capitals, especially the investments for fostering
R&D personnels. It is necessary for China to strengthen cultivating the independent R&D
capabilities, particularly supporting for the R&D activities of techno-intensive industries.
These are important to shrink the technology gap between domestic enterprises and foreign
capital enterprises. Only when the host country has certain technological talented persons,
can MNCs arrange R&D projects in the host country and train the native high techno-
logical talented persons, to reduce the cost of human resource and make products locally
better. Therefore making native innovative systems perfect, cultivating R&D capabilities
of domestic enterprises positively, promoting and stimulating independent innovations in
domestic enterprises are the basis for improving technological progress from making use
of the spillover effects of FDI. Secondly, Chinese government should focus on the quality
of inward FDI and insist on the sticking point to advance independent innovation capa-
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bilities. Try to urge and guide FDI to be on the trajectory which is beneficial to improve
our independent innovation capabilities. Thirdly, China should try to create a fair compe-
tition environment for domestic enterprises to compete with foreign enterprises, and keep
sufficient rivalrousness of the market. Under the intense competition environments it may
force MNCs to increase the degree of technology transfer to our country.

References are omitted, end of paper for correction.

September 4, 2006
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Testing for Activation in Data from FMRI Experiments

Abstract: The traditional method for processing functional magnetic resonance imag-
ing (FMRI) data is based on a voxel-wise, general linear model. For experiments con-
ducted using a block design, where periods of activation are interspersed with periods
of rest, a haemodynamic response function (HRF) is convolved with the design func-
tion and, for each voxel, the convolution is regressed on prewhitened data. An initial
analysis of the data often involves computing voxel-wise two-sample t-tests, which
avoids a direct specification of the HRF. Assuming only the length of the haemody-
namic delay is known, scans acquired in transition periods between activation and rest
are omitted, and the two-sample t-test is used to compare mean levels during acti-
vation versus mean levels during rest. However, the validity of the two-sample t-test
is based on the assumption that the data are Gaussian with equal variances. In this
article, we consider the Wilcoxon rank test as well as modified versions of the classical
t-test that correct for departures from these assumptions. The relative performance
of the tests are assessed by applying them to simulated data and comparing their size
and power; one of the modified tests (the CW test) is shown to be superior.

Key words: Excess kurtosis, haemodynamic response function, Shapiro-Wilk test,
skewness, two-sample t-test, Welch test, Wilcoxon Rank test.

1. Introduction

Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (FMRI) is a non-invasive method that pro-
duces a time sequence of images of a subject’s brain that are sensitive to changes in blood
oxygenation caused by neural activation. The vast majority of analytical techniques that
are applied to FMRI data assume the transfer function between neural activation and
subsequent changes in blood oxygenation, the haemodynamic response function (HRF),
is known fully and the data follow the Gaussian distribution. In this article, we consider
the analysis of FMRI data collected in one of two states, called “activation” and “rest,”
based on two-sample tests. From knowledge of the length of the haemodynamic delay,
measurements during the transition period between activation and rest can be omitted.
The validity of the classical two-sample t-test is based on the assumption that the activa-
tion data and the rest data are Gaussian with equal variances. In this article, we propose
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use of a modified two-sample test for FMRI data that allows for departures from this as-
sumption. We study three competing tests. One is the Welch test (Welch, 1937), which is
a modification of two-sample t-test that allows unequal covariances. A second competitor
is the Cressie-Whitford (CW) test (Cressie and Whitford, 1986) that can be used with
non-Gaussian data. The third competitor is the Wilcoxon rank (WR) test (Wilcoxon,
1945). In what follows, we compare the classical t-test with the Welch, CW, and WR
tests for FMRI data based on a block design, where the blocks alternate between periods
of activation and rest.

The next section describes the physiological background and physical processes used in
FMRI and the most common methods used to process FMRI data; it also defines the four
two-sample tests (including the classical two-sample t-test) that are compared in Section 4.
Section 3 discusses the application of the two-sample tests for FMRI data and describes
the methods used to identify and quantify departures from Gaussianity for each voxel.
The size and power of the four tests are compared in Section 4 using a simulation study
of FMRI data, from which recommendations are given. Section 5 contains discussion and
conclusions.

2. FMRI Experiments

2.1 Some physiology

All neuronal activation is linked to an increase in oxygen consumption, causing a
local increase in the blood flow. The body’s response is to supply more oxygen than is
required for the neuronal activity. Due to the different magnetic properties of oxygenated
and de-oxygenated blood, the excess oxygenated blood that circulates during neuronal
activation alters the magnetic properties of the venous blood, resulting in the so-called
blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) signal. FMRI produces a sequence of brain
images that is sensitive to changes in the BOLD signal.

In a classical FMRI experiment, the subject is scanned every few seconds to obtain
an image of the brain; the subject is exposed to an experimental stimulus in some time
periods, and is in a rest state during the remaining time periods. The stimulus can
either be applied for brief periods in rapid, possibly random succession (an “event-related”
experimental design, Josephs et al., 1997), or for longer periods with interspersed rest
periods (a “block” experimental design, Frackowiak et al., 1997). In this paper, we focus
on FMRI experiments conducted using a block experimental design.

Even though neuronal activation occurs immediately after exposure to the experimen-
tal stimulus, the vascular response evolves more slowly, resulting in the BOLD signal.
The temporal relationship between neuronal activation and the observed BOLD signal is
called the haemodynamic response. To model the haemodynamic response, it is common
to convolve the experimental design with a so-called haemodynamic response function
(HRF). Poisson, gamma, and Gaussian distributions are used widely as HRFs (Friston et
al., 1994).

The region of the brain where there is neural activation is found by regressing the
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observed FMRI data on the expected BOLD signal, obtained as a convolution of the
experimental design with the HRF. Of course, this depends on a well-specified HRF.

2.2 FMRI data

Observed FMRI data are four-dimensional, in space and time. At each time point, a
three-dimensional image of the brain is acquired, called a volume. Each volume consists
of voxels, and each voxel has an associated one-dimensional time series of observed signal
intensities.

The most common approach to the analysis of FMRI data is to consider the voxels
independently. A widely-used approach assumes a general linear model (GLM) for the
voxel-wise time series (Friston et al., 1995). For example, after various preprocessing
steps, including prewhitening to achieve approximately independent errors, a two-sample
test statistic is computed for each voxel where the two samples correspond to activation
data and rest data. A voxel is declared to be significant if the test statistic exceeds
some threshold. The distribution theory associated with this approach is based on the
assumption of Gaussianity of the observed data and the proper specification of the HRF
leading to the expected BOLD signal.

For initial data analysis, it is enough for us to know the length of the haemodynamic
delay between neural activation and changes in the BOLD signal (Banddettini et al., 1993).
This knowledge is used to omit scans acquired in transition periods between possibly
“activated” BOLD signals and “resting” BOLD signals. The delay between the neural
activation and changes in the BOLD signal depends on many different factors; the type
of stimuli, the duration of each stimulus, and the brain activation regions can all effect
the length of the delay. Empirical studies have proposed methods for estimating HRFs
that can adapt to different experimental designs. By using the block designs described in
Section 2.1 and deleting transition data in our preliminary analysis, we have a sample of
data acquired under activation and a second sample of data acquired under rest. In the
next section, we describe four possible two-sample tests that might be used to test for the
presence of activation at each voxel.

2.3 Two-sample tests

The null hypothesis of no difference between the means of two populations can be
investigated with appropriate two-sample tests. In what follows, we summarize the four
tests to be compared where, under activation the voxel data are FY a = {Yi}i∈FA and,
under rest the voxel data are FY r = {Yj}j∈FR; here FA and FR denote the activation
and rest acquisition times, respectively.

The classical two-sample t-test

The classical two-sample t-test assumes:
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(A1) Observations FY a and FY r are uncorrelated.

(A2) The observations within each of FY a and FY r have identical Gaussian distributions;
that is,

FY f ∼ Gau(µf ∗ F1, σ2
f ∗ FI); f ∈ {a, r}.

(A3) σ2
a = σ2

r .

To test the hypothesis:

H0 : µa ≤ µr versus H1 : µa > µr, (2.1)

the classical two-sample t-test uses test statistic,

T ≡ Y a − Y r√(
1
na

+ 1
nr

)(
(na−1)s2

a+(nr−1)s2
r

na+nr−2

) , (2.2)

with

Y f =
1
nf

∑
i∈F

Yi and s2
f =

∑
i∈F

(
Yi − Y f

)2
nf − 1

; f ∈ {a, r},

where F is the set of activation times FA (rest times FR) if f = a (f = r), and na (nr)
is the number of the observations in the sample FY a (FY r).

If Assumptions (A1), (A2), and (A3) are satisfied, the classical two-sample t-test with
significance level α is:

Accept H0 if T < td(1 − α)
Accept H1 otherwise,

where td(1−α) is the 100(1−α) percentile of the t distribution on d = na +nr −2 degrees
of freedom.

The Welch test

The Welch test (Welch, 1937) is used to test the same hypotheses (2.1), but it assumes
only (A1) and (A2); that is, it is possible that σ2

a �= σ2
r . Welch (1937) has shown that

under the null hypothesis H0, the test statistic

T ∗ ≡ Y a − Y r√
s2
a

na
+ s2

r
nr

(2.3)

has approximately a t distribution with

e ≡
(

σ2
a

na
+ σ2

r
nr

)
(

σ4
a

n2
a(na−1) + σ4

r
n2

r(nr−1)

) (2.4)

degrees of freedom. In practice, the population variances σ2
a, σ2

r in (2.4) are estimated
from data using sample variances s2

a, s2
r. The Welch test with significance level α is:

Accept H0 if T ∗ < te(1 − α)
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Accept H1 otherwise,
where the cut-off value te(1−α) is based on fractional degrees of freedom and is obtained
by interpolation of the td(1 − α) cut-off levels based on the nearest integers d to e.

The CW test

The CW test (Cressie and Whitford, 1986) also tests hypotheses (2.1), but makes only
Assumption (A1); that is, it is possible that the data are non-Gaussian with unequal
variances. To account for this, we use the same statistic T ∗ given by (2.3) as Welch, but
modify its null distribution according to the skewnesses α3a, α3r and the excess kurtoses
α4a, α4r of the non-Gaussian activation and rest distributions, respectively.

By calculating the Cornish-Fisher expansion of T ∗, Cressie and Whitford (1986) show
that under Assumption (A1) and H0, the distribution of T ∗ is approximately that of the
random variable,

V = U +
α3aσ3

a
n2

a
− α3rσ3

r
n2

r

6
(

σ2
a

na
+ σ2

r
nr

)3/2
(U2 − 1) −

α3aσ3
a

n2
a

− α3rσ3
r

n2
r

2
(

σ2
a

na
+ σ2

r
nr

)3/2
U2 − 1

2
gUZ, (2.5)

where U,Z are i.i.d. N(0, 1) and

g ≡


σ4

a
n3

a
(α4a + 2) + σ4

r
n3

r
(α4r + 2)(

σ2
a

na
+ σ2

r
nr

)2 −
(

α3aσ3
a

n2
a

− α3rσ3
r

n2
r

)2

(
σ2

a
na

+ σ2
r

nr

)3


1/2

. (2.6)

The CW test with significance level α is
Accept H0 if T ∗ < v(1 − α)
Accept H1 otherwise,

where v(1−α) is the 100(1−α) percentile of the distribution of V , obtained by simulation.
As for the Welch test, the population moments in (2.5) and (2.6) are estimated from data
using sample versions; see Section 3.3.

The Wilcoxon Rank (WR) Test

The WR test (Wilcoxon, 1945) makes only assumption (A1), as does the CW test. In
addition, it assumes that the distribution function F (y) of the observations FY r is contin-
uous and the distribution function of the observations FY a is F (y − δ), for δ ∈ R. Then
the WR statistic tests the hypotheses,

H0 : δ ≤ 0 versus H1 : δ > 0. (2.7)

In order to test (2.7), the WR test sums the ranks of each of the FY a values in the
combined sample of N = na +nr data consisting of the FY a and FY r values ordered from
smallest to largest. Let Ri denote the rank of Yi; i ∈ FA. The test statistic for the WR
test is

W =
∑
i∈FA

Ri.

An exact p-value is then computed based on the null distribution (δ = 0) of W , which
is obtained by considering all possible N ! permutations of ranks of the FY a and FY r.
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However, this is computationally demanding for large na and nr. For large na and nr, we
approximate the distribution of the centered and scaled version of W ,

W ∗ =
W − .5 − na(na + nr + 1)/2√

nanr(na + nr + 1)/12
,

with a standard normal (Hollander and Wolfe, 1999). Hence the WR test with significance
level α is:

Accept H0 if W ∗ < z(1 − α)
Accept H1 otherwise,

where z(1 − α) is the 100(1 − α) percentile of the Gaussian distribution with zero mean
and unit standard deviation.

3. Methods of Analysis and Comparisons

In this section, we continue to consider inference based on a single generic voxel.
Simultaneous inference involving all voxels is considered in Section 4.

3.1 Application of Two-Sample Tests to FMRI Data

Let T be the set of acquisition times of the observed intensities associated with the
given voxel. Assuming the subject was exposed to only one type of neural activation,
T can be divided into three groups: the time points FA where activation of the BOLD
signal is expected, the time points FR during which the BOLD signal is expected to be in
a rest state, and the time points B corresponding to the transition periods between the
activation and the rest times. An example of such a division of time points is illustrated
in Figure ??. In the two-sample tests considered in this article, one sample corresponds
to FA and other sample corresponds to FR; intensities corresponding to B are omitted
from further analysis.

Figure 1 about here

Consider the two-sample tests of H0 versus H1 given in Section 2. For a given voxel
and a given test, accepting the alternative hypothesis H1 means that the associated voxel
is declared to be activated by the experimental stimulus.

3.2 Simulated FMRI data

Six datasets were obtained from 3 healthy volunteers (1 female, 2 males) using a 1.5T
Signa scanner. The data were collected under rest conditions; that is, the subjects were
not exposed to any stimulus during the experiment and they were instructed to relax in
the scanner with their eyes closed. One such rest dataset was obtained from the first male
subject (30 years old), two rest datasets were obtained from the second male subject (27
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years old), and three rest datasets were obtained from the female (30 years old). Each
dataset consisted of 200 volumes, every observed volume contained 28 slices, and each slice
had 64x64 voxels. These datasets were preprocessed for motion correction and prewhitened
to make the time series uncorrelated (using the software FEAT, which is part of the FSL
package; see Smith et al., 2001).

We created activation datasets by essentially adding a signal having known magnitude
and location of the activation to each preprocessed rest dataset. The signal component was
calibrated against an image acquired from a previous unrelated visual-activation FMRI
experiment; see Figure ?? for an example. By applying the signal in the locations acquired
from a previous visual experiment, we avoided the possibility of applying the signal near so-
called default regions (regions which show decreased neuronal activity during the activation
of the stimulus) and their confounding effects on the simulated signal. The activation
datasets alternated blocks of 10 time points of rest with 10 time points of activation. The
average peak-signal change, defined as a ratio between the average of the intensities under
the activation and the average of the intensities measured during the rest periods for the
most activated voxel, was set to be 3%. Each dataset contains 200 time points; the three
sets of time points FA, FR, and B were obtained assuming a haemodynamic delay of 3
time periods, resulting in na = 70 and nr = 73.

Figure 2 about here

3.3 Violations of equal variances and Gaussianity assumptions

Several methods were used to assess the degree of departure of the activation datasets
from (A2) and (A3). Consider a generic voxel and recall from Section 1 that FY a =
{Yi}i∈FA make up the so-called “activated” sample and FY r = {Yj}j∈FR make up the
“rest” sample.

To investigate the violation of Assumption (A3) given in Section 2, thereby allowing
σ2

r �= σ2
a, we computed the sample variances for FY a and FY r for each voxel in each

activation dataset. The pairs of sample variances of active and rest samples for all voxels
that are located in subject’s brain (out of all 64 × 64 × 28 = 114, 688 voxels, only 2, 2340
of them were located in subject’s brain) are plotted in Figure ??; the 45-degree line
corresponding to equal variances is superimposed. In all panels, and especially in 3(c), we
see some points far from the diagonal, which suggests that the assumption of homogeneity
is violated for three voxels. A formal F-test (α = 0.05) of equal variances detected 1, 225
out of 22, 340 (5.5%) brain voxels to have significantly different sample variances, and
visual inspection of these voxels indicated no spatial pattern. This indicates that, overall,
unequal variances may not be a serious problem for these FMRI data.

Figure 3 about here

To investigate departures from Gaussianity, Assumption (A2), we computed the sample
skewness and sample excess kurtosis for FY a and FY r, for all six activation datasets. For
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the activation sample these are:

α̂3a =
√

na
∑

i∈FA(Yi − Y a)3

{∑i∈FA(Yi − Y a)2}3/2
,

α̂4a =
na
∑

i∈FA(Yi − Y a)4

{∑i∈FA(Yi − Y a)2}2
− 3,

and likewise we computed α̂3r and α̂4r for the rest sample.

To illustrate graphically the relationship between skewness and kurtosis, we chose one
activation dataset. The pairs (α̂3a, α̂4a) for the 22,340 brain voxels from one activation
dataset are plotted on the left panel of Figure ??, and the pairs (α̂3r, α̂4r) are plotted on
the right panel. For Gaussian data, the plotted pairs should be very close to the origin.
In Figure ??, we observe strong departures from zero skewness and zero excess kurtosis in
both panels. Thus, we might expect an improvement in hypotheses testing for activation
using the CW test or the WR test over the classical two-sample t-test or the Welch test.

Figure 4 about here

More formally, we calculated the Shapiro-Wilk test (e.g., Royston, 1982) for normality
(α = .05) for each voxel and rest/activation combination. For the dataset used in Figure
??, Table ?? summarizes the number (out of 22,430) of brain voxels that were significantly
non-Gaussian. About 12% of activated samples and about 11% of rest samples were de-
clared significant by the Shapiro-Wilk test; if the samples were Gaussian, we would expect
only 5% to be declared significant. More than 20% of voxels were declared significant in
at least one of the activated or rest samples.

Table 1: Brain-voxels declared significant using Shapiro-Wilk test (α = .05),
based on one of the six datasets.

Activated samples

Significant Not significant Total

Rest Significant 647 2095 2742 (12.3%)
samples Not significant 1774 17824 19598

Total 2421 (10.8%) 19919 22340

The spatial distribution of the voxels declared significant is shown in Figure ??; while
they are distributed fairly homogeneously between regions of the brain, there is some
indication that, within a region, they can clump together.

Figure 5 about here

4. Results
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All four two-sample tests were used to test for activation in each voxel. We obtained
p-values as in Section 2 where the p-value for the CW test was obtained from simulation
of the random variable given by (2.5) and that for the WR test was obtained from the
standard normal approximation to W ∗.

Because of the multiple hypotheses being tested (one for each brain voxel), the voxels
declared as active were obtained by comparing the p-values with α∗ ≡ α/{# of brain voxels}
with α = .05. This is the voxelwise Bonferroni-adjusted level of significance based on an
overall level of significance of α = .05. Voxels with p-values less than or equal to α∗ were
pronounced active. Because the activation pattern of each dataset was known, we can
estimate and compare the sizes and powers of the two-sample tests.

Let A denote the set of voxels to which an activation signal has been added and R
the set of voxels with no added activation. Let Aright denote the voxels in A declared
to be active, and let Awrong denote the voxels in A not declared active. All voxels from
category R can be similarly divided into Rright, those non-activated voxels not declared
active, and Rwrong, those non-activated voxels which were declared active.

The achieved size of each test was estimated by

α̂ ≡ (|Rwrong| / |R|),

where |C| ≡ # voxels in the region C of the brain. The quantity α̂ is also called the
false-positive rate and should be comparable to the desired familywise level of significance
α (= .05). If α̂ < α, the test is conservative. The power of each test was estimated by

π̂ ≡ (|Aright| / |A|) ,

which is the true-positive rate.

Table ?? lists the estimated sizes and powers of each test for all six simulated FMRI
datasets. All four tests were consistently very conservative, with the Wilcoxon test being
the most conservative. The classical t-test and Welch test had equivalent power, which was
consistently greater than that of the Wilcoxon test. The CW test was the most powerful
test, uniformly over the six datasets.

Table 2: Estimated size and power of the four two-sample tests for the six
datatsets.

TEST

Dataset Classical t-test Welch CW WR

α̂ π̂ α̂ π̂ α̂ π̂ α̂ π̂

1 .496E-4 .289 .496E-4 .288 .992E-4 .305 0 .277
2 0 .208 7.466E-4 .208 19.927E-4 .224 4.479E-4 .200
3 0 .221 0 217 0 .235 0 .202
4 .583E-4 .233 .583E-4 .233 1.750E-4 .253 .583E-4 .224
5 0 .205 0 .205 0 .223 0 .188
6 0 .239 0 .237 27.527E-4 .251 1.101E-4 .227
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Table ?? gives a more detailed comparison of the classical t-test and the CW test for
one of the datasets. While 626 out of 2, 173 activated brain voxels were correctly detected
as significant by both tests, 37 additional activation voxels were correctly detected by the
CW test that were not identified by the classical t-test. Only one activation voxel was
identified by the classical t-test that was missed by the CW test.

Table 3: Comparison of the performance of the CW test and the classical t-test,
based on one of the six datasets

CW test
Voxels from A Voxels from R

Aright Awrong Rright Rwrong
Voxels Aright 626 1 · ·

Classical from A Awrong 37 1509 · ·
t-test Voxels Rright · · 20165 1

from R Rwrong · · 0 1

5. Discussion and Conclusions

While the results were obtained from only one type of scanner, the 1.5T Signa GE, and
with FMRI data for three subjects, they show that FMRI data can exhibit both unequal
variances and non-Gaussianity. Using the Shapiro-Wilk test, more than 20% of voxels in
the dataset were declared significant in one or both of the rest or activated samples. We
believe that more powerful scanners will lead to data that are even more non-Gaussian,
since their finer spatial resolution involves less averaging of the response.

The Welch test is valid for unequal variances but when non-Gaussianity is suspected,
the CW test accounts for both. The WR test is a nonparametric analog of the classical
t-test. In the six datasets studied in Section 3, non-Gaussianity was a bigger problem
than unequal variances. The results in Section 4 showed that the CW test performed
better than the other three tests. These results suggest that the CW test should replace
any standard use of the classical parametric or nonparamentric two-sample tests based on
FMRI data.
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An Evaluation of Multiple Behavioral Risk Factors for Cancer in a
Working Class, Multi-Ethnic Population

Abstract: Behavioral risk factors for cancer tend to cluster within individuals, which
can compound risk beyond that associated with the individual risk factors alone. There
has been increasing attention paid to the prevalence of multiple risk factors (MRF) for
cancer, and to the importance of designing interventions that help individuals reduce
their risks across multiple behaviors simultaneously. The purpose of this paper is to
develop methodology to identify an optimal linear combination of multiple risk factors
(score function) which would facilitate evaluation of cancer interventions.

Key words: Community based research, conditional logistic regression, multiple risk
factors, random effects.

1. Introduction

Despite the considerable biomedical advances of the last half-century, facilitating improvement
in lifestyle behaviors remains the most efficacious population-level strategy for reducing cancer
risk. Estimates vary, but suggest that over fifty percent of new cancer cases and up to one-third of
cancer mortality could be prevented though improvements in health behavior practices (American
Cancer Society, 2004; Doll and Peto, 1981). A 19 percent decline in the rate at which new cancer
cases occur, and a 29 percent decline in the rate of cancer deaths, could potentially be achieved by
2015, if prevention efforts were heightened and behavior change sustained. This would translate
to the prevention of approximately 100,000 cancer cases and 60,000 cancer deaths each year, by
the year 2015 (National Cancer Policy Board and Institute of Medicine, 2003).

There is ample epidemiological evidence for the consideration of red meat consumption, phys-
ical activity, and folic acid intake in cancer prevention efforts. Regular physical activity lowers the
risk of cancers of the colon, breast, and possibly prostate ( Colditz, Cannuscio, and Frazier, 1997;
Friedenreich and Rohan, (1995).). An additional 30 percent of cancer deaths can be attributed
to adult diet ( Anonymous, 1996); higher intake of red meat has been associated with increased
risk of colon ( Sandhu, White and McPherson, 2001) and prostate cancers ( Michaud, Augusts-
son, Rimm, Stampfer, Willett, and Giovannucci 2001). Associated with both physical inactivity
and diet is obesity, which may account for between 25-30 percent of cancers of the colon, breast
(postmenopausal), endometrium, kidney, and esophagus (Vainio and Bianchini, 2002). Folic acid is
protective against colon cancer ( Giovannucci, Stampfer, Colditz, Hunter, Fuchs, Rosner, Speizer,
and Willett, 1998); long-term multi-vitamin use, in particular has been found to reduce risk for
colon cancer, likely because of its folic acid content (Giovannucci et al. 1998).

The risk for many diseases, including colon cancer, is associated with multiple behavioral risk
factors (MRF); these behaviors are highly interrelated and tend to cluster within individuals. For
example, those who eat high-fat diets are also more likely to be sedentary, suggesting that the
behaviors may be mutually reinforcing (see e.g., Emmons, Marcus, Linnan, Rossi, and Abrams,
1999). Change in one behavioral risk factor thus may serve as a stimulus or gateway for change
in the other health behaviors (see e.g., Emmons et al. 1999), and there are overarching behav-
ioral principles and intervention frameworks that guide behavior change efforts across risk factors.
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Consequently, to facilitate population-level reductions in cancer risk, it may be inefficient to tar-
get discrete behavioral risk factors, when similar principles might be applied simultaneously to
multiple behaviors (Institute of Medicine, 2000).

The literature provides little consensus as to the most appropriate analytic strategy for eval-
uating the efficacy of MRF interventions; most studies have analyzed the various outcomes in-
dependently or by creating a simplistic sum (e.g., 1 RF + 1 RF = 2RFs) (see e.g., Prochaska
and Sallis 2004; Campbell, James, Hudson, Carr, Jackson, Oakes, Demissie, Farrell, and Tessaro,
2004). This could be problematic, because the use of separate analytic strategies may result in
improper inferences regarding the effect of an MRF intervention because of correlation among the
factors. Such strategies may overlook the clustering effect brought about by the agglomeration
of multiple behavioral risk factors and have been criticized as being too simplistic. The purpose
of this paper is to develop a methodology to identify an optimal linear combination of multiple
behavioral risk factors (MRF score function) for cancer that would best facilitate evaluation of an
MRF cancer intervention.

2. Methods

2.1 Study design

The data analyzed in this paper are from the Harvard Cancer Prevention Program Project
(HCPPP) Healthy Directions, which is composed of two randomized controlled trials, one in health
centers (HC) ( Emmons, Stoddard, Gutheil, Suarez, Lobb, and Fletcher 2003), and another in small
businesses (SB) (Hunt, Stoddard, Barbeau, Wallace, and Sorensen 2003). The overarching goal
of the HCPPP was to create a new generation of cancer prevention interventions that would be
effective among working class, multi-ethnic populations. Together, the two arms of the trial were
successful in enrolling a sub-population of the multi-ethnic working class population in eastern
Massachusetts. The study aims and sampling strategies are published in greater detail elsewhere
(Emmons et al., 2003; Hunt et al., 2003).

2.2 Health centers

Healthy Directions-HC (Emmons et al.) was a randomized controlled trial conducted in col-
laboration with a large health care delivery system, comprised of 14 multi-specialty medical group
practices that serve over 270,000 patients. Ten of the fourteen health centers were invited to
participate in this study, and all agreed. Health center served as the unit of randomization and in-
tervention. Briefly, patients who resided in low income, multi-ethnic neighborhoods (defined using
census block-groups that were predominantly working class, impoverished, or with low levels of ed-
ucation) were identified and approached for participation through their health center. Individuals
identified through geocoding to be residents in the target neighborhoods were deemed eligible if
they met the following criteria: (1) being 18-75 years old, (2) having a well-care or follow-up visit
scheduled with a participating provider, (3) being able to speak and read either English or Span-
ish, (4) not having cancer at the time of enrollment, (5) not being employed by the participating
health centers, (6) not being employed by a worksite participating in the companion small business
study, and (7) providing consent to participate in the randomized study. All providers practicing
in the Internal Medicine Departments of the health centers were approached for permission to
recruit from among their patient pools. Provider participation averaged 83% across sites (range
50%-100%; 97 clinicians). Patients scheduled for appointments with the participating providers
and in the eligible age range were identified through the automated central appointment system.
Study staff attempted to recruit 8,963 potentially eligible candidates; 2,547 (28%) individuals were
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unreachable. Among the 6,414 potential subjects reached, 867 (14%) were ineligible, 3,330 (52%)
refused, and 2,219 (35%) were enrolled. Assuming that 14% of those not reached were also inel-
igible, the response rate is 29% of those assumed eligible. The cohort recruited at baseline was
contacted by telephone after the intervention period to complete a follow-up survey. Of the 2,219
who completed the baseline survey (n=1088 intervention condition; n=1131 control condition),
1,954 (88%) completed the follow-up survey. The follow-up response rate was equivalent across
conditions.

2.3 Small business

The Healthy Directions-SB study (Hunt et al., 2003) was a randomized controlled trial in which
the worksite was the unit of randomization and intervention. Worksites were identified using the
Dun and Bradstreet database to locate small businesses with Standard Industrial Classification
(SIC) codes 20-39 (manufacturing industries) and employing between 50-150 employees. Additional
inclusion criteria included: (1) employing a multi-ethnic population (defined as 25% of workers
being first-or second-generation immigrants or people of color), (2) having a turnover rate of less
than 20% in the previous year, (3) being autonomous in decision-making power to participate in
a study, and (4) agreeing to be randomly assigned to the intervention condition. One hundred
thirty-three (133) companies met the eligibility criteria, and of these, 26 agreed to participate (
Barbeau, Wallace, Lederman, Lightman, Stoddard and Sorensen 2004).

Data were collected using interviewer-administered surveys among individuals who were per-
manent employees and worked 20 hours or more per week. On site interviews were administered
on company time in the language (either English, Spanish, Portuguese, or Vietnamese) preferred
by respondents. Two cross-sectional samples were collected, one at baseline in which 1,740 par-
ticipants from 26 worksites completed the survey (response rate 84%). The second sample was
collected at follow-up 1,408 participants in 24 worksites (during the course of the intervention two
worksites dropped out, one intervention and one control) with a response rate of 77%. 974 par-
ticipants (518 in control worksites and 456 in intervention worksites) completed both the baseline
and follow-up surveys forming the embedded cohort used in this analysis.

2.4 Data and analysis

The goals of the intervention were to: (1) increase fruit and vegetable intake, (2) decrease red
meat consumption, (3) increase physical activity levels, and (4) increase daily multivitamin usage.
The following variables assess the individual risk factors measured on a continuous scale: number
of servings of fruit and vegetables per day, number of servings of red meat consumed per week
(RM), and hours of moderate or vigorous physical activity per week (PA). The fourth measure
is a binary variable indicating use of a multi-vitamin on 6 or 7 days per week (MV). In order to
keep all variables on an equivalent time scale, we created a new variable for fruit and vegetable
consumption that calculated the amount of fruits and vegetables consumed in one week (FV) by
multiplying the current measure of fruit and vegetable intake by seven. The continuous variables
(FV, RM, PA) were standardized using the formula in Equation 2.1;

STV =
V − P05

P95 − P05
, (2.1)

where V are the original values for the continuous variables (FV, RM, PA), P05 and P95 are
the fifth and ninety-fifth percentile values respectively for a given variable and STV are the new
standardized variables (STFV, STRM, and STPA respectively). Standardization was implemented
for consistency (to make a one unit change in one variable similar to a one unit change in another)
and interpretability. The 5th and 95th percentiles were used to minimize the influence of outliers.
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For the purposes of identifying an optimal linear combination that would show an intervention
effect we restricted our sample to only those subjects who received the intervention, responded to
both the baseline and follow-up surveys, and have complete data for the four risk behaviors. As
opposed to the usual situation of observing how the covariate vector or a linear combination of the
covariate vector will change because of treatment, the idea here is to determine how the covariate
vector or the linear combination will predict the intervention status. This is similar in spirit to a
matched case-control analysis.

A popular method for the analysis of longitudinal data with a dichotomous outcome is a mixed
effects logistic regression model. A mixed effects logistic regression model with a logit link will
have the form:

log
[

pr(Yij = 1)
1 − pr(Yij = 1)

]
= ai + β′Xij . (2.2)

Here Yij , i = 1, ..., n, j = 1, 2, denotes the indicator of intervention time (i.e. pre-intervention Yi1 =
0 and post-intervention Yi2 = 1), Xij is the covariate vector, and ai is a random cluster effect. The
subscript i is an indicator for individual and the subscript j is an indicator for time. Each individual
subject i is a cluster of two sets of observations, pre-intervention and post-intervention. The random
effect variable ai can be thought of as measuring an individual’s demographic characteristics (i.e.,
age, gender, race). In our analysis, we want to control for an individual’s specific demographic
characteristics, therefore, we treat the random effect variable ai as a nuisance parameter and
condition it out of the model. We can condition them out by using the conditional likelihood
based on the fact that Yi1 + Yi2 = 1. We are left with a conditional logistic regression model.
These types of models are often used to analyze matched case-control studies, where the outcome
of interest is whether a subject is a case or control.

In this framework we intend to model

logit(Pr(Yij = 1|ai)) = β′Xij , (2.3)

where an optimal linear combination, or the best score, will be β̂′X .

We set up our data as if it came from a 1:1 matched case-control study; each individual is
a cluster of two observations, one “case” and one “control”. One observation is pre-intervention
(“control”/baseline) and the second observation is post-intervention (“case”/follow-up). At each
time point (pre and post-intervention) each subject has a vector (containing STFV, STRM, STPA,
and MV) of covariates.

For matched case-control studies with one case per matched set, the likelihood function for the
conditional logistic regression reduces to the partial likelihood of the Cox model for the continuous
time scale (Hosmer and Lemeshow 1998). We created dummy survival times so that all cases have
the same event time and the corresponding controls are censored at a later time. We used Proc
PHREG in SAS1 to fit the conditional logistic regression model by forming a stratum for each
matched set (individual id number). This allowed us to obtain estimates for β̂.

3. Results

Using the combined Health Center and Small Business data from the Healthy Directions base-
line and follow-up surveys on the 1,209 study participants that received the intervention, we found
an optimal score function for the four risk factors:

score = 1.05 ∗ STFV + 1.70 ∗ MV + 0.25 ∗ STPA− 1.35 ∗ STRM. (3.1)

The score is a summary measure of the health behaviors of a subject based on these four factors.
From this score, we can see that increasing the number of fruits and vegetables consumed per week,
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taking a multivitamin six or more days a week, increasing the amount of physical activity done
in a week, and/or decreasing the amount of red meat consumed in a week will increase the score
for a subject which in turn means an overall improvement in health behaviors. The dynamics of
the score are consistent with the goals of the intervention. A participant can increase their health
behavior score by changing one risk factor, or combinations of the four risk factors in a manner
consistent with the goals of the intervention.

We believe that these factors not only have individual effects, but that some factors may
also have compounding effects. This belief is based on previous evidence of the interrelationships
seen in modifying behavioral risk factors (see e.g., Emmons et al., 2004; Butterfield et al., 2004).
Therefore, we looked for significant interactions between the four variables. Table ?? shows the
analysis of maximum likelihood estimates for our final model. In our final score function (see
Equation 3.2), we multiply the effects (parameter estimates) by 100 to increase the range of the
scores as well as to simplify interpretation.

Table 1: Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates

Standardized Variable Parameter Estimate Standard Error P-Value

STFV 0.576 0.303 0.0570
MV 2.008 0.2078 <.0001
STPA 0.232 0.193 0.2294
STRM -1.515 0.343 <.0001
STFV*STRM 1.229 0.565 0.0296
MV*STRM -0.707 0.343 0.0392

score = 57.6 ∗ STFV + 200.8 ∗ MV + 23.2 ∗ STPA− 151.5 ∗ STRM

+ 122.9 ∗ STFV ∗ STRM − 70.7 ∗ MV ∗ STRM (3.2)

There was a significant interaction between the amount of fruits and vegetables consumed per
week and the amount of red meat consumed per week, sugessting that changing both behaviors
simultaneously is better than changing either behavior alone, but the effect of changing both
behaviors is not equal to the sum of the individual changes on the MRF score. There was also a
significant interaction between multivitamin usage more than six times a week and the amount of
red meat consumed per week, suggesting that changing either behavior alone is good, but changing
both behaviors simultaneously will result in an even larger increase on the MRF score.
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Table 2: Examples of changes in individual risk factor measures and resulting
MRF score

FV MV PA RM MRF Score

Baseline values 20 0 4 5 −30.23

Case 1: Optimal values at final
Final values 35 1 10 1 247.46
change +15 +1 +6 −4 +277.69

Case 2: Improves only FV
Final values 35 0 4 5 17.39
change +15 0 0 0 +47.62

Case 3: Improves only MV
Final values 20 1 4 5 135.22
change 0 +1 0 0 +165.45

Case 4: Improves only PA
Final values 20 0 10 5 −19.09
change 0 0 +6 0 +11.14

Case 5: Improves Only RM
Final values 20 0 4 1 14.64
change 0 0 0 −4 +44.87

Case 6: Improves FV and RM
Final values 35 0 4 1 72.82
change +15 0 0 −4 +103.05

Table ?? displays a few examples of how a change in an individual risk factor from the baseline
case to the optimal case will change the score. If we consider the first row of Table ?? to be a baseline
value in which a subject consumes 20 servings of fruits and vegetables per week, does not take a
multivitamin six or more days a week, has four hours of physical activity per week, and consumes
five servings of red meat per week (the average values for study subjects at baseline, meeting only
the recommend level of physical activity), the standardized values would be 0.32,0,0.32, and 0.5
respectively. Therefore the score for a subject at baseline would be

score = 57.6∗0.32+200.8∗0+23.3∗0.32−151.5∗0.5+122.9∗0.32∗0.5−70.7∗0∗0.5 = −30.2. (3.3)

We can consider an arbitrary optimal case as a subject who consumes 35 servings of fruits and
vegetables per week (or five a day), takes a multivitamin 6 or more days a week, engages in 10 hours
of physical activity per week, and eats one serving of red meat per week (meeting and/or exceeding
all of the recommended levels). Table ?? shows the effects of these changes on the score from the
baseline case to the optimal case for each variable alone and the effects of combinations of two
and three variables. Figure ?? compares our final model (MRF, Equation 3.2) with a main effects
model (a model without interactions) showing that the main effects model can both overestimate
and underestimate scores predicted from the MRF model due to the absence of the two significant
interactions.
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Table 3: Score changes with one, two, and three variable changes

Variables Changed Score Change

FV 47.62
MV 165.45
PA 11.14
RM 44.87
FV + MV 213.07
FV + PA 58.76
FV + RM 72.82
MV + PA 176.59
MV + RM 238.60
PA + RM 56.00
FV + MV + PA 224.21
FV + MV + RM 266.55
FV + PA + RM 83.96
MV + PA + RM 249.73

Although we used only those subjects that received the intervention to develop the score, the
score is generalizable to the entire study population. It was created, and is most useful for, the
purpose of comparing the subjects that received the intervention to those that received usual care,
because it provides a summary measure of the health behaviors of a subject on all intervention
risk factors pre and post-intervention. There were 1,297 subjects that received usual care and took
both the baseline and follow-up surveys. These subjects can be considered controls for the effect of
the intervention. Figure ?? shows box plots of score comparing baseline and follow-up for subjects
that received the intervention compared to those that received usual care. In the intervention
group, the mean score at baseline was 48.1, while the mean score at follow up was 104.3. In the
usual care group the mean score at baseline was 40.4, and the mean score at follow-up was 53.2.
The mean change in score for the usual care group was 12.8, while the mean change in score for
the intervention group was 56.2. There was a statistically significant difference in the mean change
in score from baseline to follow-up when comparing the usual care group to the intervention group
(p<0.001). The intervention group showed greater improvements in score at follow-up proving the
intervention quite successful.

4. Discussion

Increasing attention has been paid to multiple risk factor interventions, across a range of disease
outcomes, both because adverse behavioral risk factors tend to cluster within individuals and
because of recognition of the utility of facilitating change across multiple risk behaviors. However,
most MRF studies to date have used individual risk factor methods to analyze intervention effects
(see e.g., Prochaska and Sallis (2004); Campbell et al., 2004). As shown in Figure ??, the main
effects model both over-estimates (e.g., FV & PA & RM) and under-estimates (e.g., MV & PA &
RM) the scores predicted from the MRF model, depending on the combination of variables and
the degree of change for a given participant in the intervention. Thus, such analytic models may
compromise determinations of the efficacy of a MRF intervention. We were successful in modeling
a linear combination of behavioral risk factors including interactions between risk factors, an effort
that represents an advance over the existing methods for analyzing MRF intervention efficacy.

To illustrate, note that in our final model there are two interaction terms. One between the
amount of fruits and vegetables consumed per week and the amount of red meat consumed per
week, and another between multivitamin usage more than six times a week and the amount of red
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meat consumed per week. Looking at Table ??, we can see that with all the other variables held
constant, a change in fruit and vegetable consumption alone from 20 to 35 servings per week will
increase the score by 47.62, and a decrease in red meat alone from 5 to 1 servings per week will
increase the score by 44.87. However, because of the interaction term, if both variables are changed
by the amounts indicated the score would increase by 72.82, which because of the interaction is
a smaller than 92.49, the sum of the individual changes. Similarly, if a subject begins to take
a multivitamin daily the score will increase by 165.45, and if they decrease red meat from 5 to
1 serving per week the score will increase by 44.87. However, if a participant begins to take
a multivitamin daily and decreases red meat consumption by 4 servings per week the score will
increase by 238.60, a larger increase than 210.32 that you would get by adding 165.45 from taking a
multivitamin daily and 44.87 by decreasing red meat consumption. Cluster effects are not captured
by main effects models and are an advantage of this method.

There are some limitations to the method proposed here, namely that the score function
depends on the efficacy of the intervention to determine variable weighting. For example, if the
intervention was most effective at increasing multivitamin use, the weight (coefficient) for the
multivitamin use variable would be largest in magnitude, whereas if the intervention was least
effective in changing the participants’ physical activity patterns, the weight (coefficient) for the
physical activity variable would be the smallest in magnitude. In some cases then, the weights
may be a proxy for the amount of participant effort necessary to change the health behavior. For
example, in this study we saw that multivitamin usage had the largest weight and thus the most
influence on the score.

There are at least two potential explanations for this finding. First, the promotion of multi-
vitamin usage may require less participant burden when compared to the other health behaviors
(e.g., physical activity). Thus, it may be easier for participants to modify their multivitamin use;
this supposition appears to be supported by the finding of an almost thirty percent increase from
baseline to follow-up of the number of subjects taking a multivitamin daily. However, it is impor-
tant not to undermine the significance of a change in multivitamin usage which is strongly related
to the prevention of disease outcomes. Sustained use of multivitamins containing folic acid have
been associated with the reduction in risks for numerous conditions including colorectal cancer
and cardiovascular disease (Ggiovannucci et al., (2002); Fairfield and Fletcher, 2002). Physical
activity on the other hand, is among the most challenging health behaviors addressed in the study
to intervene upon. In this population, 66 percent of the subjects were getting the recommended
level of physical activity at baseline, and 69 percent at follow-up. Of those subjects that were not
at or above the target level of physical activity at baseline, almost 9.5 percent were at or above the
target level at follow-up. Another factor to consider is that multivitamin usage was treated as a
binary variable in our models. That is, many potential changes are captured in the categorization
of either taking a multivitamin 6 or more times a week or not doing so. Relative to increasing one
serving of fruits and vegetables a week, decreasing one serving of red meat in a week, or increasing
an hour of physical activity a week, this is a substantial change.

Although the purpose of our method was to develop a health behavior score (composite vari-
able), there are some limitations to using this type of variable. The purpose of such a variable
is to allow for easy comparisons of the four factors with one number. When there are changes in
the score, however, a composite variable does not provide any insight into which individual risk
factor(s) have contributed to the change.

Another potential limitation of applying this method to the HCPPP data is the merging of
the two cohorts, small businesses and health centers. Our method develops a score function that
is independent of the population but not independent of the intervention. By combining the two
data sets, we have made the assumption that the interventions given to these two populations are
the same. In reality, although the two interventions were quite similar, they were not identical. We
decided, however, to combine the two cohorts in order to increase power, and to create a universal
score that could be applied to both cohorts. This not only allowed us to make comparisons within
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a cohort, but between cohorts. Taking these limitations into account, our methodology remains
preferable compared to existing techniques that do not accord weights to the risk factors or adjust
for cluster effects.

In summary, we have developed a score that effectively integrates multiple behavioral cancer
risk factors into one measure, irrespective of individual demographic factors. We believe that the
methods are generalizable to other working class multi-ethnic populations, and future research
should be done to evaluate the effectiveness of these methods in other groups. The primary
strength of the methodology used to develop the score is that it can be easily implemented to
develop scores for other populations, for other combinations of behavioral risk factors, or for other
disease outcomes (e.g., cardiovascular disease). Given the increasing attention being paid to the
development of MRF interventions, we believe the described method to be the preferred means
of analysis in comparison to previously used strategies. Ultimately, we believe that analytic focus
on examining clusters of behavioral risk factors will enhance the design of multiple risk factor
intervention approaches.

Figure 1 about here

Figure 2 about here
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Reducing Subjectivity in the Likelihood

Abstract: Some scientists prefer to exercise substantial judgment in formulating a
likelihood function for their data. Others prefer to try to get the data to tell them
which likelihood is most appropriate. We suggest here that one way to reduce the
judgment component of the likelihood function is to adopt a mixture of potential
likelihoods and let the data determine the weights on each likelihood. We distinguish
several different types of subjectivity in the likelihood function and show with examples
how these subjective elements may be given more equitable treatment.

Key words: Mixture likelihood, model averaging, subjectivity.

1. Introduction

We propose methods for modeling the likelihood function that will require fewer subjective
judgments. We first discuss the nature of the problem of subjectivity in the likelihood function;
then we review some related research; and finally, we define a mixture likelihood function and
suggest estimation procedures that reduce the effects of subjective views imposed on the observed
data.

1.1 Statement of the problem

It is sometimes desirable that beliefs of experimenters should be brought into a scientific
analysis in ways that minimally distort the measured data (see, for example, Hogarth, 1980; Kyberg
and Smokler, 1980; Lad, 1996). But that having been said, scientists observing data sometimes
interpret the data points subjectively, according to what they want the data to show, and according
to how precisely they believe the data points were measured. The latter procedure is of course quite
common. This subjective interpretation of observed data may be totally at the unconscious level,
or it may be purposeful (with the purposeful interpretation, the analysis may become fraudulent;
see for example, Grayson, 1995, 1997; Howson and Urbach, 1990; and Press and Tanur, 2001).

The subjective interpretation of empirical data in medicine was discussed by Kaptchuk (2003).
He stated (page 1, op. cit.):

Doctors are being encouraged to improve their critical appraisal skills to make
better use of medical research. But when using these skills, it is important to remem-
ber that interpretation of data is inevitably subjective and can itself result in bias.
Facts do not accumulate on the blank slates of researchers’ minds, and data simply
do not speak for themselves. Good science inevitably embodies a tension between
the empiricism of concrete data and the rationalism of deeply held convictions. Unbi-
ased interpretation of data is as important as performing rigorous experiments. This
evaluative process is never totally objective or completely independent of scientists’
convictions or theoretical apparatus.
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Statistical analysis of a data set most often proceeds by summarizing the distribution of the
data in terms of its likelihood function. In order to specify the form of the likelihood function,
various assumptions are made about the data, such as mutual independence, identical distributions,
unimodality, etc. After the likelihood function has been specified, additional assumptions are
sometimes made (significance levels thought to be appropriate are specified, a prior distribution
about the underlying unobservable quantities may be brought in, etc.). Analysis of the data
generally proceeds by trying to keep the likelihood function treatment of the data as simple as
possible, so that the scientist or analyst will introduce minimal distortion of the data. The analyst
tries not to discard data, and tries to maximize the chance of understanding what nature is trying
to tell us through the revealed data about the underlying phenomenon. In this way, when the
analysis of the data has been completed, the claim can reasonably be made that the conclusions
drawn from the analysis approximate, if not precisely reflect, the laws of nature, rather than the
possible misinterpretations and misunderstandings of the laws of nature by human beings. It will
be useful to first briefly define what we mean by objectivity and subjectivity, in this context.

According to Mandik (2001)1,

The word objectivity refers to the view that the truth of a thing is independent
from the observing subject. The notion of objectivity entails that certain things exist
independently from the mind, or that they are at least in an external sphere. Objective
truths are independent of human wishes and beliefs. The notion of objectivity is
especially relevant to the status of our various ideas, and the question is to what
extent objectivity is possible for thought, and to what extent it is necessary.

This is but one of many definitions that have been suggested. The elusive quest for objec-
tivity in science has been, and remains, an important topic of discussion among historians and
philosophers of science (for extensive additional discussions of the meaning of “objectivity”, see
for example, Bower, 1998; Porter, 1995, 1996; and Daston and Galison 1992). For some, scientific
objectivity involves the search for certainty in knowledge about one of nature’s well-kept secrets,
independent of what human beings believe; but in many cases, we find that what we earlier thought
to be true about nature, turns out later to be questionable.

In an interesting example from physics, Folger, 2003, pointed out that:

Pioneer 10, launched in 1972, is now some 8 billion miles from home. But is
has been slowing down, as if the gravitational pull on it from the sun is growing
progressively stronger the farther away it gets. Milgrom proposed (see the MOND
pages-MOdified Newtonian Dynamics) 2 that Newton’s laws might change at these
accelerations. If Milgrom is right, Newton’s and Einstein’s laws will be in for some
major tweaking.

Sometimes the scientist has such deep understanding and insight into the phenomenon he/she
is studying that the scientist’s own predictions of what should be found from the analysis are far
superior to what the data analysis seems to indicate. In some cases the beliefs of the scientist or
analyst are so strong, even before actually taking any data that bear on the phenomenon, that
the data are interpreted or manipulated so that they will reflect these preconceived views of the
scientist. Any preconceived personal views (views held before taking any data), weak or strong,
are what we refer to in this context as subjectivity.

1Mandik, P. (2001). The Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy,
http://www.utm.edu/research/iep/o/objectiv.htm.

2MOND pages — http://www.astro.umd.edu/ ssm/mond/
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1.2 Related Research

One approach to reducing the effects of differing assumptions about likelihoods may be found in
a line of research that involves use of the empirical likelihood function. In this approach, most useful
in large samples, a discretized, binned, version of the empirical cdf, instead of a specific likelihood
function, is used. Inference is then made from a multinomial distribution. An unfortunate feature
of this approach is the additional unknown parameters that are concomitantly introduced into
the model. See: Owen, 1988, 2001. For typically small and moderate size samples this could be
a problem, but for the massive data sets typical of data mining applications (see, for example:
Berry and Linoff (1997); and Hastie, Tibshirani, and Friedman, 2001) such an approach could be
a helpful alternative.

We show in the next section how we might understand and account for some types of subjec-
tivity that sometimes enters the likelihood function, and might not be desired. We will use the
definition and form of the likelihood function in which for absolutely continuous random variables,
up to a proportionality constant, it is the joint probability density function of the observables given
the unobservables.

2. Types of Subjectivity in the Likelihood Function

We distinguish three of the types of likelihood subjectivity problems that may occur:

(a) how to determine the distributional form of the likelihood function in a way that is largely
objective, but permits the data themselves to guide the modeling as to whether the data are
Normally-distributed, or Gamma-distributed, or possibly follow some other convenient distribution.
We call this problem, “distributional subjectivity”;

(b) how to treat observed data that have possibly been weighted subjectively so that some data
points are valued more heavily than others, and some are even ignored; we call this problem,
“weighted-data subjectivity”;

(c) how to account for the nature of the experiment used to obtain the data that may have favored
one type of response over another; we call this problem, “experiment subjectivity”.

We treat each of these types of subjectivity in Section 3.

3. Reducing Likelihood Subjectivity

3.1 The mixture likelihood

We use a convex mixture of various likelihoods for the data; the usual likelihood function
results as a special case.

Suppose an experiment is repeated n times with the resulting one-dimensional data outcomes:
x1, x2, . . . , xn. We suppose that there are J models for the data that potentially we might reason-
ably entertain. For simplicity, merely to suggest a general type of approach, we consider problems
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involving only one unknown parameter, namely, the means of the J distributions, ω.

In some situations, the parameters may be quite different from one another but they can
generally be related functionally. For example, the case of distinguishing between the means of
normal and log-normal distributions, where the mean parameter has different meanings in the
two cases is sometimes particularly interesting. In such cases, functional relationships among the
parameters are required.

Suppose, in the one-parameter problem, we can assume these data to be mutually independent
and identically distributed, and we agree to adopt the likelihood function for Model mj :

�j(x1, . . . , xn |mj , ω) ≡ �j(x |mj , ω).

Define a “mixture likelihood function”,

LM (x1, . . . , xn |ω) ≡ LM (x |ω),

such that:

LM (x |ω) = E{ likelihood } = EModel[�(x) |ω]] =
J∑

j=1

�j(x |ω)P (mj |ω) (3.1)

where �j(x|mj , ω) denotes the usual likelihood function of the data under model mj, �(x|ω) denotes
a model-independent likelihood function, and P (mj |ω) denotes the prior probability of model mj .
The mixture likelihood function is of course a likelihood function itself. If there were only one
model (J = 1), LM reduces to the ordinary likelihood. The mixture likelihood function explicitly
assumes that we should combine different models in a linear way. Other possibilities exist of course,
and perhaps in certain cases, they are even more desirable. But because for a wide variety of cases,
the linear assumption seems appropriate, we will retain this assumption throughout. We next
address the issue of how to reduce model subjectivity (how to choose the weights).

3.2 Reducing “model subjectivity”

In some instances, the scientist has very strong, theory-based, beliefs about how the data
were generated, and how the corresponding likelihood function should behave. In such instances,
especially in small samples, the analyst should surely use that information to permit the desired
likelihood function to emerge. In other situations where the scientist/analyst wants the data to
speak as loudly as possible relative to the scientist’s pre-conceived beliefs, there is no unique way
to accomplish this objective. The approach suggested here is to take equal weights in the mixture.
Accordingly, take all P (mj |ω) in eqn. (3.1) to be equal (discrete uniform distribution). This
interpretation of equal treatment for the different models is:

(1) in keeping with the approach frequently used for weighting in mixture models to express
indifference or ignorance among the various components in the mixture;

(2) it is the procedure suggested by Laplace when he adopted his Principle of Insufficient Reason
(Laplace, 1812, 1814);

(3) it is consistent with a basic result of information theory that the distribution that corresponds
to maximum entropy, or minimum information, is the uniform distribution.
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This gives the mixture likelihood function (equally-weighted average likelihood):

LM (x |ω) =
1
J

J∑
j=1

�j(x |mj , ω). (3.2)

For example, suppose there are just two potential models (J = 2) that might reasonably
represent the data: N(ω, 1) and a Student t-distribution centered at ω, with 3 degrees of freedom
(a fat-tail distribution that has a population mean). Then, the mixture likelihood function becomes:

LM (x |ω) =
1
2

{
n∏

i=1

1√
2π

exp{−1
2
(xi − ω)2} +

n∏
i=1

mm/2/B(1/2, m/2)
[m + (xi − ω)2](m+1)/2

}
. (3.3)

Clearly each term in equation (3.3) is non-negative and integrates to one (with respect to x), so
LM{x|ω} is a bone fide likelihood function for the data (as would be the case whichever models we
choose). In some situations, one scientist might favor the normal distribution for representing the
distribution of the data, while another might favor the Student t-distribution. By using LM{x|ω} to
represent the likelihood function for all inferences, the analyst reduces the model subjectivity in the
description of the data distribution. Maximum likelihood estimation of ω is now more complicated
numerically than it would be with use of either the normal or the Student t distributions separately,
but the numerical problem is straightforward (see numerical example below) and easily generalizes
to more than two possible ordinary likelihoods.

We next numerically illustrate the example suggested in this section of how to reduce model
subjectivity when the models under consideration are the N(ω, 1) and the Student t3 centered at ω.
We randomly generated a total of 20 observations, 10 observations from t3, a Student t-distribution
with 3 degrees of freedom centered at x = 10, and 10 observations from N(10, 1). The resulting
data are shown in columns 2 and 3 of Table 1a. Then, using the Newton-Raphson method, we
calculated the mixed MLE. It is given at the bottom of Column 2 as: ω̂ = 9.9168. To illustrate
variability, there are four replications of this entire process shown in Table 1a; the four resulting
mixed maximum likelihood estimates (mixed MLE’s) are also shown in Table 1a.

Table 1a: Four replications of model subjectivity

t normal t normal t normal t normal

1 11.1861 9.6734 8.1266 11.182 8.9931 8.331 11.476 9.8325
2 9.9749 11.542 11.092 10.175 10.641 10.131 10.922 11.051
3 8.5632 10.259 11.374 11.720 9.8717 7.8108 10.270 10.642
4 5.5471 9.4442 9.3422 10.757 8.8824 8.3177 8.3906 9.0293
5 9.5188 10.779 13.189 9.8871 9.7579 9.4354 11.899 8.8359
6 10.994 9.3448 9.6007 9.715 10.385 10.092 9.5234 10.566
7 9.1875 9.9779 9.9069 9.7106 13.659 9.4326 14.559 9.495
8 11.283 9.2274 8.3785 9.8394 9.5543 10.361 10.177 10.247
9 8.7574 10.724 10.073 11.637 9.2285 9.0399 10.155 9.0938
10 7.9804 11.263 10.379 9.4837 11.274 9.7291 9.2795 10.366

Mixed MLE 9.9168 10.240 9.6237 10.116

For comparison purposes, we also computed the separate ordinary MLE’s assuming all 20
observations were generated from a normal, and then, that all 20 observations were generated from
a t3 distribution. Results are given in Table 1b.
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Table 1b: Separate MLE’s For normal and Student data

Normal MLE 9.761 10.278 9.7463 10.291
t3-MLE 9.924 10.187 9.6104 10.111

Thus, it may be seen that in the first instance, while the mixed MLE is 9.9168, the MLE
assuming all 20 observations came from a normal is 9.7614, whereas the MLE assuming all 20
observations came from a t3 is 9.9240. Results for the other 3 cases are shown in Tables 1a and
1b as well. Depending upon the assumptions made for the modeling, results for the mixture MLE
obtained from the model averaging may differ substantially from those of the separate models, or
not.

3.3 Reducing “weighted-data subjectivity”

We examine two distinct cases of weighted data subjectivity and model the two cases separately
below.

Case 1 — Several Observers (Scientists) Rate the Same Data Points Differently

In this case, different observers (scientists) might interpret the same points differently. Some
observers might view certain points as mistakes (outliers that were generated from different dis-
tributions from the other points), and therefore delete them from the analysis; and others might,
according to their own beliefs, weight certain points more heavily than others (perhaps difficult-to-
measure points might be weighted less heavily because the error associated with the measurement
might be greater than with most of the other points; perhaps certain points obtained were measured
under censored conditions; etc.).

For simplicity, assume the data points are mutually independent. We define the likelihood
function for Observer Ok as:

�(x |ω) =
n∏

j=1

[f(δjkxj |Ok, ω]pk(δjkxj |Ok), (3.4)

where: pk(δjkxj |Ok) = 1, if Observer Ok includes the data point xj in the analysis, and pk(δjkxj |Ok) =
0 if not; δjk denotes the weight that Observer k places on observation xj , f(xj |ω) denotes the pdf
(probability density function) of Xj , conditional on ω. The mixure likelihood function may be
defined as:

LM (x |ω) = E{likelihood} = Edata{�k(x |ω)}

=
K∑

k=1

�k(x |ω)Pk(Ok), (3.5)

where Pk(Ok) denotes the prior probability that the data analyst places on the model that has
been developed by Observer k. To be objective (or indifferent among the choices), in the sense we
have been discussing, we take Pk(Ok) = 1/K, for all k. Then,

LM (x |ω) =
1
K

�k(x |ω) (3.6)

As a simple example, suppose that all K observers adopt the same distribution for the data,
say, N(ω, 1) (in Section 3.2 the analyst adopted two different possible distributions for the data),
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and assume that they weight the points in the same way, so that δjk = 1 for all k, for all points they
include in their analyses, but they may include different points. Then, since the n observations are
independent,

�k(x |ω) =
n∏

j=1

[
1√
2π

exp{−1
2
(xj − ω)2}

]pk(xj|Ok)

. (3.7)

To be specific, suppose that n = 102, and that there are two observers, O1 and O2. Suppose
further that O1 believes x102 is an outlier, and O2 believes that both x101 and x102 are outliers,
but they agree that the first 100 points (x1, . . . , x100) should be included in their analyses. Then,

p1(xj‖O1) = 1 for j = 1, 2, . . . , 101,

= 0, for j = 102,

also,

p1(xj‖O2) = 1 for j = 1, 2, . . . , 100,

= 0, for j = 101, 102,

Then,

�1(x |ω) ≡ �1 =
(

1√
2π

)101

exp{−1
2

101∑
j=1

(xj − ω)2}, (3.8)

and

�2(x |ω) ≡ �2 =
(

1√
2π

)100

exp{−1
2

100∑
j=1

(xj − ω)2}, (3.9)

Then,

LM (x |ω) =
1
2


(

1√
2π

)101

exp{−1
2

101∑
j=1

(xj − ω)2}

+
(

1√
2π

)100

exp{−1
2

100∑
j=1

(xj − ω)2}
 (3.10)

We may now estimate ω by maximizing LM (x|ω) with respect to ω. Note first that if we
let n1, n2 be the numbers of data points used in the respective analyses of Observers O1 and
O2, they are also the numbers of terms in the two summations, and in this example, n1 = 101
and n2 = 100. We may readily find by ordinary differentiation, the mixture maximum likelihood
estimator (mixture MLE) to be:

ω = α(ω)x̄1 + [1 − α(ω)]x̄2, 0 ≤ α(ω) ≤ 1, (3.11)

where:
α(ω) ≡ n1�1(ω)

n1�1(ω) + n2�2(ω)
(3.12)

x̄1 ≡ 1
101

101∑
j=1

xj , x̄2 ≡ 1
100

100∑
j=1

xj . (3.13)

That is, we find the interesting result that (ω̂|�,�2) is a weighted average (actually a convex
combination) of the separate MLE’s that the two observers might adopt separately, and the weights
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are their respective proportions of their ordinary likelihoods, an intuitively sensible result. But note
that because α(ω) depends upon ω, equations.(3.11) and (3.12) must be jointly solved numerically
for ω̂.

While in large samples, the (continuous) data will generally ultimately swamp any prior distri-
bution weights placed on the data points (see Le Cam, 1956), in small or moderate size samples,
certain very influential points that may have been deleted from an analysis can have substantial
effects on the interpretation of the experiment outcomes.

We next illustrate this example numerically. We randomly generated 18 points from N(0, 1).
We then ordered the points, and added 2 larger outliers. We assumed the first observer dropped the
largest point as an outlier, and the second observer dropped the two largest points as outliers. We
then calculated the mixture MLE numerically from equation. (3.11) using the Newton-Raphson
method. We replicated the procedure four times to examine variation. Data are shown in Table
2a.

Table 2a: Four replications of weighted-data subjectivity

Observation N(10, 1) N(10, 1) N(10, 1) N(10, 1)

1 8.3959 7.6748 8.1260 7.7977
2 8.4063 7.8796 8.5249 8.8122
3 8.559 7.9954 9.6225 8.9922
4 8.7975 8.7684 9.6490 9.0079
5 9.3082 8.9002 9.7041 9.0501
6 9.6001 8.9819 9.7444 9.1783
7 9.8433 9.2957 9.7660 9.2580
8 9.9802 9.3553 10.0400 9.3645
9 10.2570 9.3687 10.1180 9.4404
10 10.5710 9.5069 10.3150 9.7344
11 10.6690 9.6790 10.4280 9.8685
12 10.6900 9.8179 10.5690 10.0880
13 10.7120 9.8868 10.5780 10.2120
14 10.7140 10.0860 10.6230 10.2380
15 10.8160 10.3790 10.6770 10.3900
16 10.8580 10.4620 10.7310 10.4440
17 11.1910 10.5510 10.7990 10.5690
18 11.2540 10.9440 10.8960 10.7810
19 12.0000 12.0000 12.0000 12.0000
20 13.0000 13.0000 13.0000 13.0000

Calculations of MLE’s for the data in Table 2a are given in Table 2b:
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Table 2b: MLE’s for data with outliers

Mixture MLE 10.0406 9.4205 10.0568 9.6267

x̄18 10.0346 9.4185 10.0506 9.6237
x̄19 10.1380 9.5544 10.1532 9.7487

We see that for the data in column 2 of Table 2b, for example, the mixture MLE was 10.0406.
Had the observers carried out separate MLE’s, with Observer 1 dropping only the last observation,
he would have found his MLE to be 10.1380, while Observer 2 who dropped both of the last 2
observations would have found her MLE to be 10.0346. While the differences are not large they
are intended to be illustrative.

Case 2 — One Observer (Scientist) Rates Each Data Point Differently

The second case of weighted-data subjectivity involves a single scientist weighting the impor-
tance of the data points differently from one another. Here we envision a single scientist who has
carried out an experiment many times, but sometimes, for one reason or another, the scientist car-
ried out the experiment with extremely small error, whereas on some other occasions, the scientist
associated the experimental outcomes with considerably more error. Thus, which observed results
had small associated error, and which had large associated error might differ from one replication
of the experiment to the next.

In this context there is just one scientist who rates his/her experimental data differentially,
according to how ”well” the data point was measured, or what he/she thought should have occurred,
or whatever. This is the more typical situation, compared with the first case. The mixture
likelihood function is obtained from equations (3.4) and (3.5), for K = 1, as:

LM (x |ω) = �1(x |ω)P1{O1} =
n∏

j=1

[f(δj1xj |O1, ω)]p1(δj1|O1) . (3.14)

To follow the paradigm suggested here we should take δj1 = 1 for every j. Of course the
individual scientist would often argue that he/she knows better than anyone else that certain
points were really not as good as others, and should therefore be down-weighted.

A now-classical example of this type of subjectivity of special historical interest has been doc-
umented with real data. It involves the data collected by R. A. Millikan (1868-1953). Dr. Millikan
was an American physicist who successfully measured the charge on a single electron, winning a
Nobel Prize in 1923 for this famous oil-drop experiment (as well as other prizes). Holton (1978)
scrutinized Millikan’s laboratory notebooks and found that Millikan had repeated his oil-drop ex-
periment 39 times, obtaining outcomes: x1, . . . , x39 for the charge on the electron. Holton reported
that Millikan had given each of his original sets of observations a personal quality-of-measurement
rating: “best”, “very good”, “good”, “fair”, and no rating at all for discarded measurements (we
interpret his weights to represent his prior probabilities for these measurements). The distribution
of his rating results is summarized in the Table 3.
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Table 3: Millikan’s measurements

rating effective δj1 = Weight number of
descriptions raating measurements

best 4 4/10 2
very good 3 3/10 7
good 2 2/10 10
fair 1 1/10 13
discard no rating —— 7

For Millikan, p1(·) = 1, for 32 data points and p1(·) = 0 for the discarded 7 points. We order
the measurements according to their effective ratings, from “best” to “fair”, and form the weighted
average. The estimated value of the charge on the electron is then given by the weighted average:

ê =
4
10

2∑
j=1

xj +
3
10

9∑
j=3

xj +
2
10

19∑
10

+
1
10

32∑
j=20

xj .

Millikan formed the weighted average of his measurements and accordingly estimated the charge
on the electron as 4.85 × 10−10 esu (electrostatic units). The ordinary equally weighted average
would have been 4.70 × 10−10 esu. In his reported value he also averaged in the values obtained
by other researchers. By contrast, the accepted value for “e”, the charge on the electron, today,
is 4.77 × 10−10 esu. But the impressive closeness of Millikan’s values with today’s accepted value
is deceptive; it occurred only because his values were based upon, “a faulty value for the viscosity
of air, which when corrected, increases the discrepancy with the modern value by over 40%”
(Mathews, 1998).

3.4 Reducing “experiment subjectivity”

Suppose there are two experiments that might be performed: Eg (“g” for “good”), and Eḡ (“ḡ”
for “not good”). In Eg the scientist knows that the experiment will contain one or more variables
that might produce effects that will be confounded with the effect of fundamental interest. In
Eg, there are likely to be fewer such confounding variables, so the scientist believes that he/she is
more likely to be able to distinguish the effect he/she is seeking. Concomitantly, it may be that by
carrying out Eg, the scientist is missing the important variables that suggest that the effect sought
is really artifactual, and the seeming effect is explainable in other ways. Because the scientist is so
convinced that the effect sought is real and not artifactual, he/she reasons that Eg is a “cleaner”
and more promising experiment. The scientist might even argue, in a moment of enthusiastic zeal,
that Eg is cheaper and/or less subject to error.

In both experiments, for simplicity of interpretation, we assume the data are normally dis-
tributed with variance equal to 1. Suppose that the scientist referred to above, call him/her
Scientist A, would like to show that the population mean for the underlying phenomenon of inter-
est is positive. If Scientist A carries out Eg, it is more likely that the sample mean x̄ will be positive
than if Scientist A carries out Eḡ wherein the sample mean ȳ will imply the alternative hypothesis
Hḡ: that the population mean is not positive. If Eḡ is performed the scientist believes results are
either unlikely to be supportive of the theory, or they are likely to be sufficiently marginal so that
the theory will be in doubt. A priori, the experimenter adjudges the chances for concluding Hg:
the population mean is positive, when performingEg as greater than the chances for concluding
that the population mean is positive when performing Eḡ. Consequently, Scientist A decides to
perform Eg.
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Suppose some other scientist, say Scientist B, performs Eḡ, and subsequently observes ȳ (using
the same sample size, n). Let θ denote an indexing parameter such that θ = 1 if the hypothesis
Hg is true, and θ = 0 if the hypothesis Hg is false.

LM{data | θ} = E{lokelihood} = Eexperiment[�(data | θ)]
= �(x̄ |Eg, θ)P{Eg} + �(ȳ |Eḡ, θ)P{Eḡ}

The mixture likelihood function becomes:

LM{data | θ} = P{Eg}
√

n√
2π

exp{−n

2
(x̄ − θ)2} + P{Eḡ}

√
n√
2π

exp{−n

2
(ȳ − θ)2}.

An investigator cognizant of both experiments has both and available. In the same spirit of a
desire for equity of treatment in the likelihood function, the investigator takes P{Eg} = P{Eḡ} =
0.5. Then,

LM{x̄, ȳ | θ} =
1
2

[ √
n√
2π

exp{−n

2
(x̄ − θ)2} +

√
n√
2π

exp{−n

2
(ȳ − θ)2}

]
.

Define z = (x̄ + ȳ)/2. Then, combining terms shows that:

LM{z | θ} =
1
2

√
n√
2π

exp{−n/4} exp{−n(z − θ)2}.

Thus, the MLE for θ is clearly: θ̂ = z = (x̄ + ȳ)/2. If Scientist A were correct in his/her a
priori assessments of what was likely to happen in the experiment, θ̂ is likely to be closer to zero
than x̄ (or even negative), a result that would tend to vitiate Scientist A’s conclusions.

For example, for Scientist A’s experiment, Eg, we generated 100 observations from N(1, 1) and
found x̄ = 1.0598. Then, for Scientist B’s experiment, Eḡ, we generated 100 observations from
N(−1, 1) and found ȳ = −.9531. So the generalized MLE, θ̂, is 0.053, a sample value just barely
positive, which might not be convincing in many contexts for asserting that the population mean
is really positive.

4. Conclusions

We have been concerned with how to reduce the effects of a scientist’s pre-conceived beliefs in
the analysis of his/her supposedly objectively-observed data. We have found that we can reduce
the effect of some of those subjective interpretations by using a mixture likelihood function, and
then choosing the mixture weights that weigh the various interpretations of the data equally.
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Application of One Sided t-tests and a Generalized Experiment Wise
Error Rate to High-Density Oligonucleotide Microarray Experiments:

An Example Using Arabidopsis

Abstract: Motivation: A formidable challenge in the analysis of microarray data
is the identification of those genes that exhibit differential expression. The objectives
of this research were to examine the utility of simple ANOVA, one sided t tests,
natural log transformation, and a generalized experiment wise error rate methodology
for analysis of such experiments. As a test case, we analyzed a Affymetrix GeneChip
microarray experiment designed to test for the effect of a CHD3 chromatin remodeling
factor, PICKLE, and an inhibitor of the plant hormone gibberellin (GA), on the
expression of 8256 Arabidopsis thaliana genes.
Results: The GFWER(k) is defined as the probability of rejecting k or more true
null hypothesis at a given p level. Computing probabilities by GFWER(k) was shown
to be simple to apply and, depending on the value of k, can greatly increase power. A
k value as small as 2 or 3 was concluded to be adequate for large or small experiments
respectively. A one sided t-test along with GFWER(2)=.05 identified 43 genes as
exhibiting PICKLE-dependent expression. Expression of all 43 genes was re-examined
by qRT-PCR, of which 36 (83.7%) were confirmed to exhibit PICKLE-dependent
expression.

Key words: ********** Please add keywords ***

1. Introduction

The advent of inexpensive microarray technology has enabled individual laboratories to easily
obtain a global perspective on the expression pattern of thousands of genes. This powerful tech-
nology has allowed investigators to diagnose early cancers (Kim, J. W. and Wang, X. W., 2003;
Zhang et al., 2003), discover genes that contribute to quantitative traits (Gu et al., 2002), and
detect coordinated gene regulation during pivotal developmental events such as embryogenesis and
sexual maturation (Girke et al., 2000; Lo et al., 2003; Ruuska et al., 2002).

The first generation microarrays were generally based on two dye methodologies. These cDNA
microarray experiments involve hybridizing two mRNA samples, each of which has been converted
into cDNA and labelled with its own fluorophore, on a single glass slide that has been spotted with
10,000-20,000 cDNA probes. In contrast, more recent high-density oligonucleotide microarrays,
such as those offered by Affymetrix , provide direct information about the expression levels in an
mRNA sample and can have a much higher density (Yang and Speed, 2002).

The majority of methodologies for microarray analysis have been developed for two dye spotted
arrays (Kerr et al., 2000; Kerr and Churchill, 2001; Lee et al., 2003, Nguyan et al., 2004, for review
see Quackenbush, 2001 and Yang and Speed, 2002). Unfortunately these two-dye spotted arrays
also pose other statistical issues, such as normalization to correct for dye bias. Furthermore if more
than 2 treatments are used, it is not possible to compare all treatments on the same chip thus
necessitating an Incomplete Block Design (IBD) type design (Kerr and Churchill, 2001). As such,
special experimental designs, such as the reference and rotational design are needed for correct
analysis (Kerr and Churchill, 2001; Quackenbush, 2001 and Yang and Speed, 2002).
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In contrast, oligonucleotide microarrays use a single dye technology and pose some advantages,
including a greatly increased density of genes and simplified experimental design because treatment
effects are tested independently on each chip, eliminating the need for IBD designs. Nevertheless,
statistical issues remain, such as normality of residuals, homogeneity of residual variance, correla-
tion of errors within an array, and correlation of biological samples across arrays.

Mixed model methods for analysis of microarray experiment, proposed by Wolfinger et al.
(2001), solves most of these issues (see Craig et al., 2003 for review). However, the complexity of
analysis dramatically increases with these advanced methods. Unfortunately, many of the current
practitioners of microarray technology do not possess the mathematical expertise necessary to
meaningfully employ these methods. On the other hand ANOVA is a tool that is easy to implement
with methods common to most researchers. Kerr and Churchill (2001) conclude that “The analysis
of variance (ANOVA) is a natural tool for studying data from experiments with multiple categorical
factors”.

The first objective of this research was to examine the utility of simple ANOVA for analysis of
replicated oligonucleotide microarrays experiments. The motivation was given eloquently by Kerr
and Churchill (2001) who stated “An advantage of model based data analysis such as ANOVA is
that a model helps the analyst explore the data. If one finds a model inadequate, discovering why
it is inadequate can help the analyst identify sources of variation and bias.” A secondary objective
of this study was to show how using a one sided t-test can be used to increase power. The final
objective was to introduce an alternative method to increase power by accepting a base number of
false positive with high probability.

The ANOVA is particularly suited to analyzing data from microarray experiments that employ
a replicated factorial arrangement of treatments. An example of such an experimental design is
one in which the investigator looks at gene expression in wild-type and mutant plants in the
presence or absence of an added chemical. Many microarray studies incorporate this type of
experimental design, e.g. the response of genes in nontumorigenic and tumorigenic tissues to
different concentrations of toxic or therapeutic drugs (Lundquist et al., 2002; Martinez et al.,
2002) or the response of genes from different tissues to estrogen or other hormones (Abe et al.,
2003; Faccioli et al., 2002; Fujita et al., 2003; Goda et al., 2002). This design easily extends into
any number of genotypes (or tissues) by any number of developmental time points (or biochemical
exposures).

The primary biological objective of this research was to understand how a CHD3-chromatin
remodeling factor, PICKLE, and a plant growth regulator, gibberellin (GA), regulate gene ex-
pression during germination of Arabidopsis seeds (Rider et al., 2003). PICKLE is necessary for
repression of embryonic traits in Arabidopsis (Ogas et al., 1997). Expression of the embryonic state
in pickle seedlings is inhibited by the plant growth regulator gibberellin (GA) and is enhanced by
application of uniconazole-P, an inhibitor of GA biosynthesis (Izumi et al., 1985; Ogas et al., 1997).
Specifically, gene expression was examined in wild-type and pickle seeds grown in the absence and
presence of 10−8 M uniconazole-P. Thus the genotypes were ‘wild type’ vs. the pickle mutant,
and biochemical exposure was to either 10−8 M uniconazole-P or no uniconazole-P during seed
germination.

Our working hypothesis was that PICKLE functions during germination to repress genes that
promote embryonic identity. In support of such a hypothesis, the transcript levels of two posi-
tive regulators of embryogenesis, LEAFY COTYLEDON1 (LEC1) and LEAFY COTYLEDON2
(LEC2) (Lotan et al., 1998; Stone et al., 2001), are elevated during germination of pickle seedlings
(Ogas et al., 1999; Rider et al., 2003). Our interest was to find new genes that exhibited PICKLE-
dependent expression, i.e. were up regulated. As such, we had a natural one sided test.

2. 21 Biological Methods
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Seeds and tissues from the Arabidopsis pickle-1 mutant (in a Columbia ecotype background)
and wild-type Columbia were used for all investigations. Plants were grown as described previously
(Ogas et al., 1997; Rider et al., 2003).

The Affymetrix GeneChip Arabidopsis Genome Array6 contained 8256 sets of oligos represent-
ing approximately 30% of the Arabidopsis thaliana transcriptome. A 2 × 2 factorial arrangement
of treatments were examined. The first treatment was genotype (pickle mutant vs. wild type), the
second treatment was uniconazole (applied vs. control), the treatment combinations were desig-
nated pkl, Upkl, wt and Uwt (pickle mutant untreated, pickle mutant treated with uniconazole-P,
wild type untreated, and wild type treated with uniconazole-P) were each represented by four
biological replicates (n = 4) for a total of 16 chips (Rider et al., 2003).

3. StatisticalL Methods

3.1 The ANOVA, partitions, and transformations

The model for the completely randomized design (CRD) associated with the k-th spot (or
gene) is Y k

ij = µ + τk
i + εk

(i)j where Y k
ij is the expression (or log transform) for the k-th gene, in the

j-th replicate of the i-th treatment; µk is the overall mean; τk
i is the effect of the i-th treatment

on that gene, and εk
(i)j is random residual. For maximum information treatment effects are further

partitioned into main effects and interactions. The partitioning should be reduced to single degree
of freedom tests by use of orthogonal contrasts. Because the ANOVA must be completed for each
spot on the array, methods to automate the test are needed. To accomplish this goal, we use the
well-known result that any single degree of F tests can equivalently be constructed as a t-test (Gill,
1978). A simple t-test for any contrast can be computed with the means procedure in SAS or
in any standard spreadsheet, such as Excel. The t-test also offers the advantage of being able to
test for a one sided alternative. In some experiments, as in this one, the researchers may only be
interested in genes that are either up or down regulated, as a result, the power to detect those
genes will be greatly increased.

For expression type data, the variance is usually correlated with the mean, violating a critical
assumption for the ANOVA. For such data, transforming to logs will usually correct this problem.
Interpretation of log transformed data also better meets the interest of the biologist as significant
differences are interpreted as being significant ratios on a non-transformed basis, i.e. the difference
between logs of numbers is the same as the log of a ratio. A log base 2 is interpreted as fold change,
while base 10 is interpreted as orders of magnitude difference. Natural logs have not been widely
used for array data but perhaps represents the most valid biological interpretation due to kinetics.
A common rate equation in chemistry is where the rate of change in product (∂Y ) per unit of
time (∂t) is proportional (c) to the product (Y ), thus ∂Y = cY ∂t. The solution to this differential
equation is Y = cet. Therefore by taking natural logs, the expression is linearized into a rate
equation, ln(Y ) = ln c+t. If t is constant across biological replications, then variation in expression
is due to linear differences in the rate constant c, the gene regulatory factor. Differences due to
treatments are then interpreted as linear differences in gene regulatory factors (rate constants).

The vast majority of array data will require such a transformation, however, curiously these
data better met the assumption when non-transformed. To check this assumption for any data,
compute the within gene variance for each gene (the residual error variance in the ANOVA), then
plot that against the average expression level for that gene. Any slope significantly different from

6part no. 510429, Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA
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zero (a zero slope is parallel to the x axis) indicates that the data require a transformation before
the analysis proceeds.

For a given gene, because each treatment combination was randomized onto each of 4 biolog-
ical replicates, the experiment as detailed above is a 2 × 2 factorial arrangement of treatments
in a completely randomized design (CRD). The ANOVA for this design with treatment effects
partitioned is given in Table 1.

Table 1: ANOVA table with partitions.

Source of Variation Degrees of Freedom Mean Square

Treatments t − 1 MS(T)
Genotypes (C1) 1 MS(C1)
Inhibitor (C2) 1 MS(C2)
Interaction of 1 MS(C3)
Genotype x Inhibitor (C3)

Within Error t(r − 1) MS(E)

The mean squares for the partitions can be found using the following formula along with the
contrast coefficients given in Table 2

Table 2: Coefficients for partitions of treatment effects.

Treatment Treatment Combination Contrast Coefficients (Cmj)

Genotype Inhibitor C1j C2j C3j

1- pkl pickle None 1 1 1
2- Upkl pickle Uniconazole 1 −1 −1
3- wt wild type None −1 1 −1
4- Uwt wild type Uniconazole −1 −1 1

MS(Cm) = r(
∑

j

Cmj Ȳij)2I(
∑

j

)C2
mj). (3.1)

The F test, which is distributed as F with 1 and t(r−1) degrees of freedom, is then computed
as the ratio of F = MS(Cm)/MS(E). This test is equivalently computed as t

Tm =

∑
j Cmj Ȳij·√

1
r MS(E)

∑
j C2

mj

(3.2)

which has t(r − 1) degrees of freedom. From these formula it is easy to verify that the calculated
value F = t2 and from tables one can verify corresponding critical values, i.e. F1,t(r−1) = (tt(r−1))2.
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However, when calculated as a t-test the sign of the contrast is preserved, thus allowing a one tailed
test. This approach will extend to any contrast for any number of treatments, provided the sum
of the coefficients for that contrast is zero. To be orthogonal with other contrasts the sum of the
cross products must also sum to zero.

For this analysis, our hypothesis was that one or more genes existed for which the expression
level was elevated in pickle mutants, regardless of uniconazole treatment. This hypothesis was
based on an expression pattern similar to that of LEC1 and LEC2. Thus the primary contrast of
interest was the main effect of genotype (C1). Because we were only looking for a similar pattern
(up regulation), the power to detect up regulated genes increased. Use of prior information to
increase power is more cost effective than increasing the number of biological replicates. In other
experiments additional contrasts may be of equal or greater importance, this may be particularly
true of the interaction of genotypes with uniconazole treatment (C3), which test the hypothesis
that application of uniconazole has a different effect on one genotype than the other.

The critical value of t depends on a number of factors, including one- vs. two-sided alternatives,
degrees of freedom (df) for estimation of error variance, and acceptable type I error rates. Choosing
an acceptable Type I error rate is discussed in the next section.

3.2 Generalized experiment wise error rate (GFWER(k))

Experimenters have long recognized that if a comparison wise type I error rate (CWER) is
used across a great number of tests, a large proportion of declared significant differences would
be false. For example analysis of array data involves thousands of comparisons, consequently, if
a per comparison error rate of 0.05 were used for our analysis, more than 413 of the 8256 tests
would be expected to be declared significant by chance alone. The most widely used approaches
to control Type I errors in multiple tests is based on controlling the family wise Type I error rate
(FWER) (Fernando et al., 2004). The FWER is the probability of rejecting one or more true null
hypotheses, i.e. the probability of accepting one or more false positives. A common method for
controlling the FWER is the Bonferroni or Sidak (1967) adjustments.

However, the FWER with those adjustments is too conservative if the cost of false negatives
is high relative to the cost of false positives, i.e. they sacrifice power to avoid accepting false
positives. Methods have been developed to address this issue by allowing for some false positives
among those declared significant, such as the false discovery rate (FDR, Benjamini and Hochberg,
1995; Reiner. et al., 2003; see Nguyen, 2005 for general discussion on this issue). Alternatives
to the FDR have since been proposed that take into account the expected number of false null
hypothesis and other modifications (see Fernando et al., 2004 for review). However, all methods
used to estimate an FDR make assumptions about the distribution of truly expressed genes. As a
result, the FDR will either be too liberal or conservative.

Here we present an alternative that does not attempt to establish an FDR. Rather the method
is an extension of the FWER methodology to allow for a higher family wise error rate. The devel-
opment is as follows: Assume a strictly null distribution from which N independent test statistics
are computed, from which N independent decisions are made at the same critical threshold level.
The probability that any one decision is incorrect is p. An incorrect decision is defined as rejecting
a true null hypothesis. With multiple tests, the probability of exactly m incorrect and N − m
correct decisions is

P (m = incorrect |N = decisions ) =
(

N

m

)
pm(1 − p)N−m (3.3)

The usual FWER = ξ(1) is the probability of rejecting 1 or more true null hypotheses found as:
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ξ(1) =
N∑

m=1

pm(1 − p)N−m (3.4)

or equivalently, 1 minus the probability of no incorrect decisions,

ξ(1) = 1 − (1 − p)N (3.5)

which is Sidak’s (1967) equation. The value of p per comparison (CWER) is found such that the
ξ(1) is achieved, i.e.

p = 1 − e[ln{1−ξ(1)}/N ] (3.6)

Stated in the reverse, there is a 1-FWER probability of no incorrect decisions among the N
decisions made, i.e.

ω(k) =
k−1∑
m=1

(
N

m

)
pm(1 − p)N−m (3.7)

A generalization of this procedure is to divide the total probability of making Type I errors
into parts associated with how many errors are likely to be made at a given probability. Among
the N decisions made, define ξ(k) as the probability of rejecting k or more true null hypotheses
and ω(k) as the probability of rejecting fewer than k true null hypotheses, ξ(k) + ω(k) = 1, where

ξ(k) =
N∑

m=k

pm(1 − p)N−m (3.8)

ω(k) =
k−1∑
m=0

pm(1 − p)N−m (3.9)

If for a given k, the value for ξ(k) is set to a small value, then among those tests declared signif-
icant, one accepts that there will be a high probability of k−1 false positives plus a low probability
of k or more false positives. Therefore, a new type of error rate is defined as GFWER(k), which is
strictly the probability of making k or more incorrect decisions at a given level of p, and ignores
the probability of less than k Type I errors. The latter type of errors are considered acceptable
in order to gain power and decrease the Type II error rate. For a more general development of
the generalized family wise error rate see van der Laan (2004). The GFWER(k) cannot be solved
for directly, but solutions can be found by iteration. SAS source code used to compute adjusted p
values for any ξ(k) and N is given at our web site. However, Equations (3.8) and (3.9) can also be
approximated by the normal as follows: If X is binomial with n trials and probability of success
p, then

P [X > r] ≈ Φ

(
r − np√
np(1 − p)

)
,

where Φ is the cumulative distribution of standard normal distribution.

Tables 3 and 4 give p values for, respectively, a one- and two-tailed alternative, and ξ(k) = .05.
Associated critical values of t are given in Tables 5 and 6 for experiments with 6 and 60 df for
estimating error variance. Note that for all k values, the critical value of t for a one-sided test
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is between 12 and 13% smaller, with corresponding increases in power. Table 3 shows that by
allowing for 2 or more false positives in a 1 sided t-test increases the adjusted p value by 6.5 times,
and thereby also increasing the power of the test. Results presented in Tables 3 show that for the
range of N examined (i.e. N > 1000) the ratios of p values for GFWER(k) to that of GFWER(1)
are independent of N . Thus, for such chips, once the Sidak p values are found, GFWER(k) can
be found by multiplication using the constants given in the table.

Table 3: Adjusted p values for k = 1 to 5, chips of size 1,000 and 50,000 and a
one-tailed GFWER(k)=5%.

k Number of Tests

1,000 50,000

p-value×106 Ratio∗ p-value ×106 Ratio∗

1 51.29 1.025
2 335.02 6.5 6.70 6.5
3 783.41 15.3 15.66 15.3
4 1320.01 25.7 26.38 25.7
5 1913.31 37.3 38.23 37.3

∗ Ratio of p-values to that of GFWER(1)

Table 4: Adjusted p-values for k = 1 to 5, chips of size 1,000 and 50,000 and a
two-tailed GFWER(k)=5%.

k Number of Tests

1,000 50,000

p-value×106 p-value ×106

1 25.63 .521
2 167.5 3.35
3 391.7 7.83
4 660.0 13.19
5 956.65 19.15

An important issue is what value of k should one use. The value of k should be set as small as
possible without sacrificing too much power. For an experiment of a given size, the rate at which
power increases is dependent on the critical value of t. Examination of Tables 5 and 6 shows that
the greatest decrease in the critical value of t, with either large or small experiment, comes from
increasing k from 1 to 2. For large experiments increasing k beyond 2, or for small increasing k
beyond 3, brings about much smaller incremental decreases in t. From these results, some general
guidelines can be deduced for choice of k. Regardless of the number of spots on a chip, a k value
of 2 or 3 should be adequate for large and small experiments respectively.
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Table 5: The six genes for which the qRT-PCR assay detected no expression in
untreated wild type seed. Transcripts were detected in untreated pickle seeds.
Transcripts were also detected for both wild type and pickle seeds (Uwt and
Upkl) germinated in the presence of uniconazole-p, thus permitting calculation
of Upickle fold change relative to Uwt. The mean values from the arrays are
included for illustration. #Pr is the number of times Affymetrix Microarray
Suite software (v. 5.0) labeled a gene ’present’ for the 16 gene chips used for
this investigation.

AGI Code Mean values (4 chips) qRT-PCR fold change Putative ID/function

#Pr wt pickle Uwt Upickle wt pickle Uwt Upickle

At3g16410 16 4535 14225 3630 18074 − + 1 204.3 Jacalin type lectin
At4g27140 15 1000 2365 417 3214 − + 1 8.95 2S1 seed storage protein
At1g67330 4 170 701 97 1255 − + 1 3.75 uncharacterized
At5g13930 16 18459 37623 18471 46304 − + 1 1.75 TT4/chalcone synthase
At3g23220 16 1611 2606 1364 2560 − + 1 1.43 ERF1/transcription factor
At1g09750 16 2005 3200 2178 5193 − + 1 0.58 nucleoid-like protein

Table 6: Presence of uniconazole-p increases derepression of PICKLE-
dependent genes in pickle seedlings.

qPCR Ratios Putative Function

AGI Code pkl/Wt Upk/Wt Upk/pkl

At5g01600 2.90 8.82 3.04 maturation
At3g16420 4.75 11.41 2.40 defense
At1g73190 1.79 2.96 1.65 maturation
At2g28790 1.77 2.90 1.64
At1g20620 2.33 3.51 1.50 maturation
At5g54740 2.97 4.10 1.43
At4g19810 2.43 3.33 1.37
At3g52500 5.55 7.55 1.36
At3g16430 1.55 2.08 1.34 defense
At1g05510 1.88 2.53 1.34
At3g16460 4.64 5.22 1.13 defense
At4g08685 2.61 2.78 1.06
At2g35810 4.24 4.24 1.00
At2g19590 2.50 2.24 0.90
At4g37410 2.38 1.95 0.82
At5g12030 5.36 2.68 0.50 desiccation

4. Biological Verification: QRT-PCR analysis

Those genes found significant with ANOVA were re-analyzed using qRT-PCR to compare
results. The qRT-PCR method, while more precise than the chip analysis, is still subject to
error. The method is based on PCR amplification of mRNA in the sample until a pre-determined
threshold is obtained. Because the amplification is a doubling with each cycle, the accuracy of
the method is questionable if there exists less than a 2 fold difference in mRNA between the two
treatments. qRT-PCR is also subject to biological variability between samples and should therefore
also be replicated and treated to statistical analysis. However, replicated qRT-PCR analysis for
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each gene would be extremely expensive and time consuming. Therefore within the limitations of
this experiment, and recognizing those limitations, we defined confirmation of PICKLE-dependent
expression as a two-fold or greater increase in expression level of a given gene in pickle versus
wild-type seed when grown in either the absence or presence of uniconazole-P. qRT-PCR was used
to compare transcript levels in pickle versus wild-type seed grown in the absence of uniconazole-P
as well as transcript levels in pickle versus wild-type seed grown in the presence of uniconazole-P.

Quantitative RT-PCR was performed on an ABI sequence detection system using RNA from
one of the biological replicates previously generated (Rider et al., 2003). Oligonucleotide primer
sequences and primer concentrations used are listed in supplementary Table 2S available at the
web site.

5. Results and Discussion

5.1 Statistical issues

For this experiment, we used ξ(2) = .05. Allowing for one false positive raised the adjusted
p value from 6.21 × 10−6 to 4.1 × 10−5 and correspondingly increased the power of the test The
ANOVA method selected 43 genes, less than one of which was expected to be a false positive based
on the experimentwise selection criteria that we employed (8256 × 4.1 × 10−5 = .33). Our qRT-
PCR analysis supported 36 of the 43 genes (Figure 1). A surprising result of this study was that
qRT-PCR did not detect transcripts in wild-type seeds for 6 of the 43 genes identified as having
expression differences based on analysis of the array data (Table 5). Although this observation is
consistent with the hypothesis that PICKLE represses expression of these genes in wild-type seeds
to facilitate the developmental transition from embryo to seedling, the array expression values did
not suggest absence of transcripts in wild-type seeds.

figure 1 about here

There are at least two possible explanations for the elevated number of observed false posi-
tives. Affymetrix constructed this GeneChip when the sequence of the Arabidopsis genome was
only partially completed. Inflated expression values for some oligos may have arisen from cross
hybridization to unintended targets. In fact, two of the false positives were false because qRT-PCR
detected no expression in germinating seeds under any condition. Alternatively, as previously dis-
cussed, the discrepancy may be due to different criteria used to determine success for each method.
The qRT-PCR data should only be viewed as supporting evidence, not confirmatory.

5.2 Biological Inferences

PICKLE is necessary to repress expression of embryonic traits in Arabidopsis seedlings. Pre-
vious analysis of genes that exhibit PICKLE-dependent repression identified genes associated with
various stages of seed development. ANOVA identified genes associated with seed development,
including 2S albumin genes, HSP17.6, and several lectin-like genes (Guerche et al., 1990; Lenman
et al., 1993; Ruuska et al., 2002; Sun et al., 2001). In all, 10 of the genes (28%) identified and
confirmed by qRT-PCR analysis were associated with embryo development or exhibit sequence
similarity to genes involved in embryo development (Table 1S, available at the web site). Addi-
tional studies will be necessary to determine if the other 26 genes that showed PICKLE-dependent
expression in the germinating seed are also involved in some aspect of embryo development. Pre-
vious expression analysis did not suggest a specific role for uniconazole-P in increasing penetrance
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of the pickle root phenotype in pickle seedlings (Rider et al., 2003). This analysis revealed that the
extent of derepression of many of the genes that exhibit PICKLE-dependent repression is enhanced
by the presence of uniconazole-P (Figure 1, black bars versus white bars). The magnitude of this
enhancement, however, was often due in large part to the fact that the presence of uniconazole-P
resulted in decreased expression of the gene relative to wild-type seed imbibed in the absence of
uniconazole-P (data not shown).

In order to examine the effect of combining the pickle mutation with exposure to uniconazole-
P, we compared the fold change values of genes in pickle versus wt seedlings (pkl/wt) and the
fold change values of genes in pickle treated with uniconazole-P versus wt seedlings (Upkl/wt) as
determined by qRT-PCR (Table 6). In order to make this analysis comparable to previous analysis
of the dataset, either the ratio pkl/wt or the ratio Upkl/wt or both had to be ≥ 2 for a gene to be
included in this analysis. Genes for which a transcript was not detected in wild-type seedlings were
excluded from this analysis. Sixteen genes identified with ANOVA met these expression criteria.
We found that the presence of uniconazole-P did increase expression of many of these genes in
pickle seedlings; the transcript level of 10 genes increased 33% or more when pickle seeds were
imbibed in the presence of uniconazole-P. In contrast, a previous analysis of the same array data
identified no genes for which the corresponding transcript was increased by treatment of pickle
seeds with uniconazole-P (Rider et al., 2003).

Uniconazole-P increases the probability that primary roots of the pickle mutant will express
embryonic differentiation traits (Ogas et al., 1997). Genes associated with seed development exhibit
elevated expression in pickle seedlings, suggesting that the expression of these genes contributes
to the ability of pickle seedling to express embryonic traits after germination (Rider et al., 2003).
The discovery that the presence of uniconazole-P enhances the expression of 10 genes in pickle
seedlings, 5 of which (50%) are involved in seed development or exhibit sequence similarity to
genes involved in seed development, suggests for the first time that the increased penetrance of
embryonic traits in pickle seedlings treated with uniconazole-P may be mediated in part through
changes in gene expression. Specifically, our results are consistent with the hypothesis that GA acts
in concert with PICKLE during germination to repress expression of genes that promote embryonic
traits. Further characterization of the genes identified here may facilitate subsequent genetic and
biochemical analysis of the GA signal transduction pathway that mediates this response.

5.3 Utility

We have shown that a simple ANOVA method can identify a manageable number of candidate
genes for differential expression from a gene expression array, most of which were real. Although we
only applied the approach to an experiment that incorporated a simple class-by-treatment design, it
is applicable to any full factorial design and is computationally straightforward. Previous analysis
of the array data employed a modified fold change (MFC) approach (Rider et al., 2003) and failed to
detect many of the genes identified by ANOVA. In addition, our current analysis demonstrates that
treatment of pickle seedlings with uniconazole-P enhances the derepression of PICKLE-dependent
genes during germination. These results reinforce the power of ANOVA versus a method that
emphasizes fold-change.

The practical utility of the GFWER(k) method is derived from allowing the user to influence
the number of genes identified by selecting the appropriate value for k, the number of false positives
allowed above the threshold significance level. A critical question is what value of k will result in the
greatest increase in power with the lowest number of Type I errors. A simple power analysis showed
that regardless of the number of spots on a chip, a k value of 2 or 3 should be adequate for large
and small experiments respectively. Although the GFWER(k) and FDR are closely related and
greatly increase the power of the experiment by relaxing the Type 1 error rate, the application of the
GFWER(k) does not attempt to project an FDR, rather, we only set the maximum number of false
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positives under the null hypothesis. Calculations for an exact FDR would require knowledge of 1)
the number of truly expressed genes, 2) the signal to noise ratio, and 3) their distribution. Without
knowing these factors, the FDR as calculated by any of the current methods is an approximation.
As a result, the GFWER(k) may be more or less conservative than FDR methods, depending on the
particular experiment. However, the GFWER(k) is constant and independent of the experiment,
which in itself is appealing. This gives rise to another interesting difference between the methods.
The expected number of false positives can be determined a priori with the GFWER(k) because
the rate is independent of the data, whereas with the FDR (and newer methods as reviewed by
Fernando et al., 2004) calculations are dependent on the data and one has to wait until the list is
generated to determine what the expected number of false positives will be. This difference could
be critical in the planning stage of an experiment.
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